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This dissertation tells the story of how mathematics was made American. Like other American 

sciences, mathematics in the United States shifted during the Progressive Era from practical and 

educational activities toward research. Unlike other American sciences, however, American 

mathematics grew conspicuously apart from physical reality. Taking their cue from prominent 

scholars in places like France and Germany, mathematicians in the United States began building 

and working to define abstract mathematical systems. By following their European counterparts 

into abstract, so-called “modern” fields of research, however, American mathematicians risked 

alienation in a nation known for its “Yankee ingenuity” and practical know-how. This dissertation 

argues that, while the growth of mathematics in the United States meant establishing societies, 

journals, and graduate programs, it also meant reconfiguring what counted as mathematical work, 

who counted as a mathematician, and how each was thought to contribute to American society. 

While early-twentieth-century Americans were working to build a mathematics community, 

prominent researchers in Europe were working to rebuild the foundations of mathematics itself. 

Foundational questions, in turn, led some to reconsider the epistemological status and meaning of 

mathematical knowledge, as well as its value and values. By exploring foundational studies in the 

United States alongside popular, administrative, and biographical sources, this dissertation 

analyzes the growth of American mathematics as a series of scientific and cultural negotiations. 

Specifically, it considers the role of abstract research in redefining both the relevance of 



 
 

mathematics and what it meant to be an American mathematician. By choosing to encode their 

professional identities in the ideals of modern abstractions, mathematicians in the United States 

forfeited access to traditional forms of masculinity that were associated with military or industrial 

applications. Instead, they marshalled other forms of manliness tied to nostalgic traditions of farm 

work, rugged individualism, and, eventually, professional exclusivity and prestige. Overall, this 

dissertation identifies three ways in which mathematics was made compatible with American 

ideals: through the well-worn narrative of the self-made man, in proximity to American 

Pragmatism, and by asserting both scientific support for and humanist critiques of modern 

industrial progress. 
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Introduction 

 

 

In February 1940, a distinguished professor emeritus sat down to read a letter describing a man 

in Missouri with a horse named Billie. The professor, named Cassius Jackson Keyser, was bald 

and round—though less so in his old age—and accustomed to wearing bow ties and three-piece 

suits. The man with the horse, named James Allen Smith, was more suited to the “wild life” out 

west.1 Both were acclaimed mathematicians. 

The author of the letter, Raymond Weeks, was a former colleague of Keyser’s from Columbia, 

and he had written to congratulate Keyser on his recent achievements, including a radio broadcast 

about mathematics that he had recently performed with his wife, Sarah. Weeks went on to 

reminisce about his own relationship with and proclivity for mathematics. He wrote wistfully about 

his experiences as a teenager in Missouri, where he’d had a “close companion” who was a “brilliant 

mathematician.” The mathematician’s name was James Allen Smith, but he usually went by Jim. 

When Jim heard of a man “who had a problem,” he would try to aid the puzzled worker, perhaps 

a carpenter or baker, with his mathematical toolkit. “I remember seeing Jim start one day on his 

beautiful horse Billie… He brought back the problem (which he had solved in his head as he rode 

homeward) and several lesser problems, one of which he ‘gave’ me, who had not yet studied 

algebra or geometry.” While he did not claim to have a mind for advanced theories, Weeks joked 

that he might have become “the sort of hack who teaches mathematics in a high school.”2 In 1924, 

he had written a book of silly stories about mathematics called Boys’ Own Arithmetic. 

 
1 Raymond Weeks to Cassius Keyser February 9, 1940, Columbia University Rare Book and Manuscript Collection, 

Cassius Jackson Keyser papers, Box 2. 
2 Raymond Weeks to Cassius Keyser February 9, 1940. 
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Weeks’ letter to Keyser hints at many of the ideas that lie at the heart of this dissertation. While 

there may appear to be a great discrepancy between Keyser, a retired professor, and Jim, a horse-

riding problem-solver, the combination of their stories speaks to the changing character and 

characteristics of mathematics and mathematicians in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries. Like other American sciences, American mathematics shifted during the Progressive 

Era from practical and educational activities toward research. Unlike other American sciences, 

however, mathematics in the United States grew conspicuously apart from physical reality. By 

establishing their young community in the domain of abstract, so-called “modern,” fields of 

research, American mathematicians risked alienation in a nation known for its “Yankee ingenuity” 

and practical know-how. Sitting in their book-filled offices, mathematicians like Keyser may have 

seemed worlds away from the laboratories and affairs of men like Thomas Edison. They were also 

worlds away from the image of rugged practicality evoked by Missouri Jim and his horse Billie.  

By engaging with a cast of characters like Keyser—some more famous, some lesser-known—

this dissertation examines the relationship between mathematics and American society at a time 

when both were being redefined. For many American scientists, tensions ran high during the 

Progressive Era between inward-looking research, which meant autonomy and prestige, and 

outward-facing relevance. Rather than turning their attention to the growing role of mathematics 

in the natural, physical, and social sciences, American mathematicians chose to follow their 

European counterparts into modern fields of research. Seemingly “foreign” forms of mathematics, 

however, compelled scholars to find new ways of negotiating what it meant to be an American 

mathematician. While working to define the category “mathematician,” their contemporaries 

worked to define the adjective “American.” Around the turn of the twentieth century, the contours 

of American society were formed in different ways through class conflict, reform, immigration, 
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and segregation. Men like Theodore Roosevelt championed vigor at home and abroad, and many 

looked to science as the prime mover of American progress. In the aftermath of World War I, 

Americans worked to understand their newly configured role in the global world order. The 

cultural, political, and organizational status of American science had changed, and the promotion 

of American mathematics changed accordingly. American mathematicians’ focus on abstract 

research, however, stayed the same.  

While American mathematicians worked to build a professional community in the United 

States, prominent scholars in Europe were working to rebuild the foundations of mathematics 

itself. Tuned into these new developments, a group of American mathematicians began following, 

with some revisions, the German mathematician David Hilbert and his approach to the principal 

statements, or axioms, that formed the basis of mathematics. Yet, their attempts to answer 

questions about the foundations of mathematics also raised questions about the fundamental nature 

of knowledge. In 1912, Keyser wrote that “mathematics has acquired a certain modesty. The 

critical mathematician has abandoned the search for truth.”3 While the certainty of mathematics 

and the meaning of truth were being questioned, a variety of American scholars were grappling 

with questions about what forms of knowledge were best suited for a modern industrial society. 

Should empiricism be prioritized over abstraction? Relativism over absolutism? Humanism over 

materialism? Questions like these became central to the development of American Pragmatism. 

They were also at hand during the development of American mathematics through what would 

later be called American Postulate Theory.  

When considering the relevance of mathematics in the early-twentieth-century United States, 

historians have often wondered about a lack of applied research that could have been useful to 

 
3 Cassius Jackson Keyser, “Principia Mathematica,” Science 35, no. 890 (January 19, 1912): 107. 
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American science and industry.4 Champions of industry, after all, were a central part of American 

culture. Yet, critics of industry were vocal as well. To account for this distinction as well as for 

American mathematicians’ emphasis on abstract research, this dissertation considers the 

“applications” of mathematics more broadly to include its philosophical and cultural implications. 

Specifically, it foregrounds foundational mathematics in order to explore some of the overlooked 

ways in which American mathematicians defined and promoted their work. For Keyser, the 

humanization of modern mathematics was an especially important project, even more so than the 

mathematization of other sciences, and he spent much of his career working to recast the 

relationship between mathematics and American society through foundational fields like Postulate 

Theory. 

As modern research began to flourish in the United States, it raised questions about what a 

mathematician did, why it mattered, and who got to be one. Was Jim with the horse a 

mathematician because he helped solve mathematical problems? Was Raymond Weeks a 

mathematician because he wrote a mathematical book? Was Sarah Keyser a mathematician 

because she taught mathematics and spoke about it on the radio? As the American mathematics 

community grew around the turn of the century, the category “mathematician” shrank. This 

constriction was institutionalized in 1915, when the American Mathematical Society decided not 

to take ownership of The American Mathematical Monthly. Whereas the Monthly was meant to be 

a publication for mathematical teachers, practitioners, enthusiasts, and researchers, the Society 

sought to preserve the “purity” of its membership by focusing its attention on “pure” mathematical 

 
4 Reinhard Siegmund-Schultze, “The Late Arrival of Academic Applied Mathematics in the United States: A 

Paradox, Theses, and Literature,” NTM International Journal of History & Ethics of Natural Sciences, Technology 

& Medicine 11, no. 2 (2003): 116–127; Loren Butler Feffer, “Mathematical Physics and the Planning of American 

Mathematics: Ideology and Institutions,” Historia Mathematica 24, no. 1 (1997): 66–85; John W. Servos, 

“Mathematics and the Physical Sciences in America, 1880–1930,” Isis 77, no. 4 (1986): 611–29; William L. Duren 

Jr., “Mathematics in American Society 1888-1988: A Historical Commentary,” in A Century of Mathematics in 

America, ed. Peter Duren (Providence: American Mathematical Society, 1989), 399–447. 
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research. Non-research mathematicians, many of whom were women, were kept to the margins as 

the professional community became increasingly stratified. At least one member of the Society 

believed that the mathematics community would be better off “keeping the American 

Mathematical Society a blueblood organization,” which also meant white, middle-class, and 

masculine.5 Although it was not until the early twentieth century that the category “mathematician” 

was confined to “blueblood” professional researchers, most histories of American mathematics 

tend to focus on the careers and contributions of prominent scholars both before and after the term 

narrowed.6 By casting a broader net and regarding “mathematician” as an actor’s category, this 

dissertation considers the role and image of the American mathematician as a process of 

negotiation.  

Overall, this dissertation asks how the turn to abstraction during the growth of American 

mathematics informed its value and values. Keyser, for one, worked to assure his readers and 

audiences that even as he spoke and wrote about abstractions, he was and had always been in close 

touch with reality. “I was born and bred on a farm,” he explained; “…however high my head may 

seem to be in the clouds, you may, in spite of appearances, suspect that my feet are upon the 

earth.”7 By flaunting his farm-town roots but holding the keys to his book-filled office, Keyser 

sought to present himself as hard-working and down-to-earth but also intellectual and refined. As 

 
5 D. E. Smith to Slaught February 13, 1914, MAA Mathematical Association of America Records, Dolph Briscoe 

Center for American History, The University of Texas at Austin, Box 4RM114, Folder 1. Intriguingly, Smith had 

exceptionally wide-ranging mathematical interests and was a leader in American mathematics education. 
6 Karen Hunger Parshall and David E. Rowe, The Emergence of the American Mathematical Research Community 

1876-1900: J. J. Sylvester, Felix Klein, and E. H. Moore (Providence, RI: American Mathematical Society, 1994); 

Della Dumbaugh Fenster, “Research in Algebra at the University of Chicago: Leonard Eugene Dickson and A. 

Adrian Albert,” in Episodes in the History of Modern Algebra (1800-1950), ed. Jeremy Gray and Karen Hunger 

Parshall (Providence, RI: American Mathematical Society, 2007), 179–97; Richard Askey, Peter L. Duren, and Uta 

C. Merzbach, eds., A Century of Mathematics in America (Providence, R.I.: American Mathematical Society, 1988); 

Steve Batterson, American Mathematics 1890-1913: Catching up to Europe (Washington, D. C.: Mathematical 

Association of America, 2017). 
7 Cassius Jackson Keyser, stenographic report of “Man and Men” presented January 4, 1924, Columbia University 

Rare Book and Manuscript Collection, Cassius Jackson Keyser papers, Box 9. 
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the narratives in this dissertation demonstrate, American mathematicians rendered their work 

compatible with American ideals in a variety of ways. They also asserted their identities as 

Americans in ways that were often gendered masculine. Overall, this dissertation contends that the 

work of building a mathematics community in the United States meant more than just increasing 

the number of researchers and publications. It also meant defining the characteristics and 

boundaries of mathematics and asserting its value accordingly. It meant making mathematics 

American. 

 

Abstraction 

Mathematicians in the early twentieth century often considered “modern” research in terms of 

the esoteric new topics and groundbreaking results that had redefined their field since the early 

nineteenth century. By the middle of the eighteenth century, mathematicians’ long-standing 

interest in deductive rigor and argumentation had been partially drowned out by the wide-ranging 

applications of analytical geometry and infinitesimal calculus.8 The physical realizations and 

effectiveness of these new methods were thought to provide sufficient evidence of their certainty 

and truth. By early nineteenth century, however, a series of mathematicians began to wonder about 

the precariously defined concepts at the heart of analysis that had been papered over for decades 

in favor of its uses. Scholars like Augustin Cauchy, for example, worked to ensure that concepts 

like infinitesimals were properly defined mathematically and consistent within abstract systems. 

To be sure, these kinds of new approaches to abstract systems were celebrated or rejected in 

different ways by communities of mathematicians across Europe.9 Yet, by the end of the nineteenth 

 
8 Joan L. Richards, “Historical Mathematics in the French Eighteenth Century,” Isis 97, no. 4 (2006): 700–713. 
9 Judith V Grabiner, The Origins of Cauchy’s Rigorous Calculus (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1981); Michael J. 

Barany, “God, King, and Geometry: Revisiting the Introduction to Cauchy’s Cours d’analyse,” Historia 

Mathematica 38, no. 3 (August 1, 2011): 368–88; Joan L. Richards, “Rigor and Clarity: Foundations of Mathematics 
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century, patchwork ideas about groups had become increasingly well-defined, logic had moved 

past its Aristotelian origins, and, perhaps most strikingly, geometry had developed beyond the 

axioms of Euclid. 

Most people encounter Euclid of Alexandria and his axioms in high school geometry class. 

Students are given a set of statements, like “two distinct points determine a line,” and they are told 

to combine and manipulate them in order to derive various truths about lines and angles. For more 

than two thousand years, Euclid has been celebrated for formalizing this type of reasoning and 

applying it to mathematics. In the first book of his Elements, however, Euclid included an unproven 

statement that would later become known as the infamous “parallel postulate.” The parallel 

postulate claimed that if two lines are intersected by a third line in such a way that the interior 

angles on one side of the intersecting line sum to less than two right angles, then the original two 

lines will eventually intersect on that side. In other words, lines that are not parallel will eventually 

meet. Mathematicians after Euclid struggled to prove this statement using his remaining postulates. 

By the mid nineteenth century—unrestrained by the Enlightenment assumption that what 

described the physical world was necessarily “true”—scholars like Carl Friedrich Gauss, János 

Bolyai, and Nikolai Lobachevski decided to exclude or modify the postulate explicitly in their own 

geometric systems. Although these “non-Euclidean” geometries contradicted one another as 

conceptions of space, they were each internally consistent as self-contained, abstract systems. 

Near the end of the nineteenth century, the self-contained nature of modern research became 

particularly apparent in attempts to reconfigure, mathematically, the foundations of mathematics. 

 
in France and England, 1800-1840,” Science in Context 4, no. 2 (1991): 297–319; Joan L. Richards, Mathematical 

Visions: The Pursuit of Geometry in Victorian England (Boston: Academic Press, 1988); Jeremy Gray, “Anxiety 

and Abstraction in Nineteenth-Century Mathematics,” Science in Context 17, no. 1–2 (2004): 23–47; Amir 

Alexander, “Tragic Mathematics: Romantic Narratives and the Refounding of Mathematics in the Early Nineteenth 

Century,” Isis 97, no. 4 (2006): 714–726. 
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Italian and German developments in logic plus new ideas in set theory had led scholars to 

reconsider—some obsessively—what mathematics was and what it could be. This collective angst 

was channeled toward establishing the basic principles and axioms that could govern a particular 

field or, in some cases, all of mathematics. According to Jeremy Gray, as “an autonomous body 

of ideas, having little or no outward reference, placing considerable emphasis on formal aspects of 

the world and maintaining a complicated—indeed, anxious—rather than a naïve relationship with 

the day-to-day-world…,” this modernist transformation in mathematics was akin to other 

modernist transformations, including in art.10 By prioritizing structure and form over content and 

meaning, however, the rigor and abstraction ascribed to modern mathematics began to complicate 

the meaning and value of mathematics itself. 

Although he borrowed and built from a range of other theorists, David Hilbert is often credited 

with inciting widespread interest in the foundational study of mathematics around the turn of the 

twentieth century. Specifically, his 1899 Grundlagen der Geometrie (“Foundations of 

Mathematics”) served as a launch pad for subsequent studies of axiom systems, including Postulate 

Theory in the United States. As a culmination of lectures, Hilbert’s Grundlagen established five 

groups of axioms for geometry based on six principal elements and relations: point, line, plane, 

containment, betweenness, and congruence. If these conceptual starting points were considered in 

the usual sense, then the system would describe common perceptions of space. Yet, the system 

was intended to retain its form beyond any single interpretation. Although his own approach to 

geometry remained grounded in empiricism, Hilbert was both blamed and celebrated for 

 
10 On modernist transformations in mathematics and art, see Jeremy Gray, Plato’s Ghost: The Modernist 

Transformation of Mathematics (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2008), 1; Clare Seungyoon Kim, “The 

Subjects of Modernism : Mathematics, Art, and the Politics of Value in Twentieth-Century United States” (Thesis, 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2019). 
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promoting formalist mathematics.11 If the statements in axiom systems were not “about” anything 

in particular, was mathematics just an empty, meaningless game? Critics of formalism included 

the French scholar Henri Poincaré as well as Hilbert’s colleague at the University of Göttingen, 

Felix Klein. Both Poincaré and Klein were concerned about mathematicians prioritizing 

axiomatization to the detriment of intuition.12 Later in the twentieth century, the German 

mathematician Ludwig Bieberbach would contort the formalism versus intuitionism—

alternatively, “modernism” versus “counter-modernism”—debate into a racial comparison 

between the supposedly innate Jewish and French (i.e. abstract) approach to mathematics and the 

more concrete German approach.13 

In general, foundational studies of mathematics developed most prevalently where there was 

already an established tradition of abstract research.14 During the first half of the nineteenth 

century, mathematics in France was often tied to engineering.15 In England, it was rooted in 

physics.16 In Germany, however, mathematics for its own sake derived value, in part, through 

neohumanist critiques of modern industry.17 In the late nineteenth century, German polytechnic 

schools gained a boost in status, which created a split between institutional centers of technical 

and abstract research. Separate positions for a newly conceived “applied mathematics” provided 

 
11 Hilbert’s approach to mathematics was never straightforwardly formalist. See Leo Corry, “Axiomatics, 

Empiricism, and Anschauung in Hilbert’s Conception of Geometry: Between Arithmetic and General Relativity,” in 

The Architecture of Modern Mathematics: Essays in History and Philosophy, ed. J. Ferreiros and J. J. Gray (Oxford, 

UK: Oxford University Press, 2006), 151–75. 
12 David E. Rowe, “The Philosophical Views of Klein and Hilbert,” in The Intersection of History and Mathematics, 

ed. Ch. Sasaki, M. Sugiura, and J. W. Dauben, Science Networks · Historical Studies (Basel: Birkhäuser, 1994), 

187–202. 
13 H. Mehrtens, “Modernism vs Counter-Modernism, Nationalism vs Internationalism: Style and Politics in 

Mathematics, 1900-1950,” in L’Europe Mathématique. Histoires, Mythes, Identités, ed. C. Goldstein et al (Paris: 

Éditions de la Maison de Sciences de l’Homme, 1996), 519–530. 
14 Gray, Plato’s Ghost. 
15 Ken Alder, “A Social Epistemology of Enlightenment Engineering,” in Engineering the Revolution: Arms and 

Enlightenment in France, 1763-1815 (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1997), 56–86. 
16 Andrew Warwick, Masters of Theory (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003). 
17 Lewis Pyenson, Neohumanism and the Persistence of Pure Mathematics in Wilhelmian Germany (Philadelphia: 

American Philosophical Society, 1983). 
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the space for modern, abstract research to develop unabated. The University of Berlin became a 

sort of haven for “pure” mathematics.18 In Göttingen, on the other hand, Felix Klein worked to 

boost the status of applied mathematics while also promoting what he saw as the unifying potential 

of pure mathematics. In general, Klein’s efforts were meant to appeal to both technologists and 

humanists alike, although his own inclinations often tended toward the latter. In a book project 

that was meant to teach abstract mathematical concepts through the applied mechanics of 

gyroscopes, it was not Klein but rather his former student, Arnold Sommerfeld, who would 

actually incorporate technical applications into the project.19 

Throughout the late nineteenth century, Klein had been a prominent advisor and mentor to a 

large number of American mathematicians. Yet, Klein’s efforts to integrate rigorously abstract and 

physically grounded mathematics in both research and education were conspicuously absent from 

the professional development of American mathematics. While mathematical communities in 

Europe cultivated robust programs in both pure and applied research, early-twentieth-century 

American mathematicians cultivated a seemingly “paradoxical” fixation on modern, pure 

scholarship.20 Why would American researchers disregard the applications of mathematics when 

they offered potentially valuable ties to the growth of American science and industry? 

For most of the nineteenth century, mathematicians in the United States participated very little, 

if at all, in the development of modern mathematics that had reshaped the intellectual landscape in 

places like France and Germany. Unlike in countries that boasted longstanding traditions of 

 
18 David E. Rowe, “Klein, Hilbert, and the Gottingen Mathematical Tradition,” Osiris 5 (1989): 186–213; Gert 

Schubring, “The Conception of Pure Mathematics as an Instrument in the Professionalization of Mathematics,” in 

Social History of Nineteenth Century Mathematics, ed. Herbert Mehrtens, H. J. M. Bos, and Ivo Schneider (Boston: 

Birkhäuser, 1981), 111–34. 
19 See Chapter 1 in Suman Seth, Crafting the Quantum: Arnold Sommerfeld and the Practice of Theory (Cambridge: 

MIT Press, 2010). 
20 Siegmund-Schultze, “The Late Arrival of Academic Applied Mathematics in the United States: A Paradox, 

Theses, and Literature.” 
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scholarly patronage and prestige, the production of knowledge in the United States was largely 

defined by the needs of expansion and industry. The heroes of American science were men like 

John Wesley Powell, who led expeditions through the Rocky Mountains, and Thomas Alva 

Edison, who worked, tinkered, and invented his way to fame and fortune. As a scientist-explorer, 

Powell was able to draw from prestigious traditions of European science while remaining 

distinctly, perhaps ruggedly, American. Edison, on the other hand, was said to have derided 

theories and formulas as useless scribbling. Although he hired and benefitted from scientists and 

mathematicians, Edison’s reputation as a businessman-inventor made theoretical research seem 

impractical and out of touch.21 Even more so than other theoretical sciences, modern mathematics 

had grown markedly detached from the material world.  

Beyond the role of abstraction in mathematics, ongoing tensions between generalized 

knowledge and immediate observation as well as between theoretical expertise and practical know-

how had been central to the development of modern science. Throughout the nineteenth century, 

a handful of American scholars, including an East Coast cadre of gentlemen natural philosophers, 

were engaged with abstract theories and ideas. Many adhered to a tradition of scholarship 

attributed to the German naturalist, Alexander von Humboldt.22 Still, although some wealthy 

scholars were able to bankroll themselves, the United States government mostly funded practical 

investigations and industry mostly funded what might be immediately profitable. On the whole, 

American institutions of higher education were more focused on schooling gentlemen in the 

classics than on training and supporting researchers. By midcentury, the term “scientist” had 

 
21 Paul Israel, Edison: A Life of Invention (New York: John Wiley, 1998); Ronald R. Kline, “Construing 
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22 Aaron Sachs, The Humboldt Current: Nineteenth-Century Exploration and the Roots of American 

Environmentalism (New York: Viking, 2006). 
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become a way to elevate professionals who pursued abstract research above traditional amateur 

scholars as well as technicians and artisans. Soon, the rhetoric surrounding abstract and practical 

research in the United States was joined by parallel debates involving pure and applied science. 

After surveying the scientific landscape in 1883, Henry Rowland, a leading professional physicist, 

had been famously compelled to “plea” for pure science amid American enthusiasm for 

applications and inventions.23 Around the turn of the twentieth century, scientifically trained 

engineers would tap into the increasing cultural authority of science by way of applied science, 

defined variously as its own field of research, as an established body of knowledge, or as a method 

of applying the results of pure science.24 Pure science, on the other hand, was generally defined by 

an assumed purity of motive and the moral superiority of knowledge for its own sake. 

In the decades following Rowland’s plea, American physics began to develop in the direction 

of pure research, although its approach was notably empirical.25 According to John Servos, the 

lack of theoretical research in the early-twentieth-century American physics community was due, 

in part, to American mathematicians’ prioritization of modern, abstract research over questions in 

mathematical physics. By the late nineteenth century, fields like thermodynamics, electricity and 

magnetism had become increasingly mathematical, and yet American physicists were rarely being 

trained in higher mathematics. As Servos explains, “American mathematicians wished to show 

fellow scholars at home that mathematics was more than simply the sum of its applications and to 

show fellow mathematicians abroad that Americans were indeed capable of abstract thought.”26 

According to Lauren Butler Feffer, “For the most part, American mathematicians welcomed this 

 
23 H. A. Rowland, “A Plea for Pure Science,” Science 2, no. 29 (1883): 242–50. 
24 Following Ron Kline in his analysis of the multiple and changing meanings of “applied science,” this dissertation 

is less concerned with what the relationship between pure and applied research actually was than with how 

American mathematicians understood it to be. Kline, “Construing ‘Technology’ as ‘Applied Science.’” 
25 Kevles, The Physicists; S. S. Schweber, “The Empiricist Temper Regnant: Theoretical Physics in the United 

States 1920-1950,” Historical Studies in the Physical and Biological Sciences 17, no. 1 (1986): 55–98. 
26 Servos, “Mathematics and the Physical Sciences,” 626. 
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as evidence they were becoming ‘modern.’”27 By the late 1800s, American mathematicians’ 

narrowing focus on modern research had led Simon Newcomb, one of the most famous 

astronomers of the nineteenth century, to apologize in his speech as retiring president of the 

American Mathematical Society for not being a mathematician in the “modern sense.”28 It seems 

ironic, then, that while the modernization and professionalization of other disciplines, including in 

the social, physical, and biological sciences, was often understood in terms of their increasing 

mathematization, the modernization and professionalization of mathematics itself often involved 

an increasing distance from other sciences. Even when a handful of American mathematicians 

began pursuing research related to quantum mechanics and relativity, they made little contact with 

their empirically trained counterparts in physics.29 

Whereas applied forms of mathematics had contributed to the development of science and 

industry since the early nineteenth century, abstract mathematics drew value in terms of cultural 

capital from its affiliations with classical humanism and elite traditions of knowledge.30 However, 

traditional forms of knowledge often encountered pushback in the early-twentieth-century United 

States for seeming to assert abstraction and absolutism in the form of dogmatism and oppression. 

Pragmatism, as it had first been established by Charles Sanders Peirce, and other forms of radical 

empiricism were promoted instead by scholars like William James and John Dewey as potentially 

more democratic conceptions of knowledge.31 Although Pragmatism and its use-based theories of 

truth have generally been associated with American industrialization and relativism, many of 

 
27 Feffer, “Mathematical Physics,” 68. 
28 Simon Newcomb, “Modern Mathematical Thought,” Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society 3, no. 4 

(1894): 95–107. 
29 Feffer, “Mathematical Physics.” 
30 On the role of Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of symbolic capital in scientific disciplines, see Timothy Lenoir, 

Instituting Science: The Cultural Production of Scientific Disciplines (Stanford University Press, 1997). 
31 Robert B. Westbrook, John Dewey and American Democracy (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2015). 
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Peirce’s, James’, and Dewey’s conceptions of knowledge were far from anti-abstraction or anti-

humanism. 

As the useful application of science became a defining feature of the American middle class, 

abstract knowledge for its own sake remained the purview of elite European scholars. Given the 

late-nineteenth-century readjustment of American cultural hierarchies, however, a seemingly 

“European” cultural import like modern mathematics could be both an asset and a liability. When 

grouped with classical and humanistic studies, as opposed to practical or vocational training, 

abstract mathematics could be marshalled in response to the anti-intellectual materialism of 

modern industrial society.32 Yet, conceptions of pure mathematics as a form of gentlemanly 

cultivation were antithetical to populist politics and the needs of industrial capitalism. American 

proponents of “culture” and “cultivation” had to walk a fine line. In 1903, Harvard President 

Charles W. Eliot sought to “use the term cultivated man only in its good sense… he is not to be a 

weak, critical, fastidious creature, vain of a little exclusive information or of an uncommon knack 

in Latin verse or mathematical logic.”33 Along with Latin, mathematics had been central to elite, 

classical training and was thought to discipline the minds of young gentlemen. While exalted as 

the pinnacle of rational argumentation, however, it could also be seen as useless and empty. In 

1927, the retiring president of the Mathematical Association of America, Dunham Jackson, 

explained that “When the gentleman of leisure was the ideal of society, a gentleman whose 

activities were harmless was a good citizen. But this democracy which has happened so 

unexpectedly demands that you do something useful, or at least make out a case for the usefulness 

 
32 Historians of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era have detailed various forms of anti-modernism in response to 

the chaos and mechanization of industrial capitalist society. T. J. Jackson Lears, No Place of Grace: Antimodernism 

and the Transformation of American Culture, 1880-1920 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981); Christopher 

Lasch, The True and Only Heaven: Progress and Its Critics (New York: WW Norton & Company, 1991). 
33 Lawrence W Levine, Highbrow/Lowbrow: The Emergence of Cultural Hierarchy in America (Cambridge, Mass.: 

Harvard University Press, 1988), 235. 
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of what you do.”34 From Eliot’s speech to Jackson’s, the broader cultural tensions tied to 

industrialization, citizenship, elitism, and scholarship helped to shape the image of abstract 

research as well as the growth of American mathematics. 

 

Professionalization 

Although a cohesive mathematical research community would not take hold in the United 

States until the late 1800s, mathematics was central to institutions like West Point and the United 

States Coast Survey during the nation’s first century. Yet, even as nineteenth-century scholars like 

Benjamin Peirce, Josiah Gibbs, and Simon Newcomb made notable contributions to mathematical 

research, none trained more than a few others to follow in their footsteps. There were hardly any 

consistent options for sharing theoretical work in the United States and not much of a professional 

audience. As Newcomb wrote in 1874, “The prospect of mathematics [in the United States] is 

about as discouraging as the retrospect.”35 Without a critical mass of engaged teachers and 

researchers, there was not yet a coherent sense of what it meant to be an American mathematician. 

By the 1860s and 1870s, scientific schools like Lawrence at Harvard and Sheffield at Yale 

were becoming increasingly prevalent. Still, most nineteenth-century American scholars who 

sought advanced training in current fields completed their studies in Europe. When Johns Hopkins 

University opened in 1876, British mathematician James Joseph Sylvester taught the first group 

of Americans to be trained in research-level mathematics on American soil. He also helped 

establish the American Journal of Mathematics in 1878. In 1884, Sylvester returned to England, 

and the best option for training in research-level mathematics was again to study in Europe. 

 
34 Dunham Jackson, “The Human Significance of Mathematics,” The American Mathematical Monthly 35, no. 8 
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American mathematicians continued to study abroad until the early 1890s, when William Fogg 

Osgood and Maxime Bȏcher returned to Harvard from Germany and Eliakim Hastings Moore 

began building a department of mathematics at the newly formed University of Chicago. Other 

universities, including Columbia, Yale, and Cornell, also cultivated strong mathematics programs 

in the late-nineteenth century. They would be joined in the following decades by Princeton as well 

as land-grant institutions across the country. Overall, the community-building efforts of scholars 

like Moore helped to initiate a transitional moment in the development of American mathematics.36 

In 1902, Keyser published an article on “Mathematical Productivity in the United States.” 

Increasingly, he explained, the meaning of mathematical productivity was being “restricted to 

discovery, successful research, extension in some sense of the boundaries of mathematical 

knowledge,” which had traditionally been the case among mathematicians elsewhere and had only 

become true in the United States during the last quarter of the nineteenth century.37 The standards 

of professional mathematics had, by the turn of the twentieth century, been calibrated across the 

Atlantic. Nonetheless, Keyser argued, the quantity and average quality of mathematical research 

in the United States was not nearly proportional to the number of working mathematicians and the 

extent of the nation’s resources. The problem was a lack of public and financial support. A few 

years later, however, Keyser would report that Americans had finally begun to appreciate that 

“genuine civilsation is essentially an affair of the spirit, that it can not be borrowed nor imported 

nor improvised nor appropriated from without, but that it is a growth from within, an efflorescence 

of mind and soul, and that its highest tokens are not soldiers but savants… not mere inventors but 

men of science.”38 Keyser was marking what he hoped would be a transition in the United States 

 
36 Parshall and Rowe, Emergence. 
37 Cassius Jackson Keyser, “Mathematical Productivity in the United States,” Educational Review 24, no. 4 
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from a culture that celebrated practical knowledge to one that valued scientific abstraction and 

expertise. 

Following the turmoil of the Civil War, Reconstruction, and the Gilded Age, attempts to find 

order in chaos through the solicitation of expertise gained momentum around the turn of the 

twentieth century. Modern science and society as well as widespread reform projects called for 

new kinds of professionals with new kinds of specialized training. Confining social and political 

power to a handful of experts, however, created social and political power imbalances. How could 

American citizens direct their own democracy if only a handful of people had the knowledge to do 

so? Public education and the opening of universities to a larger subset of Americans were 

considered central to the democratic project. Yet, new land-grant universities and applied research 

programs established an uneasy relationship with traditional forms of gentlemanly scholarship. 

While some celebrated new forms of practical science, Keyser found American universities too 

utilitarian. “All things have been leveled up or leveled down to a common level… In at least one 

institution, so it is reported, the professor of poetry rubs shoulders with the professor of poultry. 

No wonder that a distinguished critic has said that some of our biggest universities appear as hardly 

more than episodes in the wondrous maelstrom of our industrial life.”39 For scholars like John 

Dewey, however, the science of poultry could be just as human and commendable as the art of 

poetry.40 

Through the proliferation of publications, professional societies, and graduate programs, the 

professionalization of American disciplines—from poultry to poetry—benefitted many forms of 

American science, including American mathematics. When the American Mathematical Society 

(originally the New York Mathematical Society) was organized in 1888, the goal of the Society 
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had been to “encourage and maintain an active interest in mathematical sciences.”41 Over the next 

few decades, however, as membership in the Society grew, its objective narrowed to the support 

of professional research. After Robert Simpson Woodward retired as President of the Society in 

1900, only one president out of the next twenty studied anything other than pure mathematics.   

For the American mathematics community, like other scientific and professional organizations 

at the turn of the century, there was strength in numbers, but power in exclusivity.42 In particular, 

many leading mathematicians were attuned to the fact that scientific prestige, as well as recognition 

from scientists in Europe, was garnered less through teaching, writing, or applying mathematics 

than through researching modern abstractions.43 “Producing credible research and training for 

research in pure, abstract, modern mathematics were central goals among those who led the drive 

to professionalize American mathematics in the 1890s.”44 While pushing questions in practical 

and applied fields to the side, mathematicians filled the pages of journals, dissertations, and 

conference proceedings with research in fields like group theory and postulate studies. 

In his social historical analysis of the American medical profession, Paul Starr uses the term 

“legitimate complexity” to describe a transition in perceptions of medical practice from something 

that was simple enough anyone could do it to something that was so intricate and complicated it 

required specialized knowledge and training.45 While the formation of the American medical 

profession began earlier than most scientific disciplines, all were similarly bolstered in the late 

nineteenth century through the development of American higher education and the Progressive 
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Era promotion of research. Doctors learned increasingly complex scientific theories, which 

signified a certain way of practicing medicine, while mathematicians learned increasingly abstract 

forms of mathematics, which informed their careers as researchers. Other American sciences and 

professions were also becoming more complex and, at the same time, more reliant on the 

knowledge and credentials gleaned from higher education.46 As Starr explains, in order to function 

in a democracy, professional and scientific communities needed to generate their own authority. 

In order to do so, professional communities needed to offer something that those outside of the 

community could not get on their own. Although the stakes and contentions of expertise certainly 

differed across disciplines, the mechanisms of authority and exclusion in the late nineteenth 

century often echoed across professions. Modern mathematics, in particular, stood in contrast to 

earlier conceptions of science that were more broadly defined, more democratically accessible, 

and more closely tied to everyday common sense.  

In 1914, University of Chicago mathematician Herbert E. Slaught suggested that the American 

Mathematical Society become responsible for the publication of the American Mathematical 

Monthly. The Monthly had been started in 1894 by Ohio mathematician Benjamin Franklin Finkel 

as part of his goal to unite students, teachers, and practitioners of mathematics as well as 

mathematical researchers under one journalistic umbrella. “While not neglecting the higher fields 

of mathematical investigation,” Finkel explained, his goal was to reach someone he called the 

“average mathematician.”47 Although Finkel’s Monthly would eventually become most closely 

associated with college-level math education, it still continued to publish a wide swath of articles 

related to the history, pedagogy, production, puzzles, and applications of mathematics. In many 
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ways, the Monthly offered a space for mathematical labor that had been left out of the American 

Mathematical Society’s increasingly exclusive focus on professional research. 

By 1914, responsibility and support for the Monthly had passed hands between different sets 

of individuals and institutions. Hoping to secure more permanent backing for the Monthly, Slaught 

appealed to the American Mathematical Society, believing that the Society “could and should 

serve a wider range of mathematical purposes.”48 Slaught’s colleagues, however, were worried 

that including Monthly subscribers as members of the Society would make it too “heterogeneous.” 

Although some may have viewed heterogeneity as a good thing, others were quick to point out 

that prestigious societies in Europe were often committed exclusively to research. When the 

Society decided not to take ownership of the Monthly, Slaught began soliciting feedback from his 

fellow mathematicians and gauging interest in the idea of forming a new national mathematics 

organization. By New Year’s Eve 1915, the Mathematical Association of America (MAA) was up 

and running, with the Monthly as its official publication. Yet, the new Association would 

essentially play second fiddle to the older Society. As Karen Parshall has explained, the purview 

of the MAA was considered above secondary mathematics but below mathematical research in the 

putative professional hierarchy.49 

More than practical mathematics or educational concerns, abstract research helped tie 

American mathematicians to the prestige of their foreign counterparts. It also helped establish a 

sense of disciplinary autonomy that separated mathematics from philosophy and other sciences. 

The success and sustained growth of mathematics as a discipline, however, remained tied to the 
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broader social and intellectual landscape of the early-twentieth-century United States.50 As 

progressive education reform movements called for deemphasizing mathematics in school 

curricula, some mathematicians worried about job opportunities and the continuance of their 

discipline.51 Although mathematics could marshal ties to both classical tenets of mental discipline 

and modern commitments to science and engineering, the former was becoming quickly outdated, 

and the latter was difficult to reconcile with mathematicians’ growing interest in abstract 

research.52 Without being geared toward specific applications, for example, mathematics training 

was considered useless, if not harmful, for the practicing engineer. As MAA President E. R. 

Hedrick warned in 1917, if American mathematicians continued to focus almost exclusively on 

formal abstractions, “we must expect and we shall deserve public disdain and sincere doubt of our 

value to humanity.”53 Such concerns were notably heightened during World War I. Although 

American mathematicians trained troops and contributed to military research, many continued to 

worry that their field had grown too abstract. 

The somewhat haphazard mobilization of American science during the war laid the 

groundwork for its postwar organization and professionalization with regard to the military, 

government, and industry. Although applied forms of research remained less than appealing to 

many professional mathematicians, they still worked to associate their work with new forms of 
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support for American science. In her study of Princeton mathematician Oswald Veblen, Lauren 

Butler Feffer has examined the tensions between abstract mathematics and support for 

mathematical research through Veblen’s efforts to extend fellowship access through the National 

Research Council and to help raise an endowment for the American Mathematical Society.54 A 

central part of the Society’s endowment campaign was the establishment of the Josiah Willard 

Gibbs lecture series, which was meant both to showcase the applications of mathematics to a public 

audience and, as Veblen explained when introducing the first Gibbs speaker, to “remind the 

mathematicians of something that we fear they sometimes forget,—the existence of an outside 

world.”55 

Although American scientists and engineers had built professional research and training 

programs at land grant colleges and elsewhere, they maintained relatively little contact with their 

mathematical counterparts. There were, of course, notable exceptions to this detachment, 

embodied, for example, in Norbert Weiner at MIT. E. B. Wilson and R. G. D. Richardson were 

also more attuned than most to questions and research in applied mathematics. When, in 1929, the 

American Mathematical Society established a committee to consider whether or not the Society 

should found a new journal for applied mathematics, the committee included Weiner as well as 

Philip Alger from General Electric and Thornton Fry from Bell Laboratories. In the end, the 

committee was able to demonstrate significant interest in a journal of mathematics relevant to 

engineering. Yet, the Society decided not to move forward with the idea. Although companies like 

Bell Laboratories would eventually establish their own in-house departments of mathematics, 

according to Reinhard Siegmund-Schultze, “It was simply that much work of this kind did not 
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come to the attention of mathematicians and thus did not influence the character of mathematics 

as an academic discipline.”56 The American Mathematical Society remained cloistered, that is, 

until it needed money, at which point its leaders tried to appeal, mostly unsuccessfully, to the moral 

responsibility of industrial leaders to mathematics. Because mathematics had been central to the 

development of industries with products like insurance and electricity, the reasoning went, those 

industries owed a debt to mathematics itself.57 The AMS also tried offering a new form of 

membership wherein a company like General Electric would pay a “sustaining membership” fee 

that would provide dues-free membership status to a number of GE employees. Yet, when GE 

employees were asked if they had benefitted at all from the AMS Bulletin that was included as part 

of the company’s sustaining membership, the answer was a resounding “no.”58 

In many ways, the status of American mathematics was transformed after World War II. Like 

the physical and biological sciences, mathematics grew quantitatively—in numbers of Ph.D.s and 

amount of federal funding—during and after the war. Different forms of mathematics were put to 

use in a variety of fields, from computing and quantum physics to game theory and economics.59 

Refugee scholars who had immigrated to the United States, including Richard Courant, John von 

Neumann, and Theodore von Kármán, became leaders in applied mathematics.60 The identity of 
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the applied mathematician grew out of the war and solidified in industrial and federally funded 

research projects. Because an applied mathematics community—itself heterogeneous—would 

eventually split off from the rest, the professionalization of American mathematics continued in 

two different directions.61 In either direction, however, the professionalization of mathematics, 

like other American disciplines, would continue to reinscribe its whiteness and masculinity. 

 

Gender 

As the professional mathematics community grew around the turn of the century, it was 

simultaneously constructed as a masculine domain. By choosing to encode their professional 

identities in the ideals of modern abstractions, however, mathematicians in the United States 

forfeited access to traditional forms of masculinity that were associated with military or industrial 

applications. Instead, they marshalled other forms of manliness tied to nostalgic traditions of farm 

work, rugged individualism, and, eventually, professional exclusivity and prestige. Whether 

asserting physical strength and ties to the land or intellectual prowess and refinement, 

representations of American mathematicians in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 

were grounded in changing ideals of both scholarship and masculinity.  

Feminist scholarship since the mid-twentieth century has revealed deep-seated conceptions of 

objectivity as a masculine endeavor with femininized nature as its conquest.62 As scholars began 
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to consider gender itself as an important category of analysis, cultural historical studies of science 

started to identify various gradations and forms of masculinity in relation to the production of 

knowledge.63 The relationship between gender and mathematics, however, has not been studied as 

thoroughly as the relationship between gender and other sciences. Not surprisingly, the former has 

both aligned with and departed from the latter. As a “language” of science, mathematics was 

deeply embedded in Enlightenment attempts to read the “book of nature.” More abstract forms of 

mathematics, however, seem to complicate the relationship between manly mind and womanly 

object. And while mathematics has often been considered the epitome of masculine objectivity, it 

has also served as an entry point for women who were excluded from more “dangerous” physical 

spaces like the laboratory or machine shop.64  

The erasure of women participants from the records of science has made writing about women 

in science an important academic and political project, and impressive historical work has been 

done to explore the experiences of women in mathematics, specifically.65 Less common, however, 

are studies that consider the relationship between gender and mathematics more broadly. What has 

been written about gender and mathematics has demonstrated the importance of considering not 

only the cultural assumptions about mathematics in general, but also the values and practices of 
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different forms of mathematics. Mary Terrall, for example, has written about eighteenth-century 

analysis as a bulwark of scientific rationalism that was rooted in the all-male space of the French 

Academy of Sciences and held separate from femininized metaphysics and women-led salons. 

“The positive values assigned to calculation and precision measurement were subtly gendered as 

masculine, while metaphysics was castigated in feminine terms.”66 Yet, as Lorraine Daston has 

argued, the epistemological status of calculation was in decline toward the turn of the nineteenth 

century as it became an appropriate form of work for women or machines.67 There were, of course, 

women who participated in the production of mathematical knowledge in ways other than 

calculation. Alison Winter, for example, has written about the relationship between the 

mathematical explorations of Ada Lovelace and conceptions of her sickly body.68 While 

scholarship and sickness were not an uncommon duo in nineteenth-century England, the demands 

of mathematical thinking were also thought to require, according to Warwick’s study of the 

Cambridge Mathematical Tripos, a strong, manly body.69 

That mathematical achievement no longer implied physical forms of manliness in the late 

nineteenth century did little to negate the systematic exclusion of women. In the United States, 

Vassar graduate Christine Ladd Franklin, who had hoped to pursue a career in physics, was barred 

from the laboratory spaces required to do so. Instead, she convinced J. J. Sylvester to let her attend 

graduate courses in mathematics at Johns Hopkins, where she became the first woman in the 

United States to complete the degree requirements for a Ph.D. in mathematics. Still, Ladd’s 

“unofficial” status at Hopkins and the University’s refusal to grant her a doctoral degree evinced 
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a deeply entrenched policy of reserving the official  avenues of scholarship for men.70 Although 

mathematics was often associated with the nonphysical work of disembodied theory, it was still 

imbued with the celebration of male genius. Indeed, whether or not knowledge and intellectualism 

would diminish a woman’s femininity was widely debated in the late nineteenth century, 

particularly with regard to women’s participation in higher education. Some argued that the rigors 

of higher learning would harm women’s bodies, putting the entire future of the human (particularly 

the white, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant) race at risk.71 

Before and during World War I, women scientists in the United States became increasingly 

active in the broader women’s movement, which took on a variety of forms. Feminist scientists, 

for example, argued for the equality of men and women outright, hoping in turn for equality of 

opportunity. On the other hand, many women scientists were tied to the more conservative 

suffragist movement, which assumed essential gender-based differences and argued for women’s 

participation based on the benefits of femininity. In the manly realm of American politics, for 

example, suffragists argued that women ought to have the right to vote and to participate on the 

grounds that they would bring uniquely feminine traits to the dismal state of national 

“housekeeping.”72 In science, some hoped that positions regarded as “women’s work,” including 

assistant, clerical, and teaching jobs, would eventually lead to expanded opportunities in research. 

Instead, the prevalence of women in “women’s work” led to reinforced stereotypes. 

The growth and professionalization of American mathematics, as well as its turn to abstraction, 

meant different ways of shoring up links between mathematics and manliness. In a 
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recommendation letter Keyser wrote to G. A. Bliss at the University of Chicago, he described F. 

S. Nowlan as “… a manly man, physically, intellectually, and morally. When upon his feet he 

stood up with the straightness of a ramrod, and this very well symbolizes his moral 

uprightedness.”73 As mathematicians in the United States became increasingly interested in 

modern, abstract forms of inquiry, they risked being derided as out-of-touch theorists and effete 

learned professionals. Scholars of modern mathematics sacrificed access to the sort of manliness 

wrought from the physicality of applications or the aggressiveness of the business world. They 

worked, instead, to bolster the relationship between manliness and prestige.  

As Margaret Rossiter has argued, prestige and professionalism were traits most commonly 

associated with men in the early-twentieth-century United States. Without the same professional 

opportunities to pursue mathematical research, women had very little chance of garnering the level 

of male-coded prestige needed to be given such opportunities in the first place.74 In November 

1923, Dr. Caroline Eustis Seely wrote to the Secretary of the American Mathematical Society, R. 

G. D. Richardson. Seely, who had earned her Ph.D. in mathematics from Columbia, was 

Richardson’s clerical assistant, and she was writing to explain why, though given as initials in 

Society meeting attendance lists, women’s first names were listed in full next to their papers. It 

was inconsistent, she acknowledged, “But suppose some one, in a strictly men’s college, should 

be so much impressed with a woman’s abstract that he wrote and offered her a job, thinking her a 

man, and then had to back out of it?”75 Seely’s concern was well-founded, given the common 

practice of specifying the preferred gender and religion of applicants for job openings. Letters 
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seeking applicant referrals, for example, often asked for men and “non-Jews” as well as for “clean-

cut” Americans.76 Some departments, like Frederick W. Owens’ at Pennsylvania State College, 

had “both Jews and women” on their staff but didn’t want “too large a proportion of them.”77 As 

Ellen Hayes, Professor of mathematics and head of the department at Wellesley College from 1888 

until 1916, explained with ire, women were more than welcome “to become experts in washing 

bottles and adding logarithms and dusting specimens.”78 Indeed, women scientists were generally 

limited to careers teaching full schedules at high schools or women’s colleges or performing 

clerical work like Seely. Those who did produce original research were often written off as notable 

exceptions.  

When the American Mathematical Society decided not to take ownership of The American 

Mathematical Monthly and the Mathematical Association of American was formed in response, 

the split between the two communities was notably gendered. Approximately twelve percent of 

the Charter Members of the new MAA were women, which was almost double the proportion of 

women members of the AMS.79 Women mathematicians were active in the leadership of the 

Association, whereas not a single woman was elected to a leadership role in the Society for more 

than two decades after its founding. Even at the MAA however, women’s participation was not 

without pushback. In 1935, both Sister Mary Garvin and Mrs. Eugene Stevens submitted papers 

to be presented at the twentieth annual meeting in St. Louis. Although both papers were deemed 

acceptable, only one could be accepted. As MAA secretary-treasurer W. D. Cairns explained in a 

letter to Washington University mathematician W. H. Roever, “I would not have two papers by 
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ladies on the program, merely because men predominate so largely in our membership.”80 Overall, 

the exclusive combination of abstraction, professionalization, and masculinity would continue to 

be reinforced throughout the twentieth century. 

 

Making Mathematics American 

Conceptions of mathematics as the epitome of universal knowledge have posed a challenge to 

historians of science who seek to understand the production of knowledge as a product of time and 

place. Historians of mathematics have effectively met this challenge by considering its 

development in terms of embodied and material practices81 and through the lens of social and 

political histories.82 These studies are often grounded in prior challenges to the image of 

mathematics as universal and absolute.83 Rather than a free-floating march through time, the 

development of mathematical theory—like other forms of knowledge—is shown to be inherently 

situated and continually renegotiated.84 Similar to other histories of science, this dissertation works 

to analyze and contextualize the production of knowledge. Unlike most histories of mathematics, 

however, it foregrounds cultural history to do so.  
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Overall, this dissertation identifies three ways in which mathematics was rendered compatible 

with early-twentieth-century American culture: through the well-worn narrative of the self-made 

man, in proximity to American Pragmatisms, and by asserting both scientific support for and 

humanist critiques of modern industrial progress. These findings contribute to the historiography 

of American mathematics in a few ways. First of all, there are significantly fewer studies of 

mathematics in the United States in the early twentieth century than there are of mathematics in 

the United States in the 1930s and onward. To be sure, the American mathematics community 

became an important international leader in the second half of the twentieth century. But, as 

scholars like Karen Hunger Parshall and Lauren Butler Feffer have shown, it was active before 

then too. For the most part, historians who have studied mathematics in the early-twentieth-century 

United States have tended to focus on prominent scholars and important results. Those who have 

looked beyond the mathematical content have tended to raise institutional questions about 

abstractions and applications. This dissertation adds to this literature by starting with a broader 

definition of the category “mathematician” as well as by taking a broader approach to the meaning 

of “applications.” These two tactics allow connections to be drawn between mathematics and 

American culture, specifically in terms of masculinity, pragmatism, and humanism. 

In their detailed study of mathematics in the United States during the late nineteenth century, 

Karen Parshall and David Rowe characterized the period between 1876 and 1900 as the 

“emergence” of the American mathematical research community.85 Although the majority of 

Parshall and Rowe’s study was focused on this emergence period, they also noted that it was 

followed by a period of consolidation and growth during the early twentieth century. Steve 

Batterson has since identified the decades between 1890 and 1913 as a period of “sustained 
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development.”86 By focusing on the years between 1890 and 1945, this dissertation considers 

Parshall and Rowe’s consolidation and growth period as two separate parts: consolidation during 

the Progressive Era and growth during the aftermath of World War I. From the late nineteenth 

century until the war, American mathematics was tied to the Progressive Era professionalization 

of scientific disciplines. Boundary lines were drawn, outsiders were excluded, and masculinity was 

garnered both through rugged individualism and scholarly prestige. Abstract research in fields like 

Postulate Theory linked mathematicians to their counterparts in Europe as well as to broader 

questions in American philosophy. Having largely defined the boundaries and priorities of their 

field by the outbreak of World War I, American mathematicians turned their focus to fostering 

growth and garnering support. The postwar reorganization of science bolstered mathematics 

through its applications, while discussions of philosophy and humanism linked to mathematics 

through its abstractions. The first two chapters in this dissertation explore the value and values of 

American mathematics around the turn of the twentieth century. The second two chapters explore 

the same during and after the war. 

To begin, Chapter 1, “Indebted to No One,” examines a series of biographies published in The 

American Mathematical Monthly between 1894 and 1900. Unlike most biographies of famous 

researchers that have been incorporated into historical analyses, Monthly biographies depicted a 

wide range of people who were regarded as mathematicians: teachers and researchers, 

professionals and enthusiasts, practitioners and theorists. Although the biographical details about 

each mathematician were different, the stories told about them—echoing key themes in the 

nineteenth-century narrative of the self-made man—were often the same. Specifically, the 

narrative template included farm-town roots, laudable careers, and persistent self-teaching. 
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Overall, Chapter 1 argues that the story of the self-made mathematician, as portrayed in early 

issues of the Monthly, helped ground mathematics in day-to-day American life while asserting ties 

to different forms of masculinity. Descriptions in Monthly biographies of physical contact with the 

earth were particularly important at a time when increasing numbers of American mathematicians 

were turning their attention to abstract research and increasing numbers of American families were 

moving from farms to cities. No longer was physical prowess an assumed feature of scholarly 

achievement, and new kinds of men would need to be wrought from new kinds of mathematics. 

Chapter 2, “The Evolutionary Character of All Life’s Processes,” examines the technical 

aspects of early-twentieth-century American mathematics through a series of scholars who worked 

to understand how sets of mathematical premises, known as axioms or postulates, fit together. In 

the spirit of Hilbert’s Grundlagen, American mathematicians began to formulate and compare 

different sets of postulates for the real number system, groups, and geometry. Unlike Hilbert, 

however, they became interested in postulate sets for their own sake. In doing so, as American 

mathematicians worked to collectively fine tune different axiom systems, their efforts began to 

resemble the kinds of use-based, “evolutionary” approaches to knowledge that were central to 

American theories of Pragmatism. Mathematicians in the United States were not necessarily 

looking for an immutable set of perfect postulates. Instead, they were exploring different ways to 

define a particular concept. Overall, Chapter 2 argues that the American study of postulates was 

tied to important Progressive Era questions about the nature of knowledge, the status of the 

knower, and the broader philosophical “applications” of mathematics. While most investigations 

of postulate studies have considered their implications within mathematical research and 

education, this chapter looks instead to the role of Postulate Theory in the professionalization of 

American mathematics and to its cultural status more broadly.  
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Chapter 3, “‘My Dear Sir’ and ‘My Dear George,’” examines the professional relevance and 

rhetoric of American mathematics during World War I. Although the skill sets of American 

mathematicians were demonstrably valuable to the conduct of war, many were concerned that their 

community’s increasing focus on abstraction had prevented them from contributing more 

substantially to other sciences, growing industries, and national concerns. Princeton 

mathematician Oswald Veblen, who was known for his research in abstract fields like Postulate 

Theory, famously turned his attention during the war to practical research in ballistics. Yet, a 

number of Veblen’s colleagues continued to bemoan their community’s prioritization of abstract 

research. Because the historiography of American mathematics has tended to echo these 

sentiments, mathematicians’ lamentations about the abstract nature of their work has generally 

overshadowed other forms of more practical, directly relevant mathematics. By equating 

mathematics with modern research, the historiography of American mathematics suggests that 

mathematics was partially put on hold during the war. But if mathematics is considered more 

broadly, in a way that includes teaching, calculation, administration, and mathematically oriented 

science and technology, then American mathematics was considerably active during the war. 

Overall, Chapter 3 argues that the wartime record of American science presents a fuller picture of 

American mathematics than one that is rendered solely through the voices of its leadership in 

peacetime. The analysis highlights an apparent disconnect between American mathematicians’ 

participation in World War I and the professional rhetoric of uselessness and isolation. 

Chapter 4, “‘Logical Fate’ and ‘Intellectual Freedom,’” examines the efforts of Columbia 

mathematician Cassius Keyser to garner support for American mathematics after the war. While 

the leaders of the American Mathematical Society worked to graft mathematics onto the progress 

of other American sciences and industries, Keyser instead worked to communicate the value of 
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mathematics through its intellectual and spiritual ties to humanism. Throughout his career and after 

his retirement, Keyser worked to convince “intellectual non-mathematicians” of the artistry and 

virtues of mathematics. Amidst the hardships and anxieties of the 1930s as well as the redefinition 

and refurbishing of mathematics, Keyser helped to assemble networks of mathematicians that 

sought to humanize and popularize the interests of mathematical researchers. Overall, Chapter 4 

argues that Keyser’s method of promoting mathematics was informed by his conceptions of 

American priorities as well as by his participation in postulate analysis and other foundational 

studies. As historians have rightly pointed out, mathematicians in the early-twentieth-century 

United States dealt with an ongoing tension between the “autonomy” garnered through abstract 

mathematics and the potential to provide a “service” through teaching and researching 

mathematical applications. Keyser, on the other hand, essentially collapsed the autonomy-service 

dichotomy by considering abstract mathematics itself as a service to humanity. In general, his work 

offered an alternative to what would later become known as the “two cultures” split between the 

sciences and the humanities. 

Taken together, these chapters examine the ways in which gender, professionalization, and 

abstraction were negotiated during the growth of the American mathematics community. In doing 

so, they work to shed light on the meaning and value of mathematics as well as the constructed 

image of the American mathematician. Professional, abstract research was taking root in the 

United States at a time when many were reevaluating the politics of different forms of knowledge. 

At the same time, mathematicians were redefining their field itself. Thus, while the growth of 

American mathematics meant establishing societies, journals, and graduate programs, it also meant 

reconfiguring what counted as mathematical work, who counted as a mathematician, and how each 

was thought to contribute to American society. 
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Chapter 1 

“Indebted to No One”:  

Grounding and Gendering the Self-Made Mathematician 

 

William Hoover grew up poor in the village of Smithville, Ohio. He began working young as 

a clerk and later as a schoolteacher, principal, and superintendent. In 1883, he became Professor 

of Mathematics and Astronomy at Ohio University. According to the biography of Hoover that 

was published in The American Mathematical Monthly, he was the first resident of Ohio to be 

elected to the London Mathematical Society. For his scholarly achievements, he was “indebted to 

no one.”1  

By the turn of the twentieth century, biographies of American mathematicians who were self-

driven, self-taught, and “indebted to no one” would have sounded familiar to readers of the 

Monthly. Ten out of twelve issues in the journal’s first volume included profiles of American 

mathematicians, including teachers, researchers, practitioners, and puzzle-solvers, whose stories 

were put to paper by a variety of Monthly contributors. While the details in each story were 

different, the pattern was often the same. As celebrations of American masculinity, social uplift, 

and moral character, Hoover’s biography and others like it echoed key themes in the nineteenth-

century narrative of the self-made man. By conceiving and commending the self-made 

mathematician, biographies in the Monthly helped ground mathematics in day-to-day American 

life while marshalling ties to various forms of American masculinity. They both followed and 

helped establish a narrative template for American mathematics at a time when what it meant to 

be an American mathematician had yet to be defined.  

 
1 “Biography: William Hoover,” The American Mathematical Monthly 1, no. 2 (1894): 34–37. 
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In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, American mathematicians became 

increasingly focused on modern, abstract fields of research that had developed separately from any 

sort of physical interpretation and were pursued for the sake of their own rigor. In many ways, 

mathematics in the United States developed along the lines of inward-looking scrutiny and 

theoretical rigor that had already been established in places like France and Germany. The 

professionalization of American mathematics would therefore involve a series of social and 

cultural negotiations specific to the prioritization of abstract research in the Progressive Era.  

This chapter contends that certain aspects of the history of American mathematics can only be 

understood in conversation with key ideas in the cultural history of the United States, including 

gender, representation, and self-making. By examining a series of biographies published during a 

transitional period in American mathematics, the following analysis adds evidence to Amir 

Alexander’s claim that stories can help shed light on the relationship between mathematics and its 

cultural context.2 Following Nicolaas Rupke in his “metabiographical” approach, the analysis is 

less concerned with the details of biographical claims than the context of biographical writing.3 

Biographies and life stories have presented both opportunities and challenges to the history 

and historiography of science.4 Projects of self-fashioning, for example, are known to have been 
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essential to constructions of figures like the Enlightenment “man of science” and later the 

Victorian “scientist.”5 While written for a variety of purposes and across contexts, the subjects of 

most scientific biographies and, therefore, of most historical metabiographies have been well-

known scholars. The biographies at the heart of this chapter, on the other hand, are remarkable for 

their presentation of seemingly unremarkable mathematicians. Indeed, most of the mathematicians 

featured in the first volume of the Monthly, and in many thereafter, were teachers, writers, or 

enthusiasts who were widely unknown at the time and remain absent from most histories. Although 

prominent mathematical researchers were indeed crucial to the growth and professionalization of 

American mathematics, biographies of educators, practitioners, and puzzle-solvers, who were also 

considered mathematicians in the late nineteenth century, offer a fuller picture of this transition. 

By considering the role and image of the American mathematician as a process of negotiation, this 

chapter asks what biographies of ordinary participants might reveal about the historical 

contingencies of scientific knowledge and communities.  

To begin, the following section outlines the status of American mathematics and the origins of 

the Monthly in the late nineteenth century. It also considers the role of printed material and personal 

narrative in the formation of professional societies and identities, which carries over into the 

subsequent section about self-made men in the United States and as figures in Monthly biographies. 

The section “Farm Life and Modern Mathematics” argues that a key element of self-making for 

many American mathematicians was an agrarian childhood and rural self-teaching. By the turn of 

the twentieth century, urbanization and changes in work had prompted a growing level of 

reverence for farm labor and nostalgic connections to the land. In addition to this broader context, 

the emphasis on farm life in Monthly biographies spoke to the values and practices of 

 
5 Joan L. Richards, “Introduction: Fragmented Lives,” Isis 97, no. 2 (2006): 302–5. 
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contemporary forms of mathematics. During the nation’s first century, mathematics in the United 

States had often been tied to military and engineering applications if not other forms of practice 

like surveying and accounting. When European practices of abstract mathematics became 

prevalent in the United States, what it meant to be an American mathematician became unclear 

and unsettled. American mathematicians who practiced abstract mathematics risked being 

associated with less-than-favorable forms of European elitism. Farm town roots were thus 

presented as an asset in the Monthly amid changing values and practices within the American 

mathematics community. 

The turn of the twentieth century was not only a transitional period in the history of American 

mathematics but also a particularly frenzied moment in the history of American masculinity. 

Adding to the challenge, if mathematicians encoded their professional identity in the ideal of 

modern abstraction, it would require different forms of gendering than mathematics learned 

through the military or other applied fields. The section “Mathematics and Manhood” offers an 

analysis of gender in Monthly biographies that sheds light on the professionalization of American 

mathematics as well as the relationship between gender and mathematics more broadly. It argues 

that both farm work and narratives of self-making informed the gendering of American 

mathematics in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Because there was no longer an 

axiomatic connection between mathematical achievement and manly bodies, mathematics and 

manliness would need to be linked in other ways. 

The Monthly was founded and began publishing biographies at a time of great change for the 

American mathematics community. “New” forms of mathematics from across the Atlantic were 

starting to take root in the United States. Professional journals were arriving regularly, and stories 

were circulating about the lives and accomplishments of fellow mathematicians. Both descriptive 
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and prescriptive, these stories helped establish a shared sense of identity for mathematicians tied 

to American manliness and rugged individualism.  

 

American Mathematics and The American Mathematical Monthly 

Prior to the growth of professional research communities around the turn of the twentieth 

century, science in the United States came mostly in forms related to Westward expansion and 

industrial development. Although a handful of American scholars made notable contributions to 

mathematical research in the nineteenth century, none trained more than a few others to follow in 

their footsteps. There were hardly any consistent options for sharing theoretical work in the United 

States and not much of a professional audience. Without a critical mass of engaged teachers and 

researchers and without the tradition and prestige tied to scholarship in Europe, there was not yet 

a coherent sense of what it meant to be an American mathematician. 

In 1888, Columbia mathematician Thomas Fiske helped found a mathematical society in New 

York based on his own involvement with and understanding of the London Mathematical Society. 

Due in part to its publication of a monthly bulletin, the New York Mathematical Society helped 

generate a small but growing American mathematics community. In 1894, its members voted to 

substitute “American” for “New York” in the title and the group became the American 

Mathematical Society.6 

Despite the Society’s new name, the budding mathematical research community likely seemed 

far removed from the rest of the country; it was geographically distant from all but a few urban 

centers and theoretically distant from the mathematics most Americans knew. While a small 

community of researchers was growing in number and productivity, mathematical labor in the 

 
6 Raymond C. Archibald, A Semicentennial History of the American Mathematical Society (New York: American 
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United States more often took the form of teaching, puzzle solving, and practical applications. 

Those who encountered more advanced forms of mathematics often did so through military science 

or engineering rather than modern, abstract research.  

In 1894, Ohio mathematician Benjamin Franklin Finkel resolved to bring more mathematics 

to more people by founding The American Mathematical Monthly. Displeased that the handful of 

American mathematical journals consistently in print were too research-driven and limited to 

specialists, Finkel sought to reach the “average mathematician” with his new journal.7  Since there 

were few productive research mathematicians at the time and the meaning of the term 

“mathematician” was still relatively open, the person he had in mind was likely a teacher, 

enthusiast, or practitioner.  

According to his later recollections, Finkel developed an interest in mathematics when, as a 

fifteen-year-old, he encountered a problem being discussed at the local village store: “There is a 

ball 12 feet in diameter on top of a pole 60 feet high. On the ball stands a man whose eye is six 

feet above the ball. How much ground beneath the ball is invisible to him?”8 Finkel later found the 

solution and, in the process, developed a taste for problem solving as well as a growing concern 

for students across the country who suffered inadequate mathematics curricula. Where there was 

regular teaching of mathematics, he noted, it was often uninspired and overly practical. While 

working as a teacher in Union County, Ohio, Finkel began to consider founding his own 

mathematical journal. As he later explained, the journals he subscribed and contributed to, 

including the Mathematical Magazine and the Mathematical Visitor, “were for the most part 

 
7 Finkel and Colaw, “Introduction,” 1. 
8 B. F. Finkel, “The Human Aspect in the Early History of the American Mathematical Monthly,” The American 

Mathematical Monthly 38, no. 6 (1931): 305–320. 
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irregular in reaching me on schedule time.”9 Finkel eventually made production arrangements for 

a new journal with the publisher of the local paper in Kidder, Missouri. 

E. H. Moore, one of the most prominent figures in American mathematics at the time, would 

later tell Finkel that his choice to call the new journal The American Mathematical Monthly was 

an ambitious one.10 By and large, Finkel started the Monthly to encourage and aid secondary school 

students and teachers, but he also wanted the publication to appeal to practitioners of mathematics 

and mathematical researchers. Of course, he acknowledged, it was difficult to please everyone. 

Yet, he attempted to do so by bringing together mathematicians across the country under one 

journalistic umbrella. The Monthly, according to its title page, was “Devoted to the Solution of 

Problems in Pure and Applied Mathematics, Papers on Mathematical Subjects, Biographies of 

Noted Mathematicians, Etc.” To manage the endeavor, Finkel sought aid from his wife, who 

helped read proofs and address subscriptions, and from Virginia mathematician John M. Colaw, 

who would later become Finkel’s co-editor.  

Finkel and Colaw began by writing letters to teachers of mathematics at a number of high 

schools, colleges, and universities, asking for both subscription dues and contributions. From the 

start, the number of college teachers who subscribed would greatly outnumber the number of high 

school teachers. Notable early supporters of the Monthly included Professor E. H. Moore of the 

University of Chicago, Professor George Bruce Halsted of the University of Texas, Professor 

William Elwood Byerly of Harvard, and Professor Hubert Anson Newton of Yale. In its first 

edition, all “lovers of mathematics” were invited to contribute problems, solutions, articles, 

questions, biographies, and book reviews.11 More than one hundred different mathematicians from 

 
9 Finkel, “Human Aspect,” 308. 
10 Finkel, “Human Aspect,” 309. 
11 Finkel and Colaw, “Introduction,” 2. 
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more than thirty different states contributed to early issues of the Monthly, which soon became a 

sort of virtual community, linking together a broad swath of mathematicians from across the 

country.12 

All twelve issues in the first volume of the Monthly featured a biography. Treated more or less 

like other contributions to the journal, biographies were generally around four pages long and often 

appeared near the front of each issue. Finkel wrote three of the biographies that appeared in the 

journal’s first volume, and his co-editor, John Colaw, wrote two. Texas mathematician George 

Bruce Halsted also wrote two biographies for the first volume, and Texas (later Chicago) 

mathematician Leonard E. Dickson wrote one about Halsted. Other biographies in the first volume 

were contributions from Indiana mathematician Robert J. Aley, Pennsylvania mathematician 

Franklin P. Matz, and upstate New York mathematician B. F. Burleson. The Monthly continued to 

include biographies during its first decade in print; all but two of the first twelve and around half 

of the first fifty featured American mathematicians. 

American mathematicians who were profiled in the Monthly were known to their biographers 

for a variety of accomplishments. A profile of DeVolson Wood, for example, claimed that if his 

students were “rounded up,” they would “form the most intelligent army that ever moved on the 

face of this mundane sphere.”13 Enoch Beery Seitz’s biography described a solution he had 

submitted to a problem asking for the curve traced by a boy walking across a spinning turntable as 

“a pantheon in grandeur and sublimity.”14 The typographical work done by Artemas Martin for 

the Mathematical Magazine and the Mathematical Visitor was “said to be the finest in America,”  

 
12 University of Illinois mathematician Robert Daniel Carmichael would later write about how the Monthly brought 

him into contact with other mathematicians at a time when he was “isolated from all mathematical centers.” Finkel, 

“Human Aspect,” 318. 
13 F. P. Matz, “Biography: De Volson Wood,” The American Mathematical Monthly 2, no. 9/10 (1895): 253–256. 
14 B. F. Finkel, “Biography: E. B. Seitz,” The American Mathematical Monthly 1, no. 1 (1894): 3–6. 
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and James Matteson was praised for having written to a colleague “over one hundred mathematical 

letters.”15 Monthly biographies featured writers, teachers, and practitioners of mathematics as well 

as mathematical researchers. This multiplicity of roles was characteristic of the figure of the late-

nineteenth-century American mathematician. 

When Finkel began publishing the Monthly, the number of books, newspapers, magazines, 

pamphlets, and journals in circulation had increased tremendously since mid-century. And notably 

more than ever before, the pages of American print were filled with personal narratives.16 While 

some stories were bizarre and entertaining, many communicated social patterns and norms to a 

growing middle class of Americans, who began to rely less on traditional conventions of status 

and respectability and instead gleaned new standards of success from biographies, advertisements, 

and news articles. The printed word helped bring new conceptions of selfhood—along with new 

forms of virtue, success, masculinity, and American-ness—into being. “A man was his ‘word,’” 

as Burton J. Bledstein wrote, “or the words others used about him.”17 

The widespread availability of printed materials was crucial not only to cultural conceptions 

of the individual, but also to the cohesion and professionalization of specialist, including scientific, 

communities. When groups of like-minded enthusiasts and scholars began forming professional 

societies in the late nineteenth century, they were mostly centered in East Coast urban areas. Yet 

many groups, including the American Mathematical Society, claimed “National,” “American,” or 

“of America” in their titles, which would only have been achievable through print. Slow and 

 
15 B. F. Finkel, “Biography: Artemas Martin,” The American Mathematical Monthly 1, no. 4 (1894): 108–111; F. P. 

Matz, “Biography: James Matteson M. D.,” The American Mathematical Monthly 1, no. 11 (1894): 372–374. 
16 Ann Fabian, The Unvarnished Truth: Personal Narratives in Nineteenth-Century America (Berkeley: University of 

California Press, 2000). 
17 Burton J. Bledstein, The Culture of Professionalism (New York: WW Norton & Company, 1978), 73; For a more 

recent discussion of Bledstein’s work, see Mary Ann Dzuback, “Professionalism, Higher Education, and American 

Culture: Burton J. Bledstein’s The Culture of Professionalism,” History of Education Quarterly 33, no. 3 (1993): 

375–85. 
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expensive train travel would have made it difficult for a society member in Texas to attend 

meetings in New York. Out-of-town members could instead participate by reading the society’s 

bulletin. Printed abstracts, book reviews, and membership lists allowed researchers to build virtual 

communities among potentially far-flung participants. Print-based virtual communities also 

enabled American scholars to garner professional authority—a scientist noted in print became a 

scientist worth noting—through the process of communicating their ideas.  

In many ways, the American mathematics community, like other scientific and professional 

communities, sought to model itself on the strengths of its European counterparts. According to 

Henrik Sørensen, role modeling for the American mathematics community was achieved partly 

through stories about famous Europeans. Because the legacy of mathematicians was relatively 

sparse in the United States, biographers sometimes looked elsewhere for professional inspiration.18 

When writing about European mathematicians, American authors often employed common 

American tropes related to hard work and individualism.19 Yet, the stories told about famous 

European researchers, who were usually portrayed as elite and erudite geniuses, differed from 

those told about American teachers and practitioners, who were shown as men-of-the-earth 

thinkers and tinkerers. 

Profiles of contemporary, otherwise unknown Americans in the Monthly helped establish a 

shared sense of identity among American mathematicians during a transitional period in the 

development of their profession. This form of collective self-fashioning was common in other 

American scientific communities as well. Autobiographical writing, for example, was an important 

source of professional role modeling among late-nineteenth and early-twentieth-century American 

 
18 See Section 4 “Euler and the Appropriation of European Virtues” in Sørensen, “Appropriating Role Models.” 
19 Examples include B. F. Finkel, “Biography: Karl Frederich Gauss,” The American Mathematical Monthly 8, no. 2 

(February 1901): 25–31; George Bruce Halsted, “Biography: Felix Klein,” The American Mathematical Monthly 1, 

no. 12 (December 1894): 416–20. 
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engineers.20 Like the Monthly, the Bulletin of the Geological Association of America published 

profiles and obituaries throughout the last decade of the nineteenth century that celebrated both 

the work and character of American geologists. Woven within many of the stories and evaluations 

of individual scholars was the biographer’s own commentary on the politics and priorities of the 

broader community.21 To American mathematicians who subscribed to the Monthly, this sort of 

commentary was often communicated through the common trope of self-making. 

 

The Self-Made Mathematician 

According to his profile in the Monthly, James Matteson left his parents’ farm at age twenty to 

work as a machinist, “relying entirely upon his own energy and industry.”22 He later became a 

teacher, physician, and mathematician. Although he may not have become particularly rich or 

materially wealthy, Matteson was ultimately successful in his efforts to become a respectable man 

of good habits.  

Like Matteson, many of the American mathematicians featured in the Monthly began working 

from a young age to pay for their educations and to help support their families. They traveled far 

to attend second-rate schools and were largely self-taught. Eventually, the hard-working 

mathematician built a career for himself. Some became principals and superintendents. Most 

became professors. Others found non-teaching mathematical jobs as calculators, surveyors, and 

observatory assistants. While the details varied, many of the stories followed a vertical narrative, 

or what has been described as the “vertical vision” of nineteenth-century American self-making.23 

 
20 See Chapter 3 in Oldenziel, Making Technology Masculine.. 
21 J. F. Kemp, “Memoir of Thomas Sterry Hunt,” Bulletin of the Geological Society of America 4 (September 23, 

1893): 379–92; Joseph LeConte, “Memoir of James D. Dana,” Bulletin of the Geological Society of America 7 

(April 21, 1896): 461–78; J. J. Stevenson, “Memoir of James Hall,” Bulletin of the Geological Society of America 10 

(January 19, 1900): 325–451. 
22 Matz, “Biography: James Matteson M. D.” 
23 Bledstein, The Culture of Professionalism, 105. 
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By the end of the nineteenth century, careers in the United States had become social ladders for 

Americans, who brandished new symbols of professional status like diplomas and society 

memberships. Like other modern Americans, the mathematicians presented in the Monthly were 

essentially defined by their climb. 

The vertical progression of self-teaching and self-improvement depicted in Monthly 

biographies echoed the near-religious celebration of the self-made man in the nineteenth-century 

United States. According to its stories—and there were a lot of them in print in the nineteenth 

century—America had become a nation of striving entrepreneurs, where “ambition was not an 

opportunity but an obligation.”24 Among other things, the rise of the market economy had 

transformed American conceptions of selfhood from Republican independence and virtue to 

capitalist ambition and achievement. The enormity of this transformation was encapsulated in the 

changing meaning of the word “ambition.” Those who aspired to better their lot, while suspicious 

and lacking virtue in the early 1800s, would be lauded and glorified by the end of the century. 

Eventually, rags-to-riches heroes like Andrew Carnegie loomed large, as fiction writers like 

Horatio Alger penned stories about hard-working, virtuous boys who rose triumphantly from 

humble beginnings. Self-making became a central feature of stories told about a variety of 

characters in the United States, including some scientists.25 While elite traditionalists often scorned 

the self-made man for his ill-bred lack of culture, others made overcoming hardship central to the 

celebration of his story. The story of the farm-raised American mathematician, who grew up poor 

with limited schooling but showed great promise and pluck, helped create the archetype of the 

self-made American mathematician as well as reinforce the characteristics of other self-made 

Americans. 

 
24 Scott A. Sandage, Born Losers: A History of Failure in America (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2006), 2. 
25 Ronald R. Kline, Steinmetz: Engineer and Socialist (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University, 1992). 
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While lessons to be gleaned from stories of self-making were often implicit in Monthly 

biographies, some, like William Hoover’s, offered explicit commentary: “In this biography of 

Professor Hoover, there is a valuable lesson to be learned. It is this: energy and perseverance will 

bring a sure reward to earnest effort. We see how the clerk in a county-seat store, in embarrassing 

circumstances and unknown to the world of thinkers, became the well-known Professor of 

Mathematics and Astronomy in one of the leading Institutions of learning in the State of Ohio.”26 

The fierce individualism that resonated throughout Hoover’s and other Monthly biographies was 

a key feature of the archetypal self-made man. As part of the transition in the United States from 

agrarian household ownership and trade to industrial capitalism and wage labor, European and 

American thinkers like Alexis de Tocqueville and Ralph Waldo Emerson had helped retool the 

idea of independence to align with self-reliance instead of the increasingly rare status of self-

employment.27 Ultimately, the term “individualism” was sewn into the cultural fabric of the nation. 

American individualism, as it was portrayed in the burgeoning circulation of printed memoirs and 

accounts, was about struggle, hard work, personal improvement, and cultural expression, leading 

to the ultimate realization of self. That every man—whether an entrepreneur or a mathematician—

was fundamentally alone in his pursuits helped perpetuate the myth of American self-reliance. The 

image of the solitary mathematician prevailed, even as scholars worked to build communities and 

understood mathematics as a joint venture. And the image of the rising individual prevailed, even 

as political, economic, and social forces held the majority of Americans right where they were.28  

 
26 “Biography: William Hoover,” 37. 
27 Jeffrey Sklansky, The Soul’s Economy: Market Society and Selfhood in American Thought, 1820-1920 (Chapel Hill: 

The University of North Carolina Press, 2002). 
28 Jeffrey Louis Decker, Made in America: Self-Styled Success from Horatio Alger to Oprah Winfrey (Minneapolis: 

University of Minnesota Press, 1997); Sandage, Born Losers; An emphasis on individualism in the stories and 

legends of science has also served to bolster the image of the lone genius. See Patricia Fara, Newton: The Making of 

Genius (Columbia University Press, 2002). 
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As noted in his biography, Elisha Scott Loomis was born in Medina county, Ohio. While 

working as a farmhand in his early teens, Loomis helped support his widowed mother and younger 

siblings. During the winter, Loomis worked for his board while attending the district school. He 

once walked seven miles to buy an algebra book, which he mastered on his own. After years of 

teaching and studying, Loomis eventually became Chair of Mathematics at Baldwin University as 

well as the local engineer for the village of Berea. The final paragraph of Loomis’ biography harps 

on the immorality of lazy complainers and the virtues of hard-working planners like Loomis and 

other American heroes. “Thus was Garfield: day before yesterday on the toe-path, yesterday 

president of the United States, and to-day a hero of eternity.”29 Readers of the Monthly were thus 

introduced to self-made American mathematicians alongside other self-made American men, 

asserting commonality over difference in various pursuits like mastering algebra, striving in 

business, or being elected President. 

Not only were wealthy capitalists and prominent politicians feted in writing, but their 

successfulness was also extolled in portraits. Portrait painting was a profitable business for 

nineteenth-century artists who could effectively depict their patrons’ most dignified and heroic 

selves.30 John Singer Sargent, for example, famously painted icons like Theodore Roosevelt and 

Joseph Pulitzer. The increasing availability and decreasing cost of nineteenth-century 

photography, however, meant that the opportunity to tell a pictorial story of success was no longer 

reserved for wealthy Americans. In December 1896, the editors of the Monthly began asking 

contributors to send in photographs of themselves to be printed in subsequent volumes for the 

benefit of Monthly readers. While only a handful of contributor portraits were printed, almost all 

biographies included a photograph that endorsed the heroic dignity of each mathematician’s story. 

 
29 B. F. Finkel, “Biography: Elisha Scott Loomis,” The American Mathematical Monthly 1, no. 7 (1894): 218–222. 
30 Elizabeth Johns, Thomas Eakins, the Heroism of Modern Life (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1983). 
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With eyes gazing into the distance, head and shoulders at ¾ profile, and well-arranged clothing 

and facial hair, the photographs in Monthly biographies conveyed a sense of respectability, 

learning, and success. 
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Farm Life and Modern Mathematics 

Nearly all of the American mathematicians profiled in early volumes of the Monthly grew up 

on farms. The emphasis on farm life in Monthly biographies helped signal the social class a 

mathematician was born into as well as his limited access to formal schooling. According to his 

biography, John Newton Lyle once rode all day in the sweltering heat to a nearby town where he 

could purchase Charles Davies’ Elements of the Differential and Integral Calculus.31 After 

returning home to his family’s farm, he found a quiet spot in the forest and worked through the 

book on his own.32 References to Lyle’s agrarian roots helped tie him to a particular version of the 

self-made American story. A rural childhood put a man’s feet on solid ground, so to speak, both 

socially and mathematically. According to the biography of Samuel Gardiner Cagwin, “In him was 

the making of  Galileo, perhaps, but like Burns, he was tied to earth at the tail end of a plow.”33 

Wherever a farm-raised mathematician’s mind may have traveled in the world of mathematics, he 

remained rooted in the realities of workaday American life. 

American urbanization and the expansion of industrial capitalism meant that, while the nation 

had been founded as a republic of agrarian households, the proportion of Americans living and 

working on farms decreased significantly in the late nineteenth century. Many American farmers 

took pride in their ties to the land as they fought to defend their interests against the increasingly 

large ambitions of increasingly powerful capitalists. At the same time, the rise of university-based 

and professional work contributed to an ongoing cultural tension between those who worked with 

their hands in the traditional sense and those who held pen to paper. While the celebrated leaders 

of the early American republic had been highly educated, bookish intellectuals like Benjamin 

 
31 During his tenure as Chair of Mathematics at West Point, Davies had helped introduce French mathematics to the 

United States through a series of widely popular textbooks and translations. 
32 F. P. Matz, “Biography: John Newton Lyle,” The American Mathematical Monthly 3, no. 4 (1896): 94–100. 
33 B. F. Burleson, “Biography: Samuel Gardner Cagwin,” The American Mathematical Monthly 1, no. 11 (1894): 375. 
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Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, and Alexander Hamilton, by the early nineteenth century, Americans 

had become increasingly disenchanted with the figure of the highbrow, scholarly gentleman. 

During the 1824 and 1828 presidential elections, oppositionist narratives about John Quincy 

Adams, who had studied at Harvard and elite institutions in Europe, accused him of being an out-

of-touch aristocrat—a man of books and not a man of action. On the eve of the Civil War, Granville 

Bascom Hall, who was a farmer, state legislator, and father of pioneering psychologist Granville 

Stanley Hall, derided those who failed to join “virtue and intelligence with physical and moral 

strength” by only doing “half the work, that is, the head work.”34 By the late nineteenth century, 

the rise of academic expertise had resulted in more and more Americans performing “head work” 

rather than developing a skill or trade.35  

Historians like Andrew Warwick have shown how activities of both mind and body have 

combined to construct the ideals and images of scholarship.36 While the combination of studying 

and rowing, for example, was constitutive of Cambridge Wranglers, the combination of mental 

and manual labor in Monthly biographies was central to the figure of the self-made American 

mathematician. Detailing a mathematician’s agrarian childhood may have helped insulate him 

from accusations of aloofness. An American mathematician lived in the real world, not the abstract 

world of the reclusive theorist or the isolated world of the privileged elite. He read books like an 

intellectual, but he read them with dirty hands. 

According to Amir Alexander, historical depictions of mathematicians have often been 

informed by the style and content of the mathematics they produced. Specifically, Alexander 

 
34 Sklansky, The Soul’s Economy, 163.  
35 Sklansky, The Soul’s Economy, 165-66. 
36 Warwick, Masters of Theory. In the American context, physical training and scholarship are discussed in Larry 

Owens, “Pure and Sound Government: Laboratories, Playing Fields, and Gymnasia in the Nineteenth-Century 
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points to a change in the narrative template used to describe European mathematicians in the early 

nineteenth century that coincided with a change in the nature of mathematical inquiry. While 

Enlightenment mathematicians like Leonhard Euler and Jean-Baptiste le Rond d’Alembert were 

often celebrated as successful public figures, beginning in the early 1800s, Romantic misfortunes 

like the early death of Évariste Galois, the unjust obscurity of János Bolyai, and the destitution of 

Niels Henrik Abel began to dominate the narrative. At the same time, there was a “new beginning” 

in mathematics. Instead of being directed toward terrestrial and celestial usefulness and insight, 

new forms of mathematics were compelled by inward-looking scrutiny and rigorous abstraction. 

In this “modern” form of mathematical inquiry, methods and concepts were studied and perfected 

in and of themselves, separate from any sort of external value or interpretation. While modern 

mathematical inquiry did not replace other forms of mathematical practice, it did elicit significant 

reconsiderations of the meaning and value of mathematics more broadly. And as developments in 

modern mathematics became increasingly untethered to physical reality, mathematicians were 

often cast as reclusive geniuses and accused of living in their own strange, formulaic world.37  

American mathematicians had been largely uninvolved in the development of modern 

mathematics throughout the nineteenth century. The few prominent Americans to contribute to 

mathematics before the late 1800s were focused especially on mathematics that was grounded in 

the physical world. Higher-level training in mathematics was mostly tied to military and 

engineering education. By the tail end of the century, however, increasing numbers of young 

American scholars interested in research-level mathematics had studied in Europe, where they 

found a century’s worth of leading ideas in modern fields. When American students returned from 
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abroad, they brought with them a penchant for mathematical abstraction and began steering 

American mathematics toward modern, abstract research.38 

According to its editors, one of the goals of the Monthly was to provide a space for American 

mathematicians to introduce their fellow Americans to modern fields and topics.39 University of 

Texas mathematician George Bruce Halsted, in particular, embraced the Monthly as an opportunity 

to introduce non-Euclidean Geometry and its protagonists to mathematical Americans and their 

students. Non-Euclidean Geometry involved creating and exploring systems of geometry other 

than the one built by Euclid of Alexandria, which had been used to describe the world for over two 

millennia. In the early nineteenth century—unrestrained by the Enlightenment assumption that 

what described the physical world was necessarily “true”—mathematicians like Carl Friedrich 

Gauss, János Bolyai, and Nikolai Lobachevski built geometries that, while internally consistent, 

explicitly disregarded the premise in Euclid’s system that kept parallel lines apart. Whereas Euclid 

had assumed only one parallel line could be drawn through a point next to a given line, 

mathematicians now built systems with infinitely many parallel lines through the same point. In 

its departure from common sense and practices, non-Euclidean Geometry served as a prime 

example of the otherworldliness of modern mathematics in the nineteenth century. 

From 1894 to 1898, Halsted published a 37-part series in the Monthly titled “Non-Euclidean 

Geometry: Historical and Expository.” In the third article in his series, Halsted described the work 

of Italian priest and mathematician Giovanni Girolamo Saccheri, who, in 1773, published a treatise 

that detailed ideas along the lines of what would later be called non-Euclidean Geometry. Halsted 

 
38 Feffer, “Mathematical Physics.” 
39 G. A. Miller, “Some Elements of Substitution Groups,” The American Mathematical Monthly 6, no. 11 (1899): 255–
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claimed to have been lent a rare copy of Saccheri’s treatise, which remained mostly undiscovered 

until the mid-nineteenth century. With pride, Halsted described the treatise to readers of the 

Monthly, and the journal’s editors echoed his praise. In their announcement of two German 

scholars’ intentions to publish a translation of Saccheri’s treatise, the editors praised Halsted and 

remarked that it was “a noteworthy honor to America and to the American Mathematical Monthly, 

thus to have unconsciously anticipated and forestalled the great German scientists.”40 Halsted also 

contributed biographical articles about the leading thinkers in non-Euclidean Geometry as he 

sought to establish his own expertise on the subject through his knowledge of the Russian 

language, his connections in Europe, and his privileged access to foreign sources. 

During its early years in print, the Monthly aired spats between John Newton Lyle, who took 

issue with non-Euclidean, and generally non-traditional, descriptions of space, and George Bruce 

Halsted. As Joan Richards has demonstrated, nineteenth-century developments in geometry could 

evoke contrasting views and responses.41 In an article published in the Monthly, Lyle declared, 

“The hypothesis that Lobatschewsky, Euclid and Riemann all three tell the truth is confronted with 

the difficulty that they contradict each other. Professor Halsted teaches as sound geometry the 

views of each of these three writers. I can not accept this teaching.”42 In the same volume, an 

article by Halsted announced that “Mr. J. N. Lyle [was] as usual hopelessly muddled.”43 While the 

editors of the Monthly declared themselves members of the “Non-Euclidean school of thought,” 

they granted Lyle the title of “greatest Anti-Non-Euclidean Geometer in America.”44  

 
40 “Editorial,” The American Mathematical Monthly 1, no. 5 (1894): 177. 
41 Richards, Mathematical Visions. 
42 John N. Lyle, “True Propositions Not Invalidated by Defective Proofs,” The American Mathematical Monthly 2, 

no. 4 (1895): 112. 
43 George Bruce Halsted, “Note on the May Number of the American Mathematical Monthly,” The American 

Mathematical Monthly 2, no. 6 (1895): 205. 
44 “Editorial,” The American Mathematical Monthly 2, no. 9/10 (1895): 294. 
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Lyle’s biography incorporated his anti-non-Euclidean views in what were likely his own 

reflections about his hometown: “If Lobatschewsky had been born and raised in Ralls County, he 

would perhaps never have doubted that two straight lines equidistant from each other may be 

drawn in the same place… The hills, rocks, streams, trees, and hard-pan of Ralls County exist in 

tridimensional space,—objective to the minds of the inhabitants who till the soil, feed the herds, 

quarry the rock, fell the trees, and hunt the wild game…”45  For Lyle, his contact with the earth 

allowed him to understand what out-of-touch scholars could not. 

As support for scientific research grew around the turn of the century, Americans increasingly 

left the furthering of mathematical knowledge, along with other forms of scientific and 

professional knowledge, up to professional scholars and researchers. Progressive Era reform 

projects that placed a high value on expertise contributed to an endorsement of science as a 

privileged form of knowledge, which stood in contrast to earlier populist conceptions of science 

that were more broadly defined, more democratically accessible, and more closely tied to everyday 

common sense. Nineteenth-century American mathematics was democratic in the sense that 

anyone could learn it and use it, or at least appreciate its value. Modern mathematics, on the other 

hand, was not only notably different from the mathematics most Americans knew, it also required 

specialized training in a research-oriented graduate program. And while pursuing abstruse theories 

in modern mathematics may have distanced mathematicians from the everyday world of farms and 

factories, that distance would eventually become a source of their professional legitimacy and 

power. As Paul Star has explained, in order to function in a democracy, professional and scientific 

communities needed to generate their own authority, which meant that each community needed to 

offer something that those outside of the community could not get on their own. “The less one 
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could believe ‘one’s own eyes’—and the new world of science continually prompted that feeling—

the more receptive one became to seeing the world through the eyes of those who claimed 

specialized, technical knowledge, validated by communities of their peers.”46 Indeed, “one’s own 

eyes” were not always helpful for understanding legitimately complex modern mathematics like 

non-Euclidean Geometries. 

When Lyle’s biography was published in 1896, mathematics in the United States had not yet 

become fully defined by professional mathematical research. After the turn of the twentieth 

century, however, abstract research would come to dominate the narrative. If Lyle had tried to 

publish his opposition to non-Euclidean geometry a decade later, it’s likely that he would have 

been dismissed as a “crank” rather than celebrated as a self-made mathematician and the “greatest 

Anti-Non-Euclidean Geometer in America.”47 

 

Mathematics and Manhood 

DeVolson Wood was born and raised on a farm in upstate New York. He began teaching when 

he was seventeen to pay for his own education. His first job included not only teaching duties but 

janitorial tasks as well. When he was twenty-five, Wood graduated from the Rensselaer 

Polytechnic Institute with a degree in Civil Engineering.48  

Wood was profiled twice in The American Mathematical Monthly: first, in 1895, while he was 

working as a professor at the Stevens Institute of Technology and then again after his death in 

1897. In 1895, Wood was praised for his contributions to the Monthly and other journals, his 

accomplishments as a teacher, the books he wrote on topics like mechanics, and the machinery he 
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invented, including a steam rock drill. According to Wood’s obituary in the Railroad Gazette, 

which was quoted in his second Monthly biography, Wood’s “solid and robust figure” played a 

part in his “influence on young men... The youth who came in contact with him could not help 

feeling that he stood before a real man, a man strong and sound, mentally and physically…”49 The 

emphasis on manliness in Wood’s biography took on a variety of forms. Overall, Monthly 

biographies invoked different kinds of masculinities tied to physical strength, farm labor, self-

making, and moral character.  

As Gail Bederman has explained, turn-of-the-century middle-class men were “unusually 

interested in—even obsessed with—manhood.”50 So it is perhaps not surprising that manliness 

was an underlying—sometimes explicit—theme in Monthly biographies. An analysis of gender in 

Monthly biographies offers an important lens through which to understand the late-nineteenth-

century transitions in American mathematics. While the formation of professional societies and 

journals offered new opportunities for self-fashioning, seemingly “foreign” forms of modern 

mathematics required new ways of negotiating what it meant to be an American mathematician. 

Examining the role of gender during a community’s transition to abstraction, particularly in the 

United States, also provides a new way of understanding the historical relationship between gender 

and mathematics. In the case of Monthly biographies, zealous appeals to different types of 

masculinities suggest fissures in the unified image of the manly mathematician. No longer was 

physical prowess an assumed feature of scholarly achievement. Rugged and physical masculinities 

were put on display in the Monthly because they may not otherwise have been assumed. 

Monthly biographies published in the late nineteenth century were written against a backdrop 

of potentially emasculating circumstances, including the closing of the frontier and widespread 
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urbanization, rampant debt tied to the economic depressions of the 1890s, dehumanizing factory 

jobs, and the increasing prevalence of women workers and activists. Yet scholars like Bederman 

are hesitant to label the period a “crisis” in masculinity. No one, Bederman explains, seemed to 

doubt the link between male bodies, a man’s identity, and his right to power.51 And as an ongoing 

ideological process, gender itself implies continual contradiction, change, and renegotiation. The 

gendering of scholarship, for example, while generally considered a manly pursuit, was continually 

renegotiated in a variety of ways. Tensions between physical and intellectual manhood in the late 

nineteenth century have been noted, for example, in the work of Philadelphia artist Thomas Eakins. 

Many of the paintings Eakins produced in the 1870s featured men engaged in various sports and 

outdoor physical activities, which offered clear expressions of physical masculinity. At the same 

time, however, Eakins also portrayed more complicated masculine identities, particularly in his 

portraits of artists and scholars. In Professor Benjamin Howard Rand, for example, Eakins painted 

Rand surrounded by a variety of indoor props, including some that asserted his identity as a “man 

of science,” such as a microscope, and others, such as a shawl, that were more feminine and 

domestic.52 To a certain extent, urban gentlemen who pursued intellectual activities failed to 

express certain forms of masculinity. They lacked the sort of manliness wrought from the 

aggressiveness of the business world or the physicality of the frontier. These tensions surrounding 

different types of mental and physical labor were reflected in Monthly biographies through stories 
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of young scholars’ farm work. More broadly, descriptions of outdoor labor were part of a growing 

nostalgia in the United States for the strength-assuring activities of pre-civilized life.53 

After detailing the story of how Elisha Scott Loomis rose from rags to (relative) riches, 

Benjamin Finkel used the final paragraph of his biography of Loomis to explain, “To day, many 

young men who are failing in life, beholding those who are succeeding, say ‘why have luscious 

plumbs of success fallen in their mouths while in mine have fallen the bitter almonds of adversity. 

But the answer is: Plumbs do not fall in a successful man’s mouth by chance; he takes hold of the 

tree upon which fortune hangs and shakes it bravely and manfully.”54 Loomis and other self-made 

mathematicians were praised in their biographies for attributes like hard work and self-reliance 

that were commonly gendered masculine and developed in contrast to assumptions about women 

as fanciful and dependent. As Loomis’ biography demonstrates, failure itself was often feminized 

as well.55 By associating Loomis with action, manliness, and success, Finkel set him in opposition 

to both elite scholars and lazy failures. 

In addition to portrayals of hard-working farmers and self-making, biographies in the Monthly 

also included laudations of moral character, which, as Jeffrey Decker explains, was itself “coded 

as white, male, and middle-class.”56 The profile of Artemas Martin, for example, extolled his “kind 

and noble disposition.”57 DeVolson Wood’s biography lauded his “rugged and wholesome 

enthusiasm” and described him as an “active and sincere Christian gentleman.”58 Elisha Scott 

Loomis never touched booze or tobacco.59 From decades’ worth of advice lectures and literature, 
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late-nineteenth-century American professionals learned that personal success could be bolstered 

or tarnished by personal habits and features. To avoid personal detriment, many preached 

moderation, frugality, temperance, and industry, all of which were on full display in the Monthly. 

As both a resource for and a result of self-making, moral character helped distinguish self-made 

white men from their supposedly feeble social counterparts. Although there were a handful of 

women who subscribed and contributed to the Monthly, none were featured in its biographies.  

Growing up in eastern Pennsylvania, Artemas Martin farmed in the summers, chopped wood 

in the winters, and studied in his spare time. After the discovery of oil in the area, he added drilling 

to his list of labors. Before discussing Martin’s later employment at the United States Coast Survey 

Office, his solutions to the “Riddler Column” of the Philadelphia Saturday Evening Post, and his 

work as a mathematical editor, Martin’s 1894 biography in Monthly, written by founder and co-

editor Benjamin Finkel, began with the claim that “by self-application and indefatigable energy, 

which have told the story of many a great man, he has become familiar to every mathematician 

and lover of science in every civilized country in the world.”60 Finkel’s reference to the stories of 

“many a great man” could have described the biographies in his own journal, which were often 

written with the same flowery and hyperbolic language used to assert different forms of 

masculinity.  

Overall, Monthly portrayals of American mathematicians as hard-working farmers enabled 

them to express a primitive, physical manliness that was unavailable to upper-class, urban 

Americans or effete learned professionals. Amid other forms of masculinity tied to success and 

moral character, the emphasis in Monthly biographies on physical contact with the earth was 

particularly important at a time when increasing numbers of American mathematicians were 
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turning their attention to abstract research. Given that, as Alexander has argued, different forms 

and practices of mathematics aligned with different stories about mathematicians and given that 

different stories about mathematicians offered different ways of gendering mathematics, then 

stories can also shed light on the relationship between different practices of mathematics and 

different forms of gendering. In this case, the role of gender in Monthly biographies helps 

characterize a transitional period in American mathematics while further deciphering the 

relationship between gender and mathematics more broadly. As an assumed link between physical 

masculinity and mathematical achievement was unraveling in the late nineteenth century, modern 

mathematicians would need to assert different forms of manliness through their work in the next 

century.  

 

Conclusion 

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, The American Mathematical Monthly 

offered a version of American mathematics that took on a variety of forms, many of which were 

practical and educational. Yet, there was already a perceived hierarchy in place that considered the 

production of mathematical research to be the highest form of mathematical labor. In their original 

introduction to the Monthly, Finkel and Colaw acknowledged that, although they believed the 

journal’s “Problems and Solutions” section was important for generating interest and energizing 

education, problem solving remained “one of the lowest forms of Mathematical research.”61 Such 

hierarchies would eventually solidify into the institutionalized stratification of the American 

mathematics community.62 
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As the American Mathematical Society grew around the turn of the twentieth century, its 

focused narrowed to the support of abstract research. Mathematicians were attuned to the fact that 

scientific prestige, as well as recognition from scientists in Europe, was garnered less through 

teaching, writing, or applying mathematics than through researching modern abstractions. During 

its first decade in print, the Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society published meeting 

proceedings, research abstracts, and obituaries of prominent, mostly European mathematicians. 

For the most part, Bulletin obituaries served as records of research achievements more that 

portrayals of life stories. The Monthly, on the other hand, offered a space, in its biographies and in 

general, for American mathematics that had been left out of the American Mathematical Society’s 

increasingly exclusive focus on European-led research. 

As Margaret Rossiter has shown, while increasing numbers of women earned graduate degrees 

in the late nineteenth century, it became clear that the American scientific community was more 

willing to educate than to employ them.63 Essentially, women were kept to the margins of 

professionalization, which itself was fueled by a masculine conception of prestige. Because 

women were often denied both career-building opportunities and status-linked recognition, 

professional prestige remained largely unavailable to them. Even with increasing numbers of 

women participating in the scientific community, according to Rossiter, “only a few were 

considered ‘professionals.’”64 As mathematics became more narrowly defined by abstract 

mathematical research, it was simultaneously constructed as a man’s domain, limiting women 

mathematicians to teaching full schedules at high schools or women’s colleges, calculating and 

computing, and performing library, administrative, or support work. Ironically, many of the 

“manly” mathematicians profiled in the Monthly did not produce original research but were 
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celebrated for mathematical labor that would eventually be devalued and thus deemed appropriate 

for women.  

When the professional mathematics community was under construction in the United States, 

so too was the image of the American mathematician. In the late nineteenth century, biographies 

in The American Mathematical Monthly helped construct and, in the process, gender the categories 

of American mathematics. Tied to the project of professionalization was an increasing focus on 

abstract forms of research that risked potentially unfavorable associations with aloof European 

theorists. Monthly biographies offered a more grounded image of the American mathematician, in 

part by pairing his journey into the world of mathematics with his agrarian roots and manly self-

reliance. While working to build a virtual community of American mathematicians, Monthly 

contributors and editors helped to align deep-seated American ideals with the time-honored pursuit 

of mathematics.
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Chapter 2 

“The Evolutionary Character of All Life’s Processes”:  

Postulating American Mathematics 

 

On December 29th, 1902, Professor Eliakim Hastings Moore stood before the attending 

members of the ninth annual meeting of the American Mathematical Society. Since its founding 

(as the New York Mathematical Society) in 1888, the American Mathematical Society had grown 

to nearly four hundred members. As the Society’s outgoing president, Moore gave a speech on the 

afternoon of the first day titled “On the foundations of mathematics.”1 While some may have 

expected a technical presentation of Moore’s recent research on the foundational assumptions, or 

axioms, of mathematics, Moore explained instead what he believed should be the foundational 

approach to cultivating mathematics in the United States. In particular, Moore lamented a 

dominating focus on “modern,” or abstract, research, including his own work on axiomatic 

foundations. The title of Moore’s address thus had a clever double meaning that alluded to the 

foundations of mathematics as a topic of abstract research as well as to the foundations of 

American mathematics as a discipline. In general, Moore believed that his and his colleagues’ 

commitment to high-level abstractions, though praiseworthy, was stifling the growth of American 

mathematics. 

As Moore explained, attempts to reconfigure the foundations of mathematics had been born of 

a growing emphasis on rigor throughout the nineteenth century. While mathematics remained 

tangled with considerations of the natural world and material progress, a growing group of theorists 

had started looking inward to the precariously defined concepts that ordered their work. This 
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emphasis on inward-looking scrutiny led some to reconstruct the very foundations upon which 

mathematics could be built. Moore credited David Hilbert’s 1899 Grundlagen der Geometrie 

(“Foundations of Geometry”) with the incitement of interest in the basic principles of mathematics 

at the start of the twentieth century. Whereas the notion of defining objects “rather by a body of 

properties than by particular expressions or intuitions [was] as old as mathematics itself,” Moore 

explained that mathematicians’ interest in the foundational properties that defined mathematics, 

which he considered “abstract mathematics,” was new.2 

Until the late nineteenth century, American scholars had contributed very little to the 

development of abstract mathematics. As support for scientific research grew around the turn of 

the twentieth century, however, American mathematics benefitted from newly formed societies 

and journals that supported a community of abstract researchers. One of the ways American 

mathematicians became involved in abstract, modern research was through the study of how 

mathematical premises, known as postulate systems, fit together. To do so, they relied heavily on 

communication through recently established journals and professional meetings. In many ways, 

the American study of postulates went hand-in-hand with the professionalization of mathematics. 

Building and studying postulate sets was a way for American mathematicians to tap into important 

problems of interest to their European counterparts. As Moore noted in his address, however, the 

success and sustained growth of mathematics as a discipline remained tied to the broader social 

and intellectual landscape of the early-twentieth-century United States. Mathematical problems of 

interest in Europe would not necessarily help win support for mathematics in the United States, 

where knowledge was often valued for being concrete, if not immediately useful. Moore was not 
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the only American mathematician to use postulate studies as an example of abstract, and thus 

potentially out-of-touch, research that could stifle the growth of American mathematics. 

While the study of postulates was not obviously useful in the material sense, it was tied to 

important questions about the foundations of mathematics and the construction of knowledge more 

generally. By studying the axioms of different fields of mathematics and fine-tuning different 

systems, American mathematicians helped inaugurate a shift from Hilbert’s science of space to 

axiom systems of inherent interest. In doing so, they focused on variably defined postulates as 

opposed to axiomatic truths, which tied into ongoing debates about the nature of mathematics, the 

certainty of knowledge, and the relationships between mind and reality. Were mathematical truths 

empirical? Were they a priori and intuitive? While some scholars held onto theories of Absolute 

truth around the turn of the century, others, particularly in the United States, sought more 

grounded, evolutionary, and possibly democratic theories of knowledge.3 

At the start of the twentieth century, Hilbert took a “pragmatic” approach to axiomatic research 

in the sense that he cared less about the nitty-gritty details of axiom systems themselves than he 

did about their use in the continued development of mathematics.4 As American mathematicians 

began studying axiom systems for their own sake, however, their work began to demonstrate key 

epistemological theories that were central to American Pragmatism. Although often associated 

with the material and industrial priorities of the United States, Pragmatism itself was a much 

broader theory of knowledge that encompassed an array of assertions about knowledge and 

politics. In general, American mathematicians tended to sidestep ontological questions about the 

nature of numbers and space that were raised by their studies of postulates. Yet, their approach 
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aligned well with Pragmatic theories of knowledge that allowed for multiple bests and called for 

the continual reevaluation of truth in action. And while American mathematicians were often more 

focused on the features of postulate systems themselves than on the mathematical concepts they 

defined, their back-and-forth fine-tuning of different systems ultimately informed mathematical 

knowledge in different fields. Central to these developments was the role of the mathematician, 

i.e. the “user,” as well as the broader community. Overall, this chapter argues that the “usefulness” 

of postulate studies within mathematics and their purported significance elsewhere helped to recast 

the relationship between abstractions and applications, which ultimately allowed for alternate ways 

of defining and valuing modern research.  

Important historical work has shed light on the products and implications of foundational 

studies in mathematics around the turn of the twentieth century.5 Although the majority of this 

literature features prominent scholars in England and Germany, Leo Corry has specifically pointed 

to ways in which foundational studies in the United States both followed and differed from 

Hilbert’s example.6 Similarly, Michael Scanlan has compared the presentations of two American 

axiomatization studies with their analogous counterparts in Germany. Following his advisor, John 

Corcoran, Scanlan refers to these types of studies in the United States as “American Postulate 

Theory.”7 Other historical studies have examined the role of postulate studies in a specific field or 
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the work of one scholar in particular.8 Christopher Hollings has shown how close examinations of 

the postulates defining a group in the early twentieth century helped American mathematicians 

refine their understanding of the concept.9 Corry and Hollings have also explored the relationship 

between postulate studies and mathematical pedagogy.10  

This chapter examines the early back-and-forth between American mathematicians as they 

worked to compare multiple sets of postulates for the same field. This approach offers a fine-

grained image of early efforts in the field with an eye toward the epistemological and cultural 

implications of mathematics more broadly. What was “American” about American Postulate 

Theory? What are the broader implication of what Ivor Grattan-Guinness has described an 

American “penchant for postulational studies”?11 After exploring the early developments in 

postulate theory leading up to, and including, Moore’s speech, the chapter turns to questions about 

the “evolutionary character” of postulate studies and relevant theories of Pragmatism. It then 

considers postulates and their uses beyond the mathematics community—at the 1904 World’s Fair 

and in the popular writing of Cassius Keyser. By situating foundational questions in mathematics 

within the context of the Progressive Era growth of American mathematics, the analysis reveals 

connections between postulate studies and contemporary epistemological concerns as well as the 

promotion of mathematics more broadly.  
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Hilbert’s Grundlagen, Moore’s Seminar, and Halsted’s Student 

Hilbert’s Grundlagen der Geometrie and its translations were reviewed at least seven times in 

five separate American journals prior to the publication of Moore’s speech.12 Mathematicians were 

excited about Hilbert’s work not because he was the first to explore the properties of space as 

logical combinations of principal statements (Euclid had done so about two thousand years prior) 

but because he analyzed and presented his system of principal statements, or axioms, in a new 

way. Mathematicians had long been fixated on a particular premise in Euclid’s system—that 

parallel lines never meet—and whether or not it could be derived from Euclid’s other axioms. 

Discarding this premise led to the development of (once scandalous) non-Euclidean geometries 

throughout the 1800s.13 But it wasn’t until the end of the nineteenth century that mathematicians 

like Moritz Pasch and Giuseppe Peano began to reconsider the entire system of axioms that formed 

the basis of geometry and arithmetic. Pasch built a system of axioms for projective geometry. 

Peano developed his own set of axioms for projective geometry as well as a new conceptual 

language and postulates for the natural numbers. Around the same time, Heinrich Hertz formulated 

principle statements for mechanics. With his conception of geometry as a well-developed natural 

science, Hilbert worked to build “a minimal set of independent axioms and thus to construct the 

whole edifice of geometry by purely logical means.”14 He wanted, in other words, to rid prior 
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axiomatic systems of their redundancies and to make sure that no axiom could be derived from 

any other. Thereafter, Hilbert’s name would be associated with the axiomatic approach to 

mathematics. 

In 1901, Moore led a seminar at the University of Chicago that was based on Hilbert’s 

Grundlagen. Ten years earlier, William Rainey Harper, the first president of the new research-

oriented university, had hand-picked Moore to lead the department of mathematics. In less than a 

decade, Moore, along with German expats Oskar Bolza and Heinrich Maschke, had built one of 

the foremost research-oriented mathematics departments in the country, rivaled only, perhaps, by 

the department at Harvard. Moore and his colleagues would go on to train some of the leading 

researchers of the next generation, such as Iowa-born Oswald Veblen. Veblen joined the 

department in 1900 and was a student in Moore’s foundations seminar.15  

Hilbert’s Grundlagen was a culmination of lectures that established five groups of axioms for 

geometry. Hilbert not only presented this system of axioms for and the theorems that could be 

developed from them, but he also considered the logical relationship between axioms in terms of 

their independence, consistency, and completeness. Specifically, Hilbert sought to demonstrate the 

mutual independence of his axioms by presenting examples of systems that satisfied some but not 

all of them. In his seminar, Moore and his students worked with an article by Friedrich Schur 

published earlier in 1901 that claimed that Hilbert’s axioms were not, in fact, mutually independent 

when considered together as one large system and not just in their smaller, separate groups. While 

the relationship between individual axioms was secondary to Hilbert’s primary concern of 

establishing a link between each group of axioms and their resulting geometric theories, Moore 
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and his students followed Shur in examining the relationship between axioms, eventually 

determining that two of the axioms were indeed redundant.  

In December 1901, after the semester was over, Moore presented the findings from his course 

at the American Mathematical Society’s eighth annual (first multiple-day) meeting. In his paper, 

which was later published in the Society’s Transactions, Moore showed that the three axioms Shur 

believed to be redundant were in fact independent. He did this by presenting a system that satisfied 

all other axioms but left invalid the three axioms in question. In a note on the second page of the 

printed version of his talk, Moore explained that the paper was prepared “in connection with” his 

seminar and that “queries and remarks of members of this course, in particular, of Mr. O. Veblen, 

have been a source of much stimulus.”16  

Moore’s paper went on to present seven axioms for n-dimensional geometry to show that two 

of the axioms in Hilbert’s 3-dimensional geometry (n = 3) are logically deducible from the others. 

He also included a short discussion of Hilbert’s system of axioms in relation to Pasch’s and Peano’s 

with regard to their “attitude[s] concerning the foundations of geometry.”17 According to Moore, 

Pasch’s and Peano’s choice to use “linear-segment” instead of “line” as a basal notion reflected 

their approach to geometry as a “natural science—the science or a science of the space in which 

or according to which we live…”18 Hilbert, on the other hand, used “line” and “plane” as basal 

notions for added convenience, though his system strayed a bit from intuitive conceptions of space. 

Lines, after all, are meant to go on forever, an idea that requires a formal definition beyond 

experience. 
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Earlier in 1901, University of Texas mathematician George Bruce Halsted, who had taken it 

upon himself to present developments in non-Euclidean geometry to American mathematicians, 

prepared a “Supplementary Report on Non-Euclidean Geometry” for the American Association of 

the Advancement of Science. According to Halsted, while he was preparing this report, he had 

spoken with his student, Robert Lee Moore, about one of the axioms Hilbert used to define the 

arrangement (“Anordnung”) of points and whether it might not be derivable from the others. The 

axiom in question read, “Any four points A, B, C, D of a straight line can always be so arranged 

that B lies between A and C and also between A and D, and furthermore C lies between A and D 

and also between B and D.”19 After writing to Hilbert about using his axioms in a textbook, Halsted 

said he had received an enthusiastic response with a post-script that suggested another version of 

the axiom, which could be used to derive the first: “If B lies between A and C and C between A 

and D, then lies also B between A and D.”20 

Halsted read Hilbert’s new axiom to R. L. Moore, who proceeded to derive it from the others, 

supposedly overnight. Halsted’s version of this story along with R. L. Moore’s proof of both 

versions of the “betweenness” axiom was published in the April 1902 issue of The American 

Mathematical Monthly. The editorial notes in the following number explained that Dr. E. H. Moore 

in Chicago had written to Dr. Halsted and to Mr. R. L. Moore acknowledging the article written 

by the former and congratulating the latter. The letter from E. H. Moore to R. L. Moore (no 

relation) explained the older Moore’s approach to the redundancy of Hilbert’s axioms as well as 

how he intended to use the younger Moore’s proof to improve his own. Apparently the older Moore 

had written to Halsted about his proof, which led Halsted to write to Hilbert, whose response led 

 
19 George Bruce Halsted, “The Betweenness Assumptions,” The American Mathematical Monthly 9, no. 4 (1902): 

99. 
20 Halsted, “The Betweenness Assumptions,” 99. 
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to a proof by the younger Moore, who was unaware of the older Moore’s proof.21 Halsted would 

later write an article on “The Foundations of Geometry” for the Open Court Magazine, exclaiming 

that Hilbert’s Grundlagen was “still the most brilliant example of efforts to find for a special 

branch of science a sufficient and closed system of mutually independent first principles, 

assumptions; though America has bettered it by the annihilation of… its most troublesome and 

undesirable member.”22 In part because of his impressive involvement in the “annihilation” of the 

“troublesome” postulate, R. L. Moore was given the opportunity to enroll the following year as a 

Ph.D. student in E. H. Moore’s department at the University of Chicago.23 

 

“Which Shall Be Regarded as the Best?” 

In February 1902, Harvard mathematician Edward Vermilye Huntington presented three 

papers on postulate systems at a regular meeting of the American Mathematical Society in New 

York. Huntington’s first paper, “A Complete Set of Postulates for the Theory of Absolute 

Continuous Magnitude,” was later published in the April issue of the Society’s Transactions. In 

this paper, Huntington established the system of real numbers based on a set of six foundational 

“primitive propositions,” which he referred to explicitly as “postulates” instead of “axioms.” As 

he explained in a footnote on the first page, “Following the usual distinction, we use ‘postulate’ to 

mean a proposition the acceptance of which is demanded or agreed upon as a basis for future 

reasoning, reserving ‘axiom’ to mean ‘a self-evident proposition, requiring no formal 

 
21 “Notes,” The American Mathematical Monthly 9, no. 5 (1902): 148–148; Eliakim Hastings Moore, “The 

Betweenness Assumptions,” The American Mathematical Monthly 9, no. 6/7 (1902): 152–53. 
22 Halsted, “The Foundations of Geometry,” 1902, 518. 
23 Robert Lee Moore would later become known for his axiom-based, competition-driven “Moore Method” of 

teaching. He would also became known for his blatant sexism and racism, designating his women and Jewish 

students as inferior and refusing to engage with black students and mathematicians all together. John Parker, R. L. 

Moore: Mathematician and Teacher (Washington, D.C.: Mathematical Association of America, 2005). 
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demonstration to prove its truth, but received and accepted as soon as mentioned.”24 Unrelated to 

self-evidence or truth, postulates were simply agreed-upon assumptions used to construct a formal 

system of reasoning. Huntington did note, however, that his postulates for magnitude aligned well 

with the “popular sense of the word” and so may, in fact, be called “axioms.” 

 Huntington’s first postulate assumed two elements, a and b, in a given “assemblage” 

(“Menge”) plus a rule of combination, “a with b,” such that the combination of a and b was also 

in the assemblage. When the real numbers 1 and 2, for example, are combined with addition, the 

result is also a real number. While real numbers with addition serve as an example system for the 

first postulate, however, Huntington’s a with b was not meant to imply any specific system.  

Huntington’s second postulate established that b was not an identity element for a (a with b 

would not equal a). His third postulate established associativity, and the remaining three 

established order (a could be less than, greater than, or equal to b), a unique limit, and bounds. In 

a large bibliographic note, Huntington included a long list of references and explained that while 

others had established similar postulates to his for the properties of magnitude, none had 

established their independence.25 Unlike the other mathematicians he cited, Huntington was 

interested in whether or not the six postulates he had chosen formed what he called a “complete 

set,” which required them to be “consistent” (in the sense that none contradicts any another, which 

allowed them to determine at least one system), “sufficient” (to fully determine only one type of 

system), and “independent” (or “irreducible,” meaning none could be deduced from the others). 

Each of these requirements formed a separate section of Huntington’s paper. After presenting his 

 
24 Edward V. Huntington, “A Complete Set of Postulates for the Theory of Absolute Continuous Magnitude,” 

Transactions of the American Mathematical Society 3, no. 2 (1902): 264. 
25 Some of these references included papers that Huntington had only read reviews of, including one read at the 

1900 International Congress of Mathematicians and reported in the Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society 

by Dr. Charlotte Angas Scott. 
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six postulates, Huntington claimed that they were consistent because they could be satisfied by an 

example system, in this case the system of positive real numbers with addition (or the positive real 

numbers greater than one with multiplication). He then established their sufficiency by showing 

that any two systems that satisfy them are, in fact, equivalent. And to demonstrate the 

independence of each postulate, Huntington found a system that worked for the five other 

postulates but not the one in question. The system of positive real numbers less than ten with 

addition, for example, satisfied all of the postulates except the first one, since one could choose an 

a and a b whose sum was not contained in the system (i.e. greater than ten.) Thus, the first postulate 

could not be derived from the others, else it would always be satisfied when the others were 

satisfied. Huntington attributed this method of proving independence to both Peano and Hilbert. 

The second paper Huntington read at the February meeting, “Complete Sets of Postulates for 

the Theories of Positive Integral and Positive Rational Numbers,” was a continuation of the first. 

In the second paper, Huntington offered two ways to modify his six postulates for real numbers 

(i.e. absolute continuous magnitude) such that the new sets of postulates would define the system 

of positive integers. Huntington was quick to point out that his analysis of these modified sets of 

postulates would establish nothing new about the “fundamental nature” of numbers.26 Readers who 

were interested in such questions could instead refer to the papers he cited by other mathematicians 

like Peano.  

Skirting these questions, Huntington presented his first modified set, which included the first 

five postulates from his first paper but made a slight change to the sixth. In his second set, 

Huntington kept the first three postulates from his first paper but replaced the remaining three by 

a single new postulate. He then worked to prove that both new sets were complete (consistent, 

 
26 Edward V. Huntington, “Complete Sets of Postulates for the Theories of Positive Integral and Positive Rational 

Numbers,” Transactions of the American Mathematical Society 3, no. 2 (1902): 280. 
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sufficient, and independent), but he also wondered about a problem “to which no satisfactory 

answer ha[d] as yet been given, viz., ‘when several complete sets of postulates define the same 

system, which shall be regarded as the best?’”27 Huntington offered no suggestions for how to 

evaluate equivalent sets of postulates but instead allowed the open question to encourage his 

colleagues to create and compare additional sets of postulates. 

The creation and comparison of multiple sets of postulates would continue with Huntington’s 

third February paper on the definition of a group, in which he noted that no one seemed to have 

yet been concerned with the independence of the often-redundant postulates for a group. He 

analyzed, for example, the postulates for a group given by Heinrich Weber in his canonical 

Lehrbuch der Algebra. Huntington then offered his own definition of a group, which recast some 

of Weber’s postulates as theorems that could be derived from the other postulates. Two months 

later, at the April meeting of the Society, E. H. Moore presented a paper in response to 

Huntington’s postulates for a group that described a definition Moore and his colleague, James 

Pierpont, had introduced independently “some years” prior.28 Moore showed that his five 

postulates were independent of one another. After Moore’s presentation, Huntington gave a 

follow-up talk in which he presented a definition of a group using four independent postulates, 

noting that his own definition from the February meeting used three and that Moore’s definition 

used five. “The comparison of these three definitions,” Huntington remarked, “is therefore very 

striking.”29 

 
27 Huntington, “Complete Sets of Postulates for the Theories of Positive Integral and Positive Rational Numbers,” 

280. 
28 F. N. Cole, “The April Meeting of the American Mathematical Society,” Bulletin of the American Mathematical 

Society 8, no. 9 (1902): 373. 
29 Edward V. Huntington, “A Second Definition of a Group,” Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society 8, no. 9 

(1902): 389. 
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Moore offered hints of comparison among definitions in an article version of his April talk, 

titled “A Definition of Abstract Groups,” that was published in the October issue of the Society’s 

Transactions. In the third section of this article, Moore explicitly compared his own definition of 

a group to those of Huntington and Weber. Looking at the issue “from the grouptheoretic 

standpoint,” Moore claimed to offer “a more convenient modification of Weber’s definition” than 

Huntington’s, though he offered no direct explanation of this assessment.30 On the other hand, 

Moore sought a more systematic way to compare and evaluate sets of postulates in terms of abstract 

logic, given that the only “established canon” was that it was better to omit statements that could 

be derived from the others. He proposed, as a second criterion for evaluating postulate sets, that 

every statement should be “simple,” meaning “a single and not a multiple statement.”31 Moore 

likely had in mind his contention that Huntington’s three-postulate definition of a group was, in 

fact, a four-postulate definition. In a footnote in his introduction, Moore noted that the third 

postulate in Huntington’s set of three had two distinct parts. While Huntington had demonstrated 

the independence of the postulates as a three-part set, the independence of the four-part version 

would need to be established. Proofs of independence, of course, were more complicated when 

dealing with greater numbers of postulates. While Moore’s third rule for evaluating postulates was 

essentially that fewer is simpler, he also noted that definitions based on more postulates “may 

reveal more immediately the fundamental properties of the object of definition.” He was perhaps 

thinking of how his own definition described a group when declaring it “advantageous” from both 

the grouptheoretic and the logical standpoints.32 

 
30 Eliakim Hastings Moore, “A Definition of Abstract Groups,” Transactions of the American Mathematical Society 

3, no. 4 (1902): 487. Christopher Hollings has suggested that this may have been in reference to the applicability of 

Pierpont’s definition to finite and infinite groups. See Hollings, “Nobody Could Possibly Misunderstand What a 

Group Is.” 
31 Moore, “A Definition of Abstract Groups,” 488. 
32 Moore, “A Definition of Abstract Groups,” 491. 
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In September 1902, the American Mathematical Society held its ninth summer meeting at 

Northwestern University in Evanston, IL. It was the first such meeting to be held west of Buffalo. 

While the Society had voted in 1894 to change its name from the New York to the American 

Mathematical Society, its ambitions of nationwide participation were not always realized. The cost 

and hassle of train travel meant regular attendance at meetings, which took place in New York 

City, was impossible for members who lived any considerable distance away. In 1897, Chicago 

mathematicians formed the “Chicago Section of the American Mathematical Society,” which 

hosted regular meetings and was notably committed to, in addition to research, the educational and 

disciplinary interests of American mathematics. 

On the first day of the Evanston meeting, Chicago Professor Leonard Eugene Dickson 

presented two papers and read a third paper submitted by Huntington in absentia. Dickson’s first 

paper presented two definitions of complex number systems and used the “customary method”—

finding systems that satisfy all but one condition—to establish the independence of the postulates 

for each definition.33 In his second paper, “Definitions of a Field by Independent Postulates,” 

Dickson presented two definitions of a field, one based on nine postulates and the other based on 

eleven. When introducing his two definitions, Dickson explained that the difference between them 

was comparable to the difference between one of Huntington’s definitions of a group and Moore’s 

definition of a group. The derivation of the properties of a field was more straightforward using 

Dickson’s eleven-postulate definition than his nine-postulate definition in a way that was similar 

to how Moore’s definition of a group was more convenient than Huntington’s. 

Dickson then read a paper by Huntington titled “Definitions of a Field by Sets of Independent 

Postulates.” In this paper, Huntington provided a list of seventeen postulates from which he 

 
33 Leonard E. Dickson, “Definitions of a Linear Associative Algebra by Independent Postulates,” Transactions of 

the American Mathematical Society 4, no. 1 (1903): 23. 
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selected to make eight different sets of seven to ten postulates that each defined a field. He noted 

that a slight modification to one of the sets would make the set similar to one of the definitions 

given by Dickson. He also noted that one of the systems he used to establish the independence of 

one of his postulates was suggested by Dickson. 

Huntington’s back-and-forth with the Chicago mathematicians continued in a paper he 

presented at the Society’s October meeting in New York City. Specifically, Huntington noted that 

he had taken into account Moore’s criticism regarding “multiple statements” when crafting two of 

the postulates he used to define an abelian group. Huntington’s two definitions of an abelian group 

and the relevant independence proofs were later published in the Society’s Transactions along with 

a postscript that responded directly to Moore’s paper on groups, which was published while 

Huntington’s paper was going through the press. Moore had shown that one of Huntington’s three 

postulates for defining a group could be broken up into two separate statements, which led him to 

question whether the postulates were still independent as a set of four. In his postscript, Huntington 

replaced the postulate in question with a “milder” version for which his original proofs of 

independence held. American mathematicians like Huntington and Moore would continue to use 

terms like “milder,” “weaker,” and “stronger” in their study of postulates to compare statements 

and their role in different definitions. As Huntington would later note, the “points of difference” 

between his definition of a group and the Pierpont-Moore definition “are so slight as to seem 

almost trivial.”34 Nonetheless, he explained, his adjustments helped make the system more 

convenient. 

In the morning of Moore’s presidential address in December 1902, Huntington presented a 

paper that offered two sets of postulates for real quantities, a continuation of his earlier work on 

 
34 Edward V. Huntington, “Note on the Definitions of Abstract Groups and Fields by Sets of Independent 

Postulates,” Transactions of the American Mathematical Society 6, no. 2 (1905): 183. 
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absolute continuous magnitude. In the printed version of his talk, Huntington used a lengthy 

footnote to discuss Hilbert’s approach to the foundations of arithmetic, namely that the 

consistency, or compatibility (“widerspruchslosigkeit”), of the postulates also implied their 

mathematical existence. Consistency proofs for geometric axioms could be made to depend on the 

consistency of arithmetic axioms, but the consistency of arithmetic axioms needed to be proven 

directly. Mathematicians like Huntington, who were more interested in the structure of 

mathematical systems than in proving their existence, had demonstrated the consistency of 

postulate sets by offering an example of a system in which they all held true. But using an auxiliary 

system to show the consistency, or existence, of a postulate set raised the question of the existence 

of the auxiliary system itself. Finding a direct proof without auxiliaries for the consistency of the 

axioms of arithmetic was the second of twenty-three problems that Hilbert had famously proposed 

to the international mathematics community at the turn of the twentieth century. Hilbert’s 

problems, as Huntington noted, had been translated into English by Dr. Mary W. Newson and 

published in the Society’s Bulletin.35 

 

“The Evolutionary Character of All Life’s Processes” 

When Moore delivered his presidential address about the foundations of mathematics, he 

mentioned Huntington’s presentation about postulates from earlier that day. Indeed, the beginning 

of Moore’s speech was dedicated to an overview of the study of postulate systems and related 

attempts to establish precise foundational principles for all of mathematics. And while Moore 

acknowledged the importance of this commitment to abstraction and rigor in logic and 

mathematics, he also noted that the conception of mathematics as a “formally and abstractly 

 
35 David Hilbert, “Mathematical Problems,” Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society 8, no. 10 (1902): 437–
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deductive self-consistent science” by no means encompassed the actual processes involved in 

mathematical research.36 He referenced Henri Poincaré, who championed the role of intuition in 

mathematics in response to overly formal axiomatics. The “ideal conception” of mathematics, 

Moore explained, was irrelevant to the practical mathematician, let alone to the engineer and 

physicist. Moore concluded that the nineteenth-century study of the foundations of mathematics 

had, unlike earlier forms of mathematics, developed separately from its applications and thus left 

“a chasm between pure mathematics and applied mathematics.”37 While mathematicians like Felix 

Klein in Germany and institutions like the Ecole Polytechnique in France had, according to Moore, 

found ways to bridge the chasm, the gap loomed large in the United States. 

For most of the rest of his speech, Moore offered ideas about how best to further the 

development of mathematics in the United States. There was much to be done to improve 

American mathematics education, he believed, including minding the gap between pure and 

applied topics. Specifically, Moore made a case for combining mathematics courses with related 

subjects, like physics, and for designing such courses based on what his Chicago colleague, John 

Dewey, called the “Laboratory Method.” Dewey had developed the Chicago Laboratory School, 

which opened in 1896, based on his understanding of the centrality of “doing” in “knowing.” For 

Dewey, the tradition of treating the mind above all else reflected a class bias. Those who could 

afford not to work with their hands sought to understand the world through reflection and 

speculation. Instead, Dewey called for a philosophy that was actually engaged with the problems 

of the world, although he realized that this might have made him seem like “more of a Yankee and 

less of a ‘philosopher.’”38 According to the methods of the Laboratory School, the world was best 

 
36 Moore, “On the Foundations of Mathematics,” 406. 
37 Moore, “On the Foundations of Mathematics,” 408. 
38 Quoted in Westbrook, John Dewey and American Democracy, 60. 
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understood through action, and Moore was keen to have students engage with mathematics through 

drawing and constructing.39 Overall, student learning was meant to take the form of research-like 

exploration. For Dewey, the Laboratory School itself was a sort of experiment in how children 

learned. It was also part of his efforts to find a way to instill in them the habits of self-realization 

through social engagement, or what Dewey understood as education for democracy.40  

In his address, Moore referred to a forthcoming article by Dewey on “The Psychological and 

the Logical in the teaching of Geometry,” which pointed to the distinction between the logical 

conceptions of geometry and what conceptions in geometry actually mean to a beginning student.41 

At the beginning of the article, Dewey thanked Moore for his suggestions. He also mentioned 

Moore’s address and its discussion of the “evolutionary character” of mathematics. Specifically, 

Moore had wondered whether abstract mathematicians were “losing sight of the evolutionary 

character of all life processes, whether in the individual or in the race” by focusing on rigor and 

logic. They hadn’t, he explained, because mathematics and logic, which fall under the umbrella of 

science, are never “fixed” and are instead “function[s] of the epoch.”42 Moore then listed some of 

the open questions pertaining to the rigor of logic, including his own queries about postulates that 

contained multiple statements. Moore and his colleagues’ back-and-forth comparisons of postulate 

sets certainly seemed to exemplify the “evolutionary character” of mathematical knowledge.43 

 
39 Roberts, “E. H. Moore’s Early Twentieth-Century Program for Reform in Mathematics Education,” 692. 
40 Westbrook, John Dewey and American Democracy. 
41 John Dewey, “The Psychological and the Logical in Teaching Geometry,” Educational Review 25 (1903): 387–

99. 
42 Moore, “On the Foundations of Mathematics,” 405. 
43 In his address, Moore called for “evolution” not “revolution” in making changes to mathematics and education. 

Many of Moore’s contemporaries, including Dewey, called for solutions to problems like class conflict in the same 

terms. American social reformers around the turn of the twentieth century were keenly aware of the violence of events 

like the Chicago Pullman strike, not to mention the Civil War and Reconstruction. Evolutionary change was not only 

how Darwin explained the development of species, it also seemed like the safest and best way to further the 

development of society. 
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In addition to new approaches in science, conversations surrounding Charles Darwin’s theory 

of evolution in the United States had led many to reconsider the nature of knowledge and the 

development of the human mind. Rather than preexisting and absolute, knowledge was meant to 

develop gradually. Around the turn of the twentieth century, philosophers were developing 

evolutionary, including pragmatic, theories of knowledge that made epistemological links between 

the uses and effects of knowledge and truth. Pragmatism was first defined in the late nineteenth 

century by Charles Sanders Peirce, who borrowed the term from a passage in Kant’s Critique of 

Pure Reason. “Such contingent belief, which yet forms the ground for the actual employment of 

means to certain actions, I entitle pragmatic belief.”44 For Kant, pragmatic belief was an indefinite 

kind of belief that nonetheless formed the basis of certain actions. For Peirce, pragmatic belief was 

the only kind of belief. In an unpredictably changing and evolving world, every form of knowledge 

was an ever-improving, though always incomplete, guess at what was true and real. Even the 

axioms of geometry, Peirce specified, could not be thought of as exact or with perfect confidence. 

Conceptions of an object were instead to be understood not through the object itself, but through 

its effects.45  

Peirce thus put a name to an idea shared by a group of his contemporaries, including Dewey 

and William James, who helped to reconfigure and popularize it. Both, however, would promote 

and write about Pragmatism in a way that differed from what Peirce had in mind. Among other 

things, James would emphasize the humanist element of Pragmatism and the role of the actor 

putting beliefs into action.46 To James, “the knower is not simply a mirror floating with no foot-

hold anywhere, and passively reflecting an order that he comes upon and finds simply existing. 

 
44 Menand, The Metaphysical Club, 227. 
45 Menand, The Metaphysical Club. 
46 William James, Pragmatism: A New Name for Some Old Ways of Thinking (Auckland, New Zealand: Floating 
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The knower is an actor, and co-efficient of the truth… Mental interests, hypotheses, postulates, so 

far as they are bases for human action—action which to a great extent transforms the world—help 

to make the truth which they declare.”47 These ideas helped James to navigate ongoing debates 

about the relationship between knower and known and between rationalism and empiricism. It also 

allowed him to defend religion in an increasingly scientific and material world. (If believing in 

God produced the desired effects, then God’s existence was pragmatically true.) James’ emphasis 

on individualism, however, was at odds with Peirce’s emphasis on communal knowledge, in which 

the more people making guesses about the universe, the better. Peirce also took issue with the 

philosophical tradition being built by Dewey at Chicago, which Peirce saw as unhelpful for 

advancing logic or science.48 

That different sets of postulates could be used to define the same mathematical realm was 

demonstrated repeatedly in American mathematical publications. As Huntington often pointed out, 

mathematicians had “considerable freedom of choice” in their selection of postulates.49 They were 

not limited by any sort of Absolute standard. Similarly, Moore’s recourse to convenience and the 

“grouptheoretic standpoint” suggested a role for the mathematician as user in the study of postulate 

systems. The system was reconfigured through its uses and judged by how well it worked. When 

fighting back claims of subjectivism and relativism, Dewey emphasized the role of the interaction 

between knowers and their environments as “a matter of functions and habits, of active adjustments 

and readjustments.”50 As the conversations among Huntington, Moore, and their colleagues 

seemed to demonstrate, there could be agency in the construction of abstract mathematical 

 
47 Menand, The Metaphysical Club, 357. 
48 Menand, The Metaphysical Club. 
49 Edward V. Huntington, “Sets of Independent Postulates for the Algebra of Logic,” Transactions of the American 
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systems. There was also a relationship—mediated through journal articles and conference 

proceedings—between truth and community.  

In Peirce’s Pragmatic Maxim, the meaning of a hypothesis was determined by its effects. In a 

similar way, the meaning of the terms in a postulate system were determined within the system of 

deductions. When working to fine-tune their systems of postulates, most American mathematicians 

chose not to consider their physical implications or the status of their reality. In his address, Moore 

spoke simply of “undefined symbols.” As Huntington noted, the common practice of presenting 

undefined symbols as known symbols with circles around them was to remind readers of their 

meaninglessness outside of the system at hand but also to facilitate their likely interpretation. A 

plus sign with a circle around it, for example, did not signify addition, but addition might be a 

possible interpretation.51 Postulates were not meant to be mirrors of an external world, and many 

specifically used “postulate” to mean assumption as opposed to the a priori truth associated with 

the term “axiom.” The German-British philosopher F. C. S. Schiller similarly made this distinction 

in his discussion of Pragmatism, which he had originally called Humanism, in relation to a priori 

conceptions of truth.52 This movement away from Absolute idealism and pre-existing conceptions 

of truth also aligned with contemporary critiques of autocratic power. As the Italian 

mathematician, Giovanni Vailati, wrote in 1906: 

“If the relations between postulates and dependent propositions might formerly have been 

likened to those which subsist, in a state under autocratic régime, between the monarch or 

the privileged class and the rest of the social body, the work of the mathematical logicians 

has been somewhat similar to that of the inaugurators of a constitutional or democratic 

 
51 Huntington, “Sets of Independent Postulates for the Algebra of Logic.” Huntington referred readers to a further 

explanation of the symbology by Christine Ladd Franklin. 
52 F. C. S. Schiller, “Axioms as Postulates,” in Personal Idealism: Philosophical Essays by Eight Members of the 
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régime, under which the choice of the rulers depends, at least theoretically, upon their 

recognized ability to exercise temporarily determined functions, to the public welfare.”53 

For Dewey and his followers, the instrumental aspect of Pragmatism was essential because it 

helped tie the theory to active approaches to social reform. If used to increase understanding, 

however, even abstract studies of postulate systems could be considered instrumental. In order to 

evaluate postulate systems, mathematicians took into account their usefulness as abstractions. As 

Huntington pointed out in his 1905 article on groups and fields, while some of the differences 

between his and other postulate sets may have seemed “slight” or “trivial,” the adjustments he had 

made to prior systems did help make the system more convenient.54 In a footnote, Huntington 

wrote that further work on these postulates “does not seem likely to lead to practical advantage, 

except possibly in the case of the associative law.”55 As James explained, “Any idea upon which 

we can ride, so to speak; any idea that will carry us prosperously from any one part of our 

experience to any other part, linking things satisfactorily, working securely, saving labor; is true 

for just so much, true in so far forth, true instrumentally. This is the ‘instrumental’ view of truth 

taught so successfully at Chicago.”56  

Although Moore had hoped that his fellow mathematicians would do more to engage with 

other fields of science, he did not outright condemn the pursuit of abstract research. Abstract 

science—or science for its own sake—had often been held in opposition to practical science that 

was pursued for material use. Yet, abstractions in the sense of conceptual (as opposed to concrete) 

ideals were far from useless, and scholars often relied on abstractions and logic in their theories of 
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how knowledge should work. Huntington would later write that while he would not attempt to give 

a “metaphysical analysis of the concepts,” he hoped that his paper might be “indirectly of service 

on the philosophical side of the subject.”57 In this sense, the gap that Moore described between 

pure and applied mathematics could perhaps be reconfigured to account for the applications of 

pure mathematics to other fields of mathematics as well as to questions in philosophy.  

 

“The Progress of Man”  

In 1904, the United States sponsored a World’s Fair in St. Louis, MO that celebrated both 

everyday and esoteric achievements under the theme “The Progress of Man Since the Louisiana 

Purchase.” Leading thinkers in various disciplines were asked to speak at the Exposition as part of 

the International Congress of Arts and Sciences. Three of the speakers, Columbia mathematician 

Edward Kasner, Harvard philosopher Josiah Royce, and Harvard mathematician Maxime Bȏcher, 

discussed the study of postulates in their addresses. Kasner’s address, which was focused primarily 

on developments in geometry, mentioned the leadership of Peano and Hilbert, as well as 

contributions from Veblen, in building a complete system of axioms such that “No appeal to 

intuition is then necessary.”58 Bȏcher’s address, which explored various fundamental conceptions 

and definitions of mathematics, and Royce’s address, which considered the relationship between 

mathematics and philosophy, examined similar questions more broadly. Huntington would later 

refer to these addresses in the introduction to his 1905 paper on postulates for ordinary complex 

algebra.  

 
57 Edward V. Huntington, “A Set of Postulates for Ordinary Complex Algebra,” Transactions of the American 
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Josiah Royce was a leading figure in American philosophy in company with—and sometimes 

counter to—James, Dewey, and Peirce. Although he was an Absolute idealist, Royce also engaged 

with Peirce’s brand of Pragmatism, and he followed Peirce in making logic and mathematics 

important to his metaphysics. After mentioning Peano and Hilbert, Royce also attributed the recent 

study of postulates to “an energetic group of our American mathematicians.”59 According to 

Royce, postulate studies were an example of the mutually supportive relationship between 

mathematics and philosophy. Pure mathematics, he explained, could be invaluable when building 

broader systems of ideas. “In vain, then, does one attempt to use the test of applied mathematics 

as the main criticism of the value of a theory of pure mathematics.”60 According to Royce, 

mathematicians who worked to develop abstract, formal systems did not do so just for “sport,” but 

rather they sought to better understand “significant regions of the world of ideal truth.”61 Like 

many of his colleagues, Royce defined mathematics as the study of ideal, versus physical, truths. 

That these sorts of ideal truths were discussed in St. Louis suggests a conception of progress that 

extended beyond material knowledge and technological advancements. 

Maxime Bȏcher, who was a Göttingen-trained analyst and would later become president of the 

American Mathematical Society, began his address in St. Louis by asking his audience to consider 

the question “what is mathematics?” Traditional ideas about mathematics as the science of space 

and number, he explained, had become inadequate. Different followers of Kant held onto the role 

of intuition, as opposed to empiricism, in mathematics, but seemingly unintuitive developments in 

the late nineteenth century had challenged such conceptions. Bȏcher went on to explain Benjamin 

Peirce’s conception of mathematics as a method (“Mathematics is the science which draws 

 
59 Josiah Royce, “The Sciences of the Ideal,” Science 20, no. 510 (October 7, 1904): 456. 
60 Josiah Royce, “The Sciences of the Ideal,” Science 20, no. 510 (October 7, 1904): 455. 
61 Royce, “The Sciences of the Ideal,” 452. 
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necessary conclusions”) and the abstract nature of mathematical objects and relations. He used an 

example from German mathematician Hermann Wiener and explained that the symbols used in 

abstract deductive systems were like empty dishes with the potential for a mathematical feast. A 

given relationship, for example, may be interpreted to say that any two lines pass through one and 

only one point, although the same relationship could also be interpreted as “any two men have one, 

and only one, woman friend in common.”62 Postulates, by definition, were statements about 

“empty” symbols that only held meaning within the system itself. Bȏcher explained in a footnote 

that the word “axiom” had been “much misused of late, indicating an intuitional or empirical 

source.” While Hilbert had built the axioms in his Grundlagen based on six principal elements and 

relations (point, line, plane, containment, betweenness, and congruence), these basic concepts were 

meant to have no meaning apart from how they were used in the system. If point, line, and plane 

happened to be considered in the usual sense, then the system would describe common perceptions 

of space. Yet, the system was intended, more abstractly, to retain its form beyond any single 

interpretation. Hilbert was said to have mentioned the possibility of substituting any terms like 

“tables, chairs, and beer mugs” for points lines and planes, although his empirical conception of 

geometry would likely have prevented him from doing so. As Columbia mathematician Cassius 

Keyser later explained, “In order to avoid the prejudicial associations of the terms point, line, and 

plane, we may replace them by the terms ‘roint,’ ‘rine,’ and ‘rane,’ so that the first postulate, or 

axiom, as Hilbert calls it, will read: Two distinct roints always completely determine a rine.”63 

For mathematicians like Keyser and Bȏcher, the interpretation of the terms in a given set of 

postulates—including the points, lines, and planes of geometry—constituted an “application” of 

 
62 Maxime Bôcher, “The Fundamental Conceptions and Methods of Mathematics,” Bulletin of the American 

Mathematical Society 11, no. 3 (1904): 122. 
63 Cassius Jackson Keyser, “Concerning Multiple Interpretations of Postulate Systems and the ‘Existence’ of 

Hyperspace,” The Journal of Philosophy, Psychology and Scientific Methods 10, no. 10 (1913): 258. 
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mathematics, while mathematics itself comprised the study of postulates and their logical structure. 

Huntington would later consider the possibility that similar systems to the postulates of geometry 

may be found in fields like economics or botany. “The fact that this method was first used in 

mathematics,” he wrote, “is an accident of history which should not blind us to the fact that the 

method itself has a range of applicability far wider than the field of mathematics.”64 Keyser also 

spoke and wrote about postulates in far wider realms. “Postulate systems abound,” he later 

explained, including in the Declaration of Independence, which began by positing political 

statements as “self-evident” truths. When saying, “We hold these truths to be self-evident,” the 

authors were saying “we lay down the following postulates.”65 While Hilbert also saw potential in 

applying the axiomatic method to natural science, Keyser’s conception of its applications went far 

beyond what Hilbert likely had in mind. Whether or not such ideas were relevant to Moore’s 

concerns about mathematical applications, they were nonetheless used to celebrate the 

achievement and value of postulate studies as well as the progress of mathematics more broadly. 

 

“An Inalienable Prerogative of a Liberated Spirit” 

Not long after Moore’s “Foundations” address, Keyser would declare the idea that one set of 

logically consistent postulates could be substituted for another “to be rightly regarded as an 

inalienable prerogative of a liberated spirit.”66 Creating axiom systems out of thin air with no 

physical referent, however, had caused concern about severing ties between mathematical truth 

 
64 Edward V. Huntington, “The Method of Postulates,” Philosophy of Science 4, no. 4 (1937): 482–95. 
65 Cassius Jackson Keyser, Mathematical Philosophy: A Study of Fate and Freedom; Lectures for Educated Laymen 

(New York: E. P. Dutton & company, 1925), 149. 
66 Cassius Jackson Keyser, “The Axiom of Infinity: A New Presupposition of Thought,” Hibbert Journal 2, no. 3 

(1903): 545. 
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and reality. What some saw as a loss of certainty, however, Keyser saw as an expression of 

freedom. 

In 1907 and 1908, Keyser visited nearly twenty different universities across the country to 

present an address titled “Mathematics.” From New York City, he traveled as far south as Tulane 

University, as far north as the University of Minnesota, and as far west as the University of 

Nebraska.67 To his audiences, Keyser explained that they were living in the “golden age” of 

mathematics, with consistent international conferences, burgeoning mathematical societies in the 

“great cultured nations of the world,” hundreds of journals related to mathematics, and tens that 

focus on mathematics exclusively.68 He then to described how modern mathematics had grown 

from a turn to theoretical precision in fields like calculus and analytical geometry in the late 

eighteenth century as well as from the mid-nineteenth-century revolution in logic. Attempts to 

refurbish the foundational logic of mathematics, he explained, were the products of George Boole 

and his successors, including Giuseppe Peano and Charles Sanders Peirce. Yet, these visionaries 

remained unknown to the general public and little known even to scientists. Keyser lamented that 

modern mathematics was widely misunderstood by the American public and absent from the press. 

The “man on the street” might regard mathematics more highly if only he understood it better.69 

As Keyser explained, the attempts of his contemporaries to define mathematics, including 

number and space, by logical notions like relation and implication, had negated traditional 

definitions of mathematics based on measurement and position. He mentioned, for example, 

 
67 While Keyser was away, he received mail from President Butler back at Columbia. “Rumors of your progress 

have been coming in steadily,” Butler wrote, “and they are all of the most complimentary and flattering character. I 

am sure that you have stimulated the whole country…” Butler to Keyser March 1908, Columbia University Rare 

Book and Manuscript Collection, Cassius Jackson Keyser papers, Box 5. 
68 James Pierpont had similarly referred to the “golden age” of mathematics in St. Louis in 1904. James Pierpont, 

“The History of Mathematics in the Nineteenth Century,” Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society 11, no. 3 

(1904): 136–59. 
69 Cassius Jackson Keyser, Mathematics (New York: Columbia University Press, 1907). 
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Russell’s and Whitehead’s efforts to define mathematics on the basis of symbolic logic, essentially 

trying to use logic to rid mathematics and its axioms of all uncertainty. Although Keyser admired 

these efforts, he also mentioned critiques of mathematics that disparaged its ties to logic and 

likened mathematical thought to a calculating machine. This form of critique, however, was like 

saying the pianola had made Beethoven’s symphonies “reducible to a trick of mechanics.”70 While 

some critiqued formalist mathematics as nothing more than a well-oiled, postulational machine, 

Keyser worked to imbue the same with human culture and values. Although he possibly could 

have done so through the humanist elements of Pragmatism, for Keyser, the objects of mathematics 

existed in an analogous way to the objects of the material world: 

“That world is not the product but the object, not the creature but the quarry of thought, the 

entities composing it—propositions, for example—being no more identical with thinking 

them than wine is identical with the drinking of it. Mind or no mind, that world exists as 

an extra-personal affair—Pragmatism to the contrary notwithstanding. It appears to me to 

be a radical error of pragmatism to blink the fact that the most fundamental of spiritual 

things, namely, curiosity, never poses as a maker of truth but is found always and only in 

the attitude of seeking it… The constitution of that extra-personal world, its intimate 

ontological make-up, is logic in its essential character and substance as an independent and 

extra-personal form of being, while the study of that constitution is logic pragmatically, in 

its character, i.e., as an enterprise of mind.” 

Earlier in 1907, Keyser had published a review of Ernst Mach’s Space and Geometry in the 

Light of Physiological, Psychological and Physical Inquiry in the Bulletin of the American 

Mathematical Society. In his review, he explained that efforts to link logic and mathematics had 
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also caused mathematics to grow detached “from experience, from reality, from life, from the 

sensuous world of things and events.” In response, many had called for greater unity between 

mathematics and other sciences. Mach, on the other hand, had worked to unite mathematics and 

experience by “showing that mathematical concepts, however tenuous or pure or remote or 

recondite, have been literally evolved continuously in accordance with the needs of the animal 

organism out of the elements (feelings) of physiological experience.”71 Keyser referred to this as 

a biological movement in mathematics, which, he believed, could have great implications for 

teaching. 

In 1913, Keyser spoke to the Mathematical Colloquium at Columbia University on “The 

Human Worth of Rigorous Thinking,” assuring his audience that there were multiple ways to 

explain the “rightful claims” of mathematics to “human regard.” Instead of simply presenting his 

own ideas about how to justify mathematical teaching and research, Keyser described an imaginary 

speaker who had been asked to do so. If the speaker really knew what mathematics was, Keyser 

explained, he would neither want to begin with nor spend much time discussing the applications 

of mathematics. Unfortunately, however, the speaker would eventually be forced to concede to the 

“externalmindedness of his time and his audience.”72 Yet, a more appealing approach to Keyser 

would be for the hypothetical speaker to introduce the members of his audience to “rigorous 

thinking” by having them read a translation of Euclid’s Elements, David Hilbert’s Grundlagen der 

Geometrie, or Giuseppe Peano’s Sui Numeri Irrazionali. In each, students would find postulates 

that fit certain parameters, like compatibility and independence. From these postulates were built 
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the “divine masonry” of different fields of mathematics.73 Learning all of this, Keyser guessed, 

might take about a year. His imaginary speaker, however, had been allotted only an hour. 

In a variety of settings and publications, Keyser would continue to approach the problem of 

support for American mathematics by linking the meaning and value of the field to its postulates 

and foundations.74 In December 1914, Keyser gave an address as the Vice President of Section A 

of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. His address was titled “Graduate 

Mathematical Instruction for Graduate Students Not Intending to Become Mathematicians” and 

was later published in Science. A course designed for non-future mathematicians, Keyser 

explained, should begin by introducing them to the character and importance of mathematics by 

way of postulate systems. Looking closely at postulate systems would allow students to glimpse 

relevant open questions in psychology and philosophy. A few well-chosen examples would also 

allow students to consider attributes like “convenience, simplicity, adequacy, independence, 

compatibility and categoricalness,” as American mathematicians had done since the turn of the 

century. 

 

Conclusion 

In the years following his “Foundations” address, Moore remained tied to the study of 

postulates through his students, especially Veblen and Dickson but also Robert Lee Moore and 

Meyer Grupp Gaba, and through his contributions to the evaluation of postulate sets. In 1904, 

Huntington explained that he was working toward Moore’s notion of “simple statements,” but that 

this idea remained “a very elusive one.”75 Moore would later introduce, as an invited lecturer for 

 
73 Keyser, “The Human Worth of Rigorous Thinking,” 791. 
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the American Mathematical Society’s summer colloquium, the idea of “complete independence,” 

requiring both the postulates in a set and the negative of each postulate to not be derivable from 

the others. Huntington and Gaba, as well as L. L. Dines and J. S. Taylor, would then discuss 

complete independence “in the Moorean sense” in their studies of postulates.76 

On the program for the 127th regular meeting of the American Mathematical Society was a 

paper titled “A Set of Independent Postulates for Quaternions.” The paper was written by Ruby 

Lily Carstens, though it was read at the meeting in New York by her colleague, Saul Epsteen.77 In 

her paper, Carstens presented a definition of quaternions using a set of independent postulates. To 

do so, she made use of a postulate set provided by Dickson for hypercomplex number systems. 

Carstens’ paper was printed in the Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, and a longer 

version was printed in the third volume of The University of Colorado Studies. Carstens taught at 

the University of Colorado near where her husband worked. 

Postulate sets like Carstens’ for different mathematical objects like quaternions would continue 

to be studied by American mathematicians who built from and improved upon one another’s work. 

They honed their sets by “slightly alter[ing]” previous versions of their own or their colleagues. 

Most sought to prove their sets consistent, independent, and “categorical,” the new term for 

completeness suggested by Veblen (by way of Dewey).78 While working to devise and evaluate 

different sets of postulates, Huntington and his colleagues also came up with new ways to present 

their analyses. W. E. Van de Walle, for example, presented the complete independence of ten sets 

made up of twelve different postulates using a table of “+” and “-” signs to show when postulates 
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held or failed for 294 different systems.79 Working with nine of the same twelve postulates, which 

were originally introduced by Huntington and Kline, Huntington presented their interrelations 

using the following Venn-like diagram.80 

 

 

FIGURE 2 

 
79 W. E. Van De Walle, “On the Complete Independence of the Postulates for Betweenness,” Transactions of the 
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In his “Foundations” address, Moore had invited the “pure mathematicians,” himself included, 

to consider how mathematics was “regarded by the world at large.”81 In order for mathematics to 

be appreciated as it should be, Moore believed the system of mathematics education in the United 

States would need to be reformed. “Do you not feel with me” he asked his audience, “that the 

American Mathematical Society, as the organic representative of the highest interests of 

mathematics in this country, should be directly related with the movement of reform?”82 The 

Society, he argued, could increase its membership by welcoming teachers of mathematics. A 

decade later, the Society would officially decide not to welcome teachers by choosing not to take 

charge of The American Mathematical Monthly. Moore’s efforts notwithstanding, the 

professionalization of American mathematics would mean its increased hierarchical stratification, 

as the leaders of the American Mathematical Society continued to prioritize modern, abstract 

research over applied fields and education. The Laboratory Method never become popular among 

mathematicians. 

More than a decade after Moore linked the status of American mathematics to the study of 

axioms, Ernest William Brown would make a similar connection in his own address as retiring 

president of the American Mathematical Society. According to Brown, mathematics may be 

pursued for the sake of its own development by studying sets of axioms, or it may be used to aid 

the development of other sciences by helping to deduce the laws of nature. There used to be no 

difference between the two, Brown explained, as the axioms of mathematics were “suggested by 

natural phenomena” and used to study the same. But eventually, “mathematics was allowed to 

progress in its own way… [which] has resulted in a marvelous structure of thought.”83 Brown was 
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concerned, however, about whether the isolation of modern mathematics brought by the rigorous 

scrutiny of its foundations was in the best interests of the discipline. 

As Moore pointed out, questions about postulate systems were not relevant to the everyday 

lives of most Americans. Questions about postulate systems were, however, relevant to broader 

questions about logical rigor and knowledge that were asked by thinkers on both sides of the 

Atlantic throughout the early twentieth century. For American mathematicians, the study of 

postulates was tied to both the broader definition of their field and to the specific priorities of their 

community. As Huntington explained in his 1902 discussion of Peano’s theory of natural numbers, 

“It should be clearly understood… that the business of the mathematical theory is solely to draw 

logical deductions from these postulates, not to discuss the question whether the results possess 

any real significance in the objective world.” Whether or not a real interpretation of the postulates 

is possible “the mathematical theory has nothing whatever to do.”84 Veblen would offer a similar 

sentiment in his 1905 review of Euclid’s Parallel Postulate by philosopher and mathematician 

John William Withers. According to Veblen, two questions may be asked about a geometrical 

statement: “(1) Is it an axiom or a consequence of the axioms of a certain geometry? (2) Is it true 

of space?” Question (1) was “strictly mathematical,” while question (2) “belongs perhaps to 

mathematics, perhaps to natural science, but probably to philosophy.” The two questions were 

“formerly jumbled into one” but had recently been separated.85  

Keyser would later claim that “mathematical thinking is postulational thinking, and, 

conversely, that postulational thinking is mathematical thinking.”86 This conception of 
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mathematics allowed Keyser to assert its wide-ranging applications. Still, not all mathematicians 

subscribed to such abstract interpretations of their field. Questions about the meaning and value of 

mathematics would continue to be raised by American mathematicians’ participation in the 

development of modern mathematics and would ultimately shape the contours of the American 

mathematics community. 
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Chapter 3 

“My Dear Sir” and “My Dear George”:  

Relevance and Rhetoric during World War I 

 

On July 23, 1917, Eliakim Hastings Moore, one of the most prominent figures in the history 

of the American mathematics, wrote two letters to George Ellery Hale, the first chairman of the 

National Research Council (NRC). One letter opened with “My dear Sir,” the other with “My dear 

George.”1 The first, more formal letter explained that the NRC Committee on Mathematics, as a 

committee, had yet to learn of opportunities to help with the war effort. Officially, American 

mathematicians had been absent from the scene. But, to make an otherwise disappointingly short 

letter a bit longer and less negative, Moore listed some of the ways that members of the Committee 

on Mathematics had contributed to the war effort under other auspices. He included G. D. 

Birkhoff’s study of oceanic magnetic oscillations, E. W. Brown’s lunar positioning tables, F. R. 

Moulton’s memoir on numerical differential equations, and E. B. Wilson’s publications on 

aeronautics. In his other letter, written to “George” and marked “Personal,” Moore wrote, “I regret 

on behalf of the Committee that our report of work undertaken and accomplished is so meager. If 

you or Millikan know of any way in which directly or indirectly we can be of service, you know 

how pleased we shall be to be informed.”2  

Moore’s letters told the same story in two different ways. Not wanting to send a skimpy formal 

report, his first letter presented various ways in which American mathematics was being used as a 

resource in the war effort. But his second letter, sent to his friend George, was more “personal” 

 
1 E. H. Moore to G. E. Hale July 23, 1917, Committee on Mathematics, Executive Committee, NAS-NRC Central 

File 1914-1918, Archives of the National Academy of Sciences. 
2 Moore to Hale July 23, 1917. 
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and seemed to apologize for the fact that the coordinated capabilities of American mathematicians, 

as represented by the National Research Council Committee on Mathematics, had yet to contribute 

to the war effort in any formal capacity.  

The stories told in Moore’s letters corresponded to a disconnect between American 

mathematicians’ participation in World War I and the professional rhetoric surrounding the 

usefulness and isolation of early-twentieth-century American mathematics. On one hand, the skill 

sets of Americans who had trained in mathematics were valuable to the conduct of war. This was 

made especially clear by the extent to which mathematicians were commissioned to help train non-

professional soldiers for combat. On the other hand, as the leading figures in early-twentieth-

century American mathematics celebrated the growth and professionalization of their discipline, 

many were concerned that much of that growth had been inward toward increasing abstraction, 

leaving the study of mathematics in the United States isolated from other sciences, developing 

industries, and national concerns. American mathematicians before, during, and after the war often 

expressed qualms about how persistently their professional community had come to define itself 

separately from the uses and applications of their discipline. 

Any historical analysis of the isolation of American mathematics, as well as of American 

mathematicians’ involvement in World War I, depends on the scope of the term “mathematics,” 

which remained ambiguous in the United States throughout the early twentieth century. If 

mathematics meant pursuing research in “modern,” or abstract, mathematical topics, then 

mathematics in the United States was partially put on hold during the war.3 From the late 

 
3 In 1977, Harvard mathematician Garrett Birkhoff would claim that while Europe was torn apart during the first 

world war, “Our country's rapid mathematical progress, on the contrary, continued during the years 1914-1920 with 

only a brief pause.” While it is true that Europe was affected by the war in ways that did not apply to the United 

States, Birkhoff’s claim is representative of how the war has been disregarded in the history of American 

mathematics. Garrett Birkhoff, “Some Leaders in American Mathematics: 1891–1941,” in The Bicentennial Tribute 

to American Mathematics, 1776-1976: Papers Presented at the Fifty-Ninth Annual Meeting of the Mathematical 
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nineteenth through the mid-twentieth century, the professional development and rhetoric of 

American mathematics was tied to this narrower view. But, considered more broadly, in a way that 

included teaching, calculation, administration, and mathematically oriented science and 

technology, American mathematics was not remote from but rather crucial to the concerns of early-

twentieth-century America, including the conduct of war. 

Within the professional rhetoric of early-twentieth-century American mathematics was an 

ongoing tension between research work and disciplinary work. As many leading mathematicians 

sought to continue their own research in abstract, prestigious, though apparently “useless,” fields, 

they also sought to garner support by emphasizing the more useful manifestations of their 

discipline. And although their most visible accomplishments—those that were displayed in 

publications and at professional meetings—were seemingly irrelevant to the broader American 

public, mathematicians sought to establish a disciplinary narrative grounded in the value and 

relevance of mathematics in general. In the aftermath of World War I, the role of mathematics in 

the war became central to that narrative. And as American mathematicians honed their postwar 

narrative, organizations like the National Research Council provided the mathematics community 

with the institutional structure to branch out of its isolation. 

Not surprisingly, the rhetoric produced by the professional leaders of early-twentieth-century 

American mathematics has largely informed its historiography.4 Indeed, the ways in which 

American mathematicians defined and evaluated their discipline, including their concerns about 

its growing isolation, have been written prominently into its history. Yet, relying on the rhetoric 
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and concerns of the leaders of the community, who defined their field in a particularly narrow way, 

may obscure other parts of the story. In describing, and even lamenting, their own work as abstract, 

American mathematicians often overshadowed other forms of more practical, directly relevant 

mathematical work. Such forms of mathematics were made visible during the war.5 Thus, the 

historical record of American science during the war offers an opportunity to piece together a fuller 

picture of American mathematics than one that is rendered solely through the voices of its 

leadership in peacetime. Even while lamenting its seeming isolation, the American mathematics 

community also celebrated American mathematicians’ wartime participation—a pairing not unlike 

the one in Moore’s “dear Sir” and “dear George” letters to the Chairman of the NRC. 

 

Science, Preparedness, and the National Research Council  

In 1915, with much of Europe at war, the buzzword among Americans, whether for or against 

intervention, was “preparedness.”6 Because research and development had yet to become a strong 

suit of the United States military, leaders of American science saw preparedness as an opportunity 

to demonstrate the usefulness of scientific research. After a German U-boat sank the Lusitania 

passenger ship on May 7th, the Secretary of the United States Navy, Josephus Daniels, established 

the Naval Consulting Board to further the nation’s defensive preparedness by developing its 

submarine detection and aviation capabilities. Determined to marshal “the natural inventive genius 

of Americans to meet the new conditions of warfare,” Daniels established a board of leading 

American thinkers and industrialists. Its president was none other than Thomas Alva Edison.7 

 
5 See Thomas Archibald, Della Dumbaugh, and Deborah Kent, “A Mobilized Community: Mathematicians in the 

United States during the First World War,” in The War of Guns and Mathematics, ed. David Aubin and Catherine 
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There were two professional scientists on the Board, Robert S. Woodward and Arthur G. Webster. 

Both were experts in mechanics, and both served as representatives of the American Mathematical 

Society (AMS). When Webster asked why the Board, which was made up almost entirely of 

representatives from national engineering societies, had not appointed representatives from the 

American Physical Society, the chief engineer explained that Edison wanted the Board to be 

“composed of practical men who are accustomed to doing things, and not talking about it.” 

Representatives had been invited from the American Mathematical Society because “very few 

really practical men are…expert mathematicians,” and it would be good to have someone around 

“who could figure to the ‘nth’ power, if required.”8 The Naval Consulting Board thus came to 

reflect a particular conception of Edison’s approach to invention: it was helpful to have 

mathematicians around for specific tasks, but, for the most part, theory-laden science just got in 

the way. Of course, this was a distorted representation of Edison’s work, which relied quite heavily 

on the results of scientific theories, but the reputation stuck. 

George Ellery Hale, a leading American astronomer, promoter of American science, and 

member of the National Academy of Sciences (NAS), had a different idea of how defense research 

could be orchestrated. Hale thought American scientists, through the Academy, should play a 

larger role in national defense. National security, he reasoned, would benefit from some of the 

nation’s most astute minds, and the Academy, in turn, would benefit from closer ties to the federal 

government, as well as increased recognition and prestige. Since its establishment in 1863, the 

NAS had not been particularly active in fulfilling its mandate to provide scientific counsel to the 

United States government.9 Were it to become more renowned, Hale reasoned, the NAS might be 

 
8 Quoted in Kevles, The Physicists. In 1917, E. W. Brown spoke of the Naval Consulting Board’s “misconception… 

as to the functions of mathematicians.” Brown, “The Relations of Mathematics to the Natural Sciences,” 215. 
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first 15 years of the nineteenth century. See Kevles, The Physicists. 
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more successful in its appeals for funding and thus more effective in its support of American 

science. Like other members of the Academy, Hale wanted to ensure that its activities did not 

become corrupted by partisan politics or special interest groups. “Better to remain passive and 

pristine,” he believed, “than to become active and tainted.”10 Hale did not think that such caution, 

however, should amount to inaction. Instead, he envisioned an independent body of scientists that 

preserved the dignified notion of pure scientific research, while also making clear the practical 

value of science by assisting in matters of national concern. What was going on in Europe was 

undoubtedly of national concern.  

In the aftermath of the sinking of the Lusitania, Hale offered privately to President Wilson the 

services of the Academy. Wilson did not move forward with the offer and proceeded to navigate 

the crisis without entering the conflict directly. After a German U-boat torpedoed a French 

passenger steamer ten months later, however, President Wilson delivered an ultimatum to 

Germany, threatening to cut diplomatic relations if Germany continued to attack non-military 

ships. The following week, in April 1916, the Academy presented to the White House a resolution 

offering assistance. Wilson’s acceptance of the resolution was kept quiet so as to avoid painting 

the United States in an overly aggressive, war-ready light. In June, the Academy quietly formed 

the National Research Council. The Council was meant to bolster “national security and welfare” 

by supporting and coordinating pure and applied research among academic, industrial, and 

governmental institutions.11 Hoping for recognition of the Academy’s revamped usefulness to the 

government, Hale convinced Wilson’s opponent in the upcoming presidential election to offer his 

endorsement of the Academy in the name of preparedness, which prompted Wilson to announce 

 
10 Daniel J. Kevles, “George Ellery Hale, the First World War, and the Advancement of Science in America,” Isis 

59, no. 4 (1968): 430. 
11 Kevles, The Physicists. 
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the formation of the Council on July 29, 1916. “Preparedness, to be sound and complete,” Wilson 

declared, “must be solidly based on science.”12 Wilson’s statement was largely a promotion of 

Wilson; but to Hale, it was also a promotion of science.  

The Council, like the Academy, had been established in light of what Daniel Kevles describes 

as the scientific community’s tradition of “political elitism.”13 According to Kevles, many 

scientists believed in a righteous commitment to the quest for truth that insulated them, by virtue 

of being scientists, from any sort of political bias or control. Hale was committed to protecting the 

Council from the hindrance of governmental oversight by securing funding through private 

donations and by offering the Council’s services to federal agencies without becoming engulfed 

by them. The government could nominate representatives to the Council, but the Academy retained 

the power to appoint them. Hale was proactive in making the Council, which he believed to be 

“the greatest chance we ever had to advance research in America,” a major player in the war 

effort.14 Hoping to ensure the Council’s involvement, he wrote letters to the Secretary of War that 

“gave him so much information regarding the Research Council that he had no excuse for 

forgetting its existence.”15 

After Germany resumed unrestricted submarine warfare on February 1, 1917, Navy Rear 

Admiral David W. Taylor immediately instructed the National Research Council to investigate U-

boat submarine detection. Later in February, the Council of National Defense, which had been 

established in August 1916 to coordinate resources for national security, agreed to let the NRC 

manage its scientific interests. In March, Hale wrote a letter that was likely sent to all NRC 

 
12 Kevles, The Physicists, 115. 
13 Kevles, The Physicists. 
14 Helen Wright, Explorer of the Universe: A Biography of George Ellery Hale (Charlottesville: University of 

Virginia Press, 1966). 
15 G. E. Hale to C. T. Hutchinson January 16, 1917, Committee on Mathematics, Executive Committee, NAS-NRC 

Central File 1914-1918, Archives of the National Academy of Sciences. 
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committee chairmen, including Chicago mathematician E. H. Moore, who had been appointed 

Chairman of the Committee on Mathematics.16 Hale’s letter explained that, for the time being, all 

committee work should be focused on national defense.17 While he admitted that potential 

contributions from some fields of science may not have been as obvious as contributions from 

chemistry, physics, and medicine, Hale maintained that there was great need in general for capable 

investigators to contribute however they could, even if they lacked prior experience in a particular 

war-related field. To demonstrate his point, Hale provided examples of astronomers who had 

performed aeronautic calculations and designed range finders to detect Zeppelins. “In the face of 

war,” he explained, “every loyal man of science should be willing to drop his present work, wholly 

or in part, and devote his time and attention to researches on military problems.”18  

As Hale explained in his letter, the first step would be for each scientific committee to generate 

a list of problems to be solved, which the Military Committee would then rearrange in order of 

priority. Each chairman was asked to report on the progress of his committee at a meeting held in 

Washington, D. C. on April 15, 1917. As Moore’s report for the Committee on Mathematics 

explained, “With respect to the general question of Defence [sic], it seems to be evident that we 

are not in the position of suggesting problems, but that we consider ourselves to be in the position 

of being able to consider and actively further any problems of a mathematical nature that may be 

 
16 Yale mathematician and astronomer Ernest William Brown had initially been suggested for the chairmanship of 

the Committee on Mathematics, but he was passed over because, having been born to English parents in England, he 

was not a naturalized American citizen. In acknowledging the objection to his serving as chairman, Brown wrote to 

Hale on April 5, 1917: “But it need made [sic] no difference as far as any work that I can do for the Council is 

concerned. The mere question of official connection is of no importance to me if it does not prevent my giving 

assistance.” Committee on Mathematics, Executive Committee, NAS-NRC Central File 1914-1918, Archives of the 

National Academy of Sciences. 
17 March 1, 1917, Committee on Mathematics, Executive Committee, NAS-NRC Central File 1914-1918, Archives 

of the National Academy of Sciences. 
18 March 1, 1917, Committee on Mathematics. 
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suggested or given to us.”19 The Committee on Mathematics, Moore declared, was very willing to 

work with those who might need their services. He also mentioned the impossible burden that had 

been placed on West Point and Annapolis instructors in their need to train officers for a massive 

army and navy. With decreased wartime enrollments, college instructors would be able to lend 

their services, and mathematicians would be especially pleased to do so.  

 

American Mathematicians in War Service 

On April 6, 1917, the United States declared war on Germany. Three months later, Brigadier 

General John J. Pershing requested an army of three million men. One of the challenges of 

organizing an army that size involved training non-professional soldiers in mathematics-laden 

fields like artillery and navigation. Yet, attempts to equip amateur soldiers with knowledge of these 

fields revealed gaping deficiencies in young Americans’ mathematical backgrounds. The need for 

basic instruction in trigonometry, algebra, and geometry was great, and many civilian 

mathematicians stepped in to help. In some cases, Naval Units were formed at colleges and 

universities where regular faculty members took on the bulk of theoretical instruction. 

Mathematics courses were also organized through the Student Army Training Corps (SATC), 

which had been created under the Committee on Education and Special Training of the War 

Department.20 In 1918, the War Department published a circular on mathematical instruction, 

offering guidelines and reminding instructors that their main goal was to make soldiers and that 

they should refrain from teaching anything other than practical mathematics.21  

 
19 April 19, 1917, Committee on Mathematics, Executive Committee, NAS-NRC Central File 1914-1918, Archives 

of the National Academy of Sciences. 
20 A letter to the Editor of the American Mathematical Monthly about how to involve more mathematics teachers in 

training troops claimed that being an instructor for the SATC was “essentially war service.” See “Notes,” The 

American Mathematical Monthly 25, no. 7 (1918): 327–28. 
21 Archibald, Dumbaugh, and Kent, “A Mobilized Community: Mathematicians in the United States during the First 

World War.” 
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Assuming the narrower definition of mathematics limited to abstract mathematical research, 

mathematics was largely put on hold during the war. In its broader meaning, however, which 

included teaching, applications, calculation, administration, and outreach, mathematics was a 

valuable wartime resource. Like other wartime resources, mathematics required a labor force that 

had been partially depleted by deployments and was then partially reinforced by women workers. 

By 1916, forty-nine doctoral degrees in mathematics had been awarded to women in the United 

States.22 Yet, while these women had been trained by leading American mathematicians in 

advanced mathematical research, they were often excluded from careers that were conducive to 

research. Even after earning doctoral degrees, many American women were limited to what was 

considered “women’s work,” including full-course-load teaching positions at high schools and 

women’s colleges. Mathematics in its narrower conception—defined by abstract mathematical 

research—had been constructed as a masculine domain, wherein successful women contributors, 

while recognized, were often written off as notable exceptions. Yet, women mathematicians in the 

early twentieth century were important contributors to American mathematics in its broader 

conception, which often included less celebrated forms of mathematical labor. As Margaret 

Rossiter has pointed out, the relationship between the gendering and the valuing of work was 

reciprocal: uncelebrated work was women’s work and women’s work was uncelebrated.23  

In general, American women mathematicians saw more, though not necessarily different, 

opportunities made available to them during the war. War work for women mathematicians, as 

well as other American women scientists, often meant “women’s work” in the form of teaching, 

 
22 Green and LaDuke, Pioneering Women. 
23 Rossiter, Women Scientists in America. 
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assisting, and calculating.24 In particular, the increased demand and diminished supply of 

mathematics instructors during the war created new teaching opportunities for women 

mathematicians. In one case, when an Assistant Professor of Mathematics at the University of 

Nevada was granted leave to serve in the National Army, the vacancy was filled by his wife.25  

In the summer of 1918, at the request of the commanding officer of the Naval Reserve School, 

the Departments of Mathematics at Northwestern University and the University of Chicago offered 

courses in mathematics for enlisted men. Alice Bache Gould, who had completed her doctoral 

thesis work in geometry under E. H. Moore at the University of Chicago, became an important 

member of the teaching team that trained the Chicago recruits. Gould taught navigation, in part 

using a new text she was preparing. Likely because of her lower-rank title and position, she earned 

10 percent less than her counterpart, J. W. A. (Jacob William Albert) Young, for a week of 

teaching.26 

During her search for war work that would make use of her mathematical training, Gould had 

been offered a job as a computer in the engineering division of the Army Ordnance Department 

under Chicago mathematician Forest Ray Moulton. While Gould chose to teach instead, eight other 

women mathematicians joined Moulton’s team studying and calculating the projectile motion of 

firearms. At least one, Caroline Eustis Seely, held a Ph.D. in mathematics. 

Ordnance and ballistics were perhaps the most notable fields to which American 

mathematicians contributed during World War I.27 In part due to the battling nations’ use of long-

 
24 Patricia Fara has written about British women scientists’ involvement in World War I. See Patricia Fara, A Lab of 

One’s Own: Science and Suffrage in the First World War, First edition. (Oxford, United Kingdom: Oxford 

University Press, 2018). 
25 “Notes and News,” The American Mathematical Monthly 24, no. 8 (1917): 399. 
26 Moore to Arnett December 14, 1918, E. H. Moore Papers, Box 3, Folder 19, Special Collections Research Center, 

The University of Chicago Library. 
27 After the war, leading physicist R. A. Millikan would write, “When it is remembered that the biggest element in 

the effectiveness of a modern army is its artillery…it will be seen how incalculably valuable the work of the trained 
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range munitions, the calculation of shell trajectory had become increasingly complicated. In early 

1918, Princeton mathematician Oswald Veblen took command of the office of experimental 

ballistics at the Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland, where he worked with and recruited 

dozens of fellow mathematicians. At Aberdeen, which was one of the last stops in the munitions 

production process, Veblen and his team collected data from test shots and then used the data to 

construct range tables, presenting firing distance as a function of variables like barrel angle and 

wind speed.28 

The process of computing range tables from firing data was itself a fairly technical task. During 

the war, Veblen and his men used a computation process that was based on a differential equation 

model developed in the 1880s by the Italian ballistician Francesco Siacci. In Siacci’s ballistics, an 

analysis of mechanical forces was used to determine the “Principle Equation” for the flight of a 

shell based on accelerations.29 But, determining the position of the shell from the acceleration-

based equation required integration, and because the function appearing in the Principle Equation 

was non-integrable, Siacci’s main contribution was to determine an approximation for the function 

that allowed for integration. 

 
physicist and mathematician has proved to be to the practical problems of modern war.” See R. A. Millikan, “The 
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28 David Alan Grier, “Dr. Veblen Takes a Uniform Mathematics in the First World War,” The American 

Mathematical Monthly 108, no. 10 (December 1, 2001): 922–31. 
29 Alan Gluchoff, “Artillerymen and Mathematicians: Forest Ray Moulton and Changes in American Exterior 
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FIGURE 3: “Oswald Veblen in uniform.” 

Source: The American Mathematical 

Monthly 108, no. 10 (2001) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the summer of 1918, while Veblen and his team were studying ballistics by firing guns, 

Moulton and his team began work on the mathematical development of ballistics theory from their 

offices in Washington, D. C. During the war, Moulton had turned from his prior work on celestial 

mechanics to the terrestrial mechanics of ballistics. In this new field, he encountered a process for 

improving mathematical models that involved testing their validity on firing ranges and then 

tweaking the underlying equations to match the experimental data. Siacci’s Principle Equation, for 

example, included a coefficient, C, that was essentially a “fudge factor” used to account for 
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unknown and undetermined factors and that was adjusted to minimize discrepancies between 

theoretical and actual trajectories.30  

Moulton’s team was comprised of women and men from both academia and industry.31 Their 

approach was to make improvements to range table calculations that were not based solely on 

(costly) experimental adjustments, but also on rigorous mathematical ideas. He wanted less 

guesswork in determining the coefficient, C, and he sought mathematically sound justifications for 

the approximations that enabled integration of the non-integrable Primary Equation function. In 

his attempts to avoid integration approximations, Moulton pursued point-by-point, or numerical, 

solutions. While numerical integration techniques had been used in ballistics research at the Gâvre 

proving grounds in France since the late nineteenth century, Moulton was especially concerned 

with their mathematical validity, exploring existence and convergence proofs, for example, as an 

important part of his work.  

In many ways, Moulton and his colleagues’ work highlighted the potential disparity between 

the theory of ballistics and ballistics in practice. Moulton’s method was featured after the war in 

military publications, in textbooks, and, of course, in his own book, New Methods in Exterior 

Ballistics. Yet some critics of the method found it more valuable as a mathematical idea than as 

an easily usable technique for soldiers with basic training in elementary calculus.32 Moulton’s 

research helped make the field of ballistics more mathematically sophisticated, though not 

necessarily more accurate or effective. Similarly, University of Chicago mathematician Gilbert 

Ames Bliss, who worked under Veblen at Aberdeen, received pushback for his method of 

 
30 Gluchoff describes another coefficient, i, that was introduced to account for shell shape and was mockingly 

referred to as “the coefficient of ignorance.” See Alan Gluchoff, "Artillerymen and Mathematicians," 514. 
31 Moulton’s team included Charles Steinmetz. See Kline, Steinmetz: Engineer and Socialist. 
32 Scientists elsewhere experienced similar tensions between scientific work and war work. See, for example, 

Chapter 3 in Seth, Crafting the Quantum. 
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numerical integration in ballistics because it involved “auxiliary variables” that lacked any sort of 

physical interpretation.33 While Bliss’ method had simplified some of the calculations, it also 

added a new and, for some, opaque layer of mathematical abstraction. James Alexander, a former 

student of Veblen’s at Princeton who worked with Moulton in D. C., offered a tellingly satirical 

description of the Navy’s preference for “simple and inaccurate instead of complicated and 

inaccurate.”34 

Moulton’s work on numerical differential equations was one of the examples of mathematical 

war work that Moore provided in his official July 1917 letter to Hale. In the same letter, Moore 

also mentioned the lunar positioning tables, presumably useful for celestial navigation, developed 

by Ernest William Brown, the publications by Edwin Bidwell Wilson on using differential 

equations to model the effects of wind gusts hitting an airplane, and George David Birkhoff’s study 

of oceanic magnetic oscillations, which may have been relevant to submarine detection and 

defense. Although most American mathematicians were not active researchers in war-related fields 

prior to 1914, many found ways to put their mathematical skills to work. In addition to those listed 

by Moore, those who trained troops, and those affiliated with the Army Ordnance Department, 

American mathematicians participated in the Federal Fuel Administration, the Army Signal Corps, 

the Naval Experimental Station, the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, and the 

statistical branch of the War Department. Throughout the war, the Mathematical Association of 

America (MAA) collected diligently and published proudly information about American 

mathematicians engaged in military teaching, military research, and direct military service. The 
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final list included 178 names along with their academic affiliations and assigned military 

departments.35 

 

The Isolation of American Mathematics: Rhetoric and Historiography 

On September 6th, 1917, Earle Raymond Hedrick described to nearly one hundred members 

of the Mathematical Association of America a hypothetical situation in which an army officer, 

after losing contact with central command, would have to rely on his knowledge of trigonometry 

to determine his position and protect the lives of his men. “Ignorance at such a crisis,” Hedrick 

explained, “would be next to treason.”36 

The intensity of Hedrick’s statement likely drew from his concern about the strength and status 

of mathematics in American education. While Hedrick and his colleagues worked to bring new 

recruits up to speed in basic mathematics during the war, they bristled at what they perceived as a 

“movement against mathematics” in American education.37 Prior to widespread education reform 

in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, mathematics, along with Latin and Greek, had 

been a pillar of Classical education. Yet, as progressive education reformers worked to introduce 

development-centered—versus discipline-centered—learning into the curriculum from one end, 

and as proponents of vocational training gained ground on the other, traditional subjects like 

mathematics were forced to justify their continued place in the curriculum.38 Assertions of the 

usefulness of mathematics were often at odds with how it was experienced in the classroom, and 

many argued that a greater emphasis on the applications of mathematics in general education 
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would help foster a more grounded understanding of, a greater appreciation for, and a friendlier 

attitude toward the subject.  

In his address, Hedrick attributed a perceived devaluing of mathematics in education and in 

general to American mathematicians’ apparent disregard for applied mathematics. He explained 

that, while the significance of mathematics was manifold and extended beyond its applications, it 

was in the applications of mathematics, like those recently made apparent through the conduct of 

war, that the significance of mathematics was most directly “self-evident.”39 American 

mathematicians, Hedrick believed, ought to pay greater mind to the usefulness of their discipline. 

Six weeks prior to Hedrick’s speech, Moore had written his “dear Sir” and “dear George” 

letters to Hale. The examples Moore gave in his formal “dear Sir” letter of mathematicians 

involved in the war effort, coupled with the apology in his “dear George” letter that American 

mathematicians had not been more useful, formed a two-part conception of American mathematics 

that was also attendant in Hedrick’s speech: mathematics was useful, but American 

mathematicians could do more to incorporate its uses into their profession. 

In his call for more applied mathematics, Hedrick made clear that he did not mean to undermine 

the value of “pure” research, and he explained that he had a “deep interest in the logical and cultural 

side of mathematics.”40 Yet, he found those who would assert the value of mathematics as a 

cultural achievement to be both myopic and foolishly romantic, and he believed that such 

sentiment about the beauty and awe-inspiring nature of mathematics should be reserved for 

specialists.41 When dealing with the broader public, it would be much more effective to assert the 

 
39 Hedrick, “The Significance of Mathematics,” 405. 
40 Hedrick, “The Significance of Mathematics,” 404. 
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Cassius Jackson Keyser to the American Mathematical Society in 1915 (see Chapter 4 of this dissertation). Keyser 
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value of mathematics in terms of “concrete realities.”42 If American mathematicians continued to 

focus almost exclusively on formal abstractions, Hedrick warned, “we must expect and we shall 

deserve public disdain and sincere doubt of our value to humanity.”43 

According to Hedrick, one of the chief goals of the Mathematical Association of America, 

which was a year and a half old at the time of his speech, should be to ameliorate such public 

disdain for mathematics and to make obvious its widespread importance. The official purview of 

the Association, which had been formed in part to support the publication of the American 

Mathematical Monthly, was the development of mathematics education at the collegiate level. But, 

as Hedrick explained, both the Association and its Monthly were essentially a place for, as Hedrick 

explained, “mathematics in its broader meaning,” including math education, exposition, and 

applications, all of which had been left out of the development of professional American 

mathematics.44 Both the Association and the Monthly had been formed to account for mathematical 

considerations and pursuits that remained outside the purview of the American Mathematical 

Society, which had gradually narrowed from the promotion of interest in mathematics to the 

support of abstract mathematical research. 

Hedrick blamed the relative obscurity of important American mathematicians like Josiah 

Willard Gibbs and George William Hill on the community’s inattention to applied mathematics. 

“The same may be said,” Hedrick continued, “of the essentially mathematical researches of other 

men still living.”45 The point of Hedrick’s argument was that American mathematicians needed to 

champion the development of applied mathematics, and the Association could help by facilitating 

the publication of articles and the presentation of results in applied fields. Such initiatives would 
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also help the development of pure mathematics indirectly by increasing the level of appreciation 

for mathematics in general among students, the American public, and mathematicians themselves.  

When Hedrick, as the retiring president of the Mathematical Association of America, used his 

platform to discuss the feeble state of applied mathematics in the United States, he was by no 

means the first to do so. Like other scientific communities in the United States, the American 

mathematics community had begun to take shape in the late 1800s. To mark the turn of the century, 

many scientific leaders and communities took stock of the progress they had made and their 

potential prospects for the future. In 1902, as the retiring president of the American Mathematical 

Society, E. H. Moore had expressed concern that his and his colleagues’ focus on abstraction, 

though praiseworthy, had left a “chasm between pure mathematics and applied mathematics.”46 

To help narrow the gap, Moore urged his fellow mathematicians to think outside of their own 

budding community and to consider the needs of neighboring sciences, students of mathematics, 

and the general public. A series of American mathematicians would continue to make this and 

similar arguments throughout the early twentieth century.  

In December 1916, Edwin Bidwell Wilson gave a presentation about mathematical advances 

in aerodynamics at the annual meeting of the newly formed Mathematical Association of America. 

Near the end of his address, Wilson referred to the long-standing tradition of mathematical physics, 

or “mixed mathematics,” in England and encouraged American teachers to teach “the good old 

traditional Cambridge, England, type [of mathematics]… May it not be that we in this country 

have such a natural bent toward the practical that a diligent cultivation of the British sort of 

mathematics would find a readier response among our students?”47 Two days earlier, Ernest 
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William Brown had spoken to the American Mathematical Society about the potential for the 

further development of applied mathematics in America due to “the natural bent of a nation which 

has been compelled by its environment to regard most of its affairs from a thoroughly practical 

point of view.”48 This common characterization of American interests as “practical” made the 

prevalence of abstract, perhaps “impractical,” mathematical research seem out of place. “There is 

current all too much of a feeling,” Wilson believed, “that only the beautiful general theories of 

mathematics are worthy the attention of real mathematicians and their students.”49 Brown seemed 

to think that reversing this trend would not be easy and that studying the mathematics used in 

physical applications had become “repulsive to the pure mathematician, and properly so.”50 Still, 

he argued, pure mathematicians could encourage their students to explore problems in applied 

mathematics. For their part, leaders in government and industry could create more positions that 

would encourage young Americans to develop expertise in applied mathematics. Brown 

mentioned the National Academy of Sciences as “perhaps the most important outside movement 

affecting the chief objects of the Society.”51 He was pleased with the Academy’s recent efforts to 

promote cooperation not only among investigators themselves, but also between investigators and 

those who rely on their technical expertise. 

Within Moore’s, Brown’s, Wilson’s, Hedrick’s, and other leading mathematicians’ calls for 

more applied mathematics was a particular understanding of their community’s own history as 

well as the broader history of mathematics. Brown, for example, described the “entangling 

alliance” between mathematics and its role in answering questions about the physical world that 

preceded the nineteenth-century turn toward abstraction, at which point “mathematics was allowed 
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to progress in its own way.”52 Brown and many of his colleagues understood the growth of their 

own community in terms of this broader interest in abstract mathematics.53 For the most part, 

histories of American mathematics have since echoed this same narrative of early-twentieth-

century mathematics defined by growth, professionalization, abstraction, and isolation. 

In her article “Mathematical Physics and the Planning of American Mathematics: Ideology and 

Institutions,” Loren Butler Feffer argues that the priorities of the professional American 

mathematics community in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were set by an “elite 

collection of leaders” who focused on pure more than applied mathematics and on research more 

than teaching.54 While a large portion of the early members of the American Mathematical Society 

did work in astronomy, physics, engineering, or actuarial science, according to Feffer, “these fields 

attracted little attention from the next generation of American mathematicians” as they rallied 

around a focus that was more or less dominated by abstract mathematical research.55 After Robert 

Simpson Woodward’s retirement as AMS president in 1900, only one president out of the next 

twenty (E. W. Brown) studied anything other than pure mathematics. In addition, by the early 

twentieth century, potential contributors to applied mathematics had the option to engage with 

other newly formed scientific communities, like the American Physical Society and the American 

Astronomical Society.  

Early-twentieth-century elite American mathematicians, as mathematicians, may have seemed 

detached from the most obvious concerns of American society. As Americans, however, they were 
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very much concerned with the conflict in Europe as it progressed from hostile and tenuous to 

deadly and destructive. Like many of their colleagues in the academic community, the majority of 

American mathematicians were supportive of the war effort. Yet, according to Feffer, American 

mathematicians “were not immediately recognized as having much value for war work. Young 

mathematicians were not accorded the same enlistment privileges and deferments as other 

scientists and engineers, and the National Research Council was slow to find work even for senior 

men.”56 What is often described in the historiography of American mathematics during World War 

I is an initial sense of American mathematicians’ enthusiastic uselessness, and historians are keen 

to quote from Oswald Veblen’s May 1917 letter to George David Birkhoff in which he wrote, 

“Thus far I have failed to find any place in which mathematical work is of use in connection with 

the war. If you run across anything of the sort I wish you would let me know.”57 Veblen would 

later command the office of experimental ballistics at the Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland. 

He would also become a leading figure in the promotion of American mathematics after the war. 

According to Feffer, the war had spotlighted the shadowed role of applied mathematics in 

American science as well as compelled new connections linking professional mathematics to 

industry, the Federal Government, and leaders of American science.  

 

“Many New Friends for Pure Science”: Mathematics in the Aftermath 

On December 27, 1918, six and a half weeks after the November 11th armistice, sixty members 

of the American Mathematical Society and seventy-three members of the Mathematical 

Association of America (including many who were members of both) convened at the University 
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of Chicago for a joint meeting. During the session of the American Mathematical Society, research 

that had continued unabated during the war pertaining to abstract mathematical topics was 

presented. The joint session of the meeting, however, was “devoted to mathematical problems in 

connection with the war.” Discussion was lively and might have continued had more time been 

allotted.58 

The joint session was preceded by an address from the retiring president of the American 

Mathematical Society, Leonard Eugene Dickson, on “Mathematics in War Perspective.” The bulk 

of Dickson’s speech was an overview of education for military purposes in France, England, and 

the United States, as well as a description of topics in ballistics and navigation. In his introduction, 

Dickson seemed to echo language from before the United States had entered the war, calling for 

“preparedness” and the need for highly trained scientists. However, unlike those who had called 

for preparedness when war had seemed imminent, Dickson spoke of the importance of science in 

“a future war.”59 He insisted that all potential future soldiers would need a solid understanding of 

the foundations of science. “Owing to its recognized value as a fundamental part of military 

education,” he explained, “I expressly include mathematics, especially trigonometry and graphical 

analysis. Let it not again become possible that thousands of young men shall be so seriously 

handicapped in their army and navy work by lack of adequate preparation in these subjects.”60 

Fortunately, he added, such training would also be beneficial to potential future soldiers while they 

were still citizens, improving their sanity, reliability, and efficiency. 

 
58 W. D. Cairns, “Third Annual Meeting of the Mathematical Association of America,” The American Mathematical 

Monthly 26, no. 3 (1919): 91–107. A draft program for the meeting had listed Alice Bach Gould’s affiliation as the 

city of Chicago, yet Gould was in fact affiliated with the University of Chicago. Edits to the draft made sure she was 

correctly listed as an affiliate of the University. Draft program, MAA Mathematical Association of America 

Records, Dolph Briscoe Center for American History, The University of Texas at Austin, Box 86-14/82, Folder 10. 
59 Leonard E. Dickson, “Mathematics in War Perspective,” Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society 25, no. 7 

(1919): 289. 
60 Dickson, “Mathematics in War Perspective,” 289. 
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Dickson had likely prepared the majority of his address before the war had ended and then, 

after hearing news of the armistice, simply framed his discussion of military mathematics and 

education as a retrospective. Dickson’s “lessons learned” sentiment and his call to avoid the 

challenges of training mathematically ill-equipped young men for the conduct of war was also at 

hand in the session of the Mathematical Association of America on “Deductions from War Time 

Experiences with respect to the Teaching of Mathematics.” The session featured presentations 

from mathematics instructors at colleges and universities, predominantly in the Midwest, where 

the Student Army Training Corps had been established. Many of the presenters during this session 

made reference to an apparent need for educators to focus more on the practical applications of 

mathematics and less on abstract manipulations. As A. R. Crathorne of the University of Illinois 

posited, for example, the greatest change in postwar mathematics education might be “…the 

attitude of the teacher toward practical applications. There seemed to be a general feeling among 

the instructors that the applied side of mathematical teaching had at least not been over-

emphasized.”61 Crathorne thus put lightly what others had harped on decades earlier: the 

applications of mathematics needed to be more prominent in education. 

The deficiencies of mathematics education notwithstanding, Crathorne also believed that there 

had “grown up in other departments of the University a better feeling towards the teaching of 

mathematics and a respect for its usefulness,” and he claimed that “several departments requiring 

mathematics for prerequisites have asked for more mathematics, whereas formerly there was a 

tendency to hold the mathematics to a minimum.”62 W. B. Ford of the University of Michigan, on 

the other hand, seemed to sense a continued devaluing of mathematics and to defend the subject 

in its “idealistic” as opposed to “material” form, at least in the education of younger students. Ford 
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spoke of the continued propensity of American schools to supplant traditional subjects by more 

practical ones. While traditional subjects, including mathematics, had once been valued for their 

ability to develop a student’s mental discipline, it had become more in vogue to emphasize subjects 

like economics that claimed both disciplinary and practical value. “These tendencies, which were 

already well defined before the war began,” Ford explained, “will doubtless be intensified in the 

period lying directly ahead…”63 Mathematicians would therefore do well to prepare themselves to 

defend their subject, he advised, and, by extension, their livelihoods. Whether mathematics was 

increasingly valued, as Crathorne perceived, or would continue to be passed over for other 

subjects, as Ford feared, seemed to rely on the extent to which it would be defined by its 

applications. 

Following the joint session was a joint dinner at the Quadrangle Club on the evening of the 

27th. After dinner, E. H. Moore spoke about the peacetime plans of the National Research Council. 

Moore perhaps had in mind Hale’s response to the pair of letters Moore had sent a year and a half 

earlier, apologizing that the Committee on Mathematics had not yet contributed to the war effort. 

Hale’s response had been full of understanding: “As soon as the war is over [the Mathematics 

Committee] can perform very valuable services in promoting research in mathematics, but at 

present we must continue to look for problems in which the Committee can take part.”64 Hale, of 

course, had a grand vision for the Council that went well beyond its war-related genesis. 

Starting in the spring of 1918, Hale had sought to establish a permanent, though loose-fitting, 

connection between the NRC and the federal government. Fortunately, through its cooperation 

with military, civil, and industrial leaders during the war, the Council had made “many new friends 
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for pure science.”65 And while a large number of scientists at the time were focused on applied, 

war-related research, Hale also believed that pure science was crucial to national preparedness and 

well-being. Indeed, the increasing prevalence of scientific theory in American invention has often 

been attributed, in part, to the role of science in World War I. As Ronald Kline has noted, the 

pursuit of wartime and industrial research by university trained scientists helped alter and blur the 

boundaries between pure and applied science. Yet, the traditional hierarchy that privileged pure 

over applied science remained.66 

Hoping to continue the Council’s federal friendships, Hale wanted Wilson, as well as 

presidents to come, to continue to cooperate with and appoint representatives to the Council. 

Instead of a potentially risky appeal to a Democratic, considerably anti-intellectual Congress for a 

revision of the National Academy of Science’s charter, Hale chose to solicit an Executive Order 

from Wilson, appealing in part to the President’s own academic background. In May, Wilson 

signed Executive Order 2859, perpetuating the National Research Council. Hale was pleased to 

secure a future for the Council that was free from direct federal financing or oversight. 

With a happy lack of federal funding, Hale turned to the Council’s newly formed industrial 

friendships. By the spring of 1919, the Carnegie Corporation had set aside $5,000,000 for the 

construction of a building to house the NAS and the NRC, AT&T had promised $25,000 annually, 

and the Rockefeller Foundation had donated $500,000 for the establishment of postdoctoral 

 
65 Quoted in Kevles, “George Ellery Hale, the First World War, and the Advancement of Science in America.” 432. 
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fellowships in physics and chemistry.67 The Rockefeller-funded fellowships were specifically 

intended to cultivate and sustain a mindset geared toward research among young scientists. While 

many potential investigators had been given a taste for research during their doctoral training, it 

had often been dampened by teaching-heavy post-graduate appointments, and many seasoned 

scientists were concerned that young Americans would not become researchers if they lost the 

momentum for conducting research after completing their degrees. The leadership of the Council 

had considered establishing an NRC laboratory where young scholars could further their 

investigations. Instead, they decided to partner with universities across the country, allowing 

fellowship recipients to conduct postdoctoral research at different institutions without favoring one 

location. In March 1919, the Council formed a research fellowship board to review applications 

and administer funding. 

In late fall of 1919, Charles Elwood Mendenhall, the Chairman of the National Research 

Council Division of Physical Sciences, traveled to Chicago, where he met with University of 

Chicago mathematician Gilbert Ames Bliss. Mendenhall asked Bliss to discuss with other 

mathematicians the potential for assistance from the Council’s Division of Physical Sciences in 

promoting cooperative efforts in pure and applied mathematical research. The Division had 

allocated funds for committee work, and Mendenhall wanted mathematicians to consider whether 

or not such work might be useful to them. Bliss agreed to bring up the idea with his colleagues at 

the upcoming meeting of the western sections of the AMS, though his own concern was “the 

possibility of too much organization and too little scientific work.”68 In general, however, there 

 
67 The NRC research fellowships were a prominent example of how, as Millikan described his September 1919 

article, “The New Opportunity in Science,” the creation (as opposed to redistribution) of wealth had created 

opportunities for wealthy Americans to donate their money and to invest in science. “[F]or the first time in history,” 

Millikan claimed, “the world has been waked up by the war to an appreciation of what science can do.” See 
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seemed to be interest among mathematicians in cooperative work, and a resolution was passed at 

the meeting expressing interest in the Council’s suggestion. The Division of Physical Sciences 

thus went ahead with plans to form a Committee on Cooperation in Mathematical Projects, 

comprised of Profs. Oswald Veblen (Princeton University), L. E. Dickson (University of Chicago), 

E. R. Hedrick (University of Missouri), R. C. Archibald (Brown University), and H. S. White 

(Vassar College). Mendenhall asked the Committee to meet in Washington D. C. on April 26th and 

27th.69  

One of the projects the Committee discussed, and later proposed to the Council, was the 

establishment of a revolving fund for the publication of books related to mathematics, physics, and 

astronomy. As the Committee’s report to the Council explained, “Without aid of this sort the 

publication of books that appeal to a limited public is practically impossible under the conditions 

growing out of the war.”70 The report also mentioned that, due to Germany’s support of the 

publishing firm Teubner, many important books and translations were published in German, which 

had become a sort of mathematical lingua franca. According to the Committee, “It would be a 

perfectly legitimate nationalistic aim to supplant German by English in this field.”71  

In the year following the armistice, the Division of Physical Sciences of the National Research 

Council put together a report on “The Status of Applied Mathematics in the United States” that 

was sent to mathematics departments across the country. “In the opinion of the Division,” the 

report explained, “pure mathematics has not been overemphasized, but applied mathematics has 

 
69 Even though the NRC covered the committee members’ travel costs, Hedrick told Mendenhall that, because he 

believed so strongly in the importance of the committee’s projects, he would have been happy to pay the necessary 
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been underemphasized in America.”72 While claiming not to devalue pure mathematics, the 

Division pointed to an increased—and likely increasing—need in a variety of developing 

industries for applied mathematicians. Along with the need for applied mathematics in industry, 

the report also mentioned developments in experimental sciences and the stimulating power of 

theory and experiment that progress together “hand in hand.” The Division hoped for “at least a 

partial return to the earlier methods, by which many of the most important developments of the 

subject have originated in the study of physical problems, thus maintaining a fresh supply of lines 

of investigation and produce [sic] closer contact with other branches of science.”73 The report thus 

echoed much of the rhetoric that had already been voiced within the professional mathematics 

community. 

While the NRC Division of Physical Sciences did not expect active researchers in pure 

mathematics to go through the trouble of changing course and learning an entirely new field in 

applied mathematics, the report did encourage all mathematicians to direct their students, 

especially those “of good ability,” toward problems in applied mathematics. To that end, the 

Division had also requested the sub-committees in physics “to try to formulate some problems in 

shape for analytical consideration.”74 Such problems, according to a letter from NRC Permanent 

Secretary Vernon Kellogg to Division Director Charles Mendenhall, could then be suggested to 

mathematicians who were not at the time active in pure mathematical research without “impairing 

their armour [sic] propre.”75 Kellogg did not think active researchers need be distracted from their 
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work, but others might be looking for something to work on and grateful for suggestions. Yet, 

Kellogg also mentioned a warning issued by Professor Moulton at the recent AMS meeting in St. 

Louis “against a too ready running off into the field of mathematical physics,” which Kellogg 

interpreted as a warning against thinking such problems constituted low-hanging fruit and would 

be easily solvable.76 

Hale had envisioned the National Research Council as an enabling mechanism of 

cooperation—between scientists in the same field, between scientists in different fields, and 

between scientists and leaders in government and industry—and much of the work of the Division 

of Physical Sciences focused accordingly on various forms of cooperation.  Perhaps the most 

significant advantage of cooperation as a strategy for promoting science was the preservation of 

scientific individualism. Indeed, preserving the autonomy of scientists in their quest for truth was 

hardly less than a moral imperative for Hale. Fortunately, he and others believed that it was 

possible for scientists to cooperate without sacrificing their individual practices and ideals. As a 

product of Hale’s commitment to cooperation, the Council was essentially designed as a huge 

bundle of committees, allowing the committee for a particular science to be devoted to the “pure” 

form of that science while also pursuing cooperation with other committees. This approach seemed 

to complement the American Mathematical Society’s attitude toward outside engagement, in 

which mathematics was affiliated—and valued for its affiliation—with the war effort, industry, 

and other sciences, without changing its mostly abstract form. That the AMS continued to appoint 

delegates to the Council was likely tied to the Council’s promotion of pure mathematics alongside 

its support for cooperation between mathematics and other sciences. 
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One of the intended goals of the Council’s focus on cooperation was to promote research in 

areas that sat outside of established scientific fields, known as “borderland” science.77 

Mathematical physics, for example, was considered a borderland field. As Glenn Bugos explains, 

NRC committees needed to “convince pioneering young scientists to plow those borderland fields 

and get their hands dirty. These committees offered fellowships, grants-in-aid, an appreciative 

audience, and help with scientific instruments—their equivalent of a moving bonus, forty acres, 

and a mule.”78 When the NRC Division of Physical Sciences began offering Rockefeller-funded 

research fellowships in physics and chemistry, representatives of the Division announced that the 

fellowships were “open to men who wish to work in the borderland between mathematics and 

either of those subjects.”79 

Yet soon after Oswald Veblen began his tenure as Chairman of the Division in 1923, he 

convinced the NRC and the Rockefeller Institute of Medical Research to include mathematics on 

its own—not just as a borderland subject—in the allocation of research fellowships. While Veblen 

was measuring firing ranges during the war at the Aberdeen Proving Ground, he had also been 

honing his bureaucratic skills and forming important relationships with government officials. 

Because the Rockefeller-funded NRC fellowships had been created based on the argument that 

general research in physics and chemistry could help advance research in medicine, Veblen needed 

to convince the Institute that general research in mathematics could help advance research in 

physics and chemistry, thereby advancing research in medicine.80 

 
77 According to Loren Butler Feffer, ‘‘‘Borderland’’ was the term of choice used among early 20th-century 

American scientists to describe work relevant to two or more disciplines.” See Feffer, “Mathematical Physics,” 67. 
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If the NRC was going to allocate fellowships in mathematics, the question remained as to 

whether or not it should create a separate fellowship board to do so. Veblen was against the idea 

of creating a separate board, claiming that the presence of physicists and chemists on the board 

that also administered fellowships in mathematics would help keep mathematicians closer to, and 

perhaps more interested in, problems in physics and chemistry. “This sort of broadening of the 

interests of the mathematicians in this country,” he explained, “is very desirable at the present 

time.”81 By October 1923, Veblen had convinced the necessary representatives of the NRC and 

the Rockefeller Institute to add mathematics to the fellowship program as part of the renewal of 

the Institute’s funding. 

American mathematicians tapped into the high levels of patriotism that that been engendered 

by war as they incorporated the conflict into their narratives by extolling the relationship between 

mathematics and other sciences. In 1924, for example, when mathematicians at the University of 

Chicago were vying for $2 million in departmental funding, they put together a proposal that 

discussed the state of modern industrial society made possible by advancements in science as well 

as asserted the role of mathematics in important scientific achievements. The proposal offered 

examples of powerful mathematics ranging from Newtonian mechanics to wartime advancements 

in ballistics. “These are a few only of the instances,” the proposal pointed out, “which go to show 

that higher mathematics and higher mathematicians are not so far removed from the practical 

affairs of life as is popular believed.”82  
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While the authors of the proposal admitted that the applications of mathematics were not the 

main focus for mathematicians at the University of Chicago, they also declared their belief that 

mathematics was valuable beyond its remarkable usefulness. And although it was difficult to 

explain significant mathematical achievements to non-mathematicians, the proposal explained, 

mathematicians worldwide recognized one another’s achievements, which ultimately contributed 

to the glory and dignity of human life. Leading with the applications of mathematics, especially 

those that played a part in the war, and then asserting the inherent value of mathematics for its own 

sake, had become a well-used strategy to garner support for all of mathematics, which allowed 

mathematicians to continue to prioritize abstract mathematical research. Even after the war, most 

leadership positions in the mathematics community continued to be held by pure mathematicians, 

whose disciplinary interests may have called for a less isolated community, but whose research 

interests did not. 

 

Conclusion 

Because few major mathematical advancements developed out of the efforts to win World War 

I, the conflict had been largely brushed over in the historiography of mathematics. In the past few 

decades, scholars have begun to consider the role of World War I in the development of 

mathematics as a discipline as well as a body of research.83 The massive, and often haphazard, 

mobilization of science during the war established the groundwork for the postwar organization of 

science in terms of military, governmental, and industrial relations. And while the status of 

American science and the role of science in industry had increased during the early twentieth 
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century, both trends were accelerated during and after World War I, and both meant, to a certain 

extent, increased opportunity for American mathematics.84 

Yet, both the war itself and the reorganization of science in its aftermath spotlighted an 

apparent disconnect between American mathematicians’ discipline building and research work and 

between the relevance and rhetoric of American mathematics. According to Loren Butler Feffer, 

while American mathematicians’ “enthusiastic and exclusive” preference for abstract research 

may have helped promote the autonomy, status, and prestige of their community, the success of 

their profession was also tied to their role as educators and their place within the larger scientific 

community.85 Between the late nineteenth century and the United States’ entry into World War I, 

leaders of the young, but growing, American mathematical research community expressed concern 

about the lack of outside interest and support for their work. There seemed to be a growing gap 

between the professional support of “useless” mathematical research and the many uses of 

mathematics. 

When the United States declared war on Germany in 1917, most American mathematicians 

were active in a field that had become narrowly defined by abstract mathematical research. Some 

mathematicians like E. H. Moore worried that the mathematics community itself would not be 

considered useful as a formal wartime resource. Nonetheless, many were quick to put their 

mathematical training to work, teaching mathematics for military purposes to non-professional 

soldiers, calculating range tables, modeling aerodynamic forces, managing administrative 

statistics, and so forth. Ultimately, the war itself became a brutal demonstration of the relevance 

of science, including mathematics, in human affairs.  
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Chapter 4 

“Logical Fate” and “Intellectual Freedom”:  

Cassius Keyser and the Humanism of Mathematics 

 

In the aftermath of World War I and throughout the 1920s, American mathematicians sought 

much-needed funding for their Society and young researchers. Princeton mathematician Oswald 

Veblen, who had cultivated important bureaucratic skills and contacts during the war, would 

become one of the most celebrated fundraisers and institution-builders in American mathematics.1 

In 1923, as Chairman of the Division of Physical Sciences of the National Research Council 

(NRC), Veblen worked to convince the NRC and the Rockefeller Institute of Medical Research to 

add mathematics to its fellowship program in physics and chemistry. In a letter to the director of 

the Rockefeller Institute, Veblen wrote about the interdependence of mathematics and physics, 

explaining how important new ideas in mathematics had grown from attempts to solve physical 

problems. On the flip side, however, he also explained that when Einstein was developing his 

general theory of relativity, “It happened that the necessary mathematics was already in 

existence… Had he been under the necessity of creating the mathematical tools which he used in 

his gravitation theory, it is more than probable that this theory would have been long delayed and 

possibly never completed.”2 While some American mathematicians had recently become 

interested in mathematical physics problems related to relativity and quantum mechanics, Veblen 

was vying for support for research in pure mathematics on the grounds that the results might 
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possibly be useful someday. In making this argument, Veblen appealed to a conception of pure 

and applied research that Henry Rowland had heralded in the late 1800s and that, though criticized 

and modified, would continue throughout the twentieth century.3 

In general, Veblen’s method of garnering support for his discipline has dominated the historical 

narrative of early-twentieth-century American mathematics. Columbia mathematician Cassius 

Keyser, however, took a notably different approach. While Veblen worked to build mathematical 

institutions by championing the material usefulness and applicability of mathematics, Keyser spent 

much of his career writing about and defining mathematics as an inherently valuable human 

endeavor. Perhaps because the scientific and industrial justification for mathematics became 

especially powerful in the aftermath of World War II, Keyser’s humanistic conception of 

mathematics, though well-regarded at the time, has since been overlooked. As historians like 

Lauren Butler Feffer and Karen Hunger Parshall have pointed out, Veblen’s negotiations 

highlighted important tensions between the “autonomy” garnered through abstract mathematics 

and the potential to provide a “service” through teaching and researching mathematical 

applications.4 Keyser, on the other hand, essentially collapsed the autonomy-service dichotomy by 

considering abstract mathematics itself as a service to humanity. His work also offers an alternative 

to subsequent divisions between the sciences and the humanities.5 For Keyser, Einstein’s use of 

non-Euclidean geometry was a great achievement of mathematics, but it paled in comparison to 

the discipline’s loftier implications. 

Through a close reading of Keyser and his ideas, this chapter sheds light on the value and 

values as well as the tensions and ambiguities at the heart of American mathematics. As other 
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historians of science have demonstrated, biographical analyses, although limited in scope, can 

offer critical insight by following a single actor’s negotiations with his or her cultural and 

intellectual surroundings.6 Keyser’s work is used here to examine the status of mathematics and 

the options for asserting its value in the decades following World War I. Although histories 

featuring mathematicians like Veblen offer an important way of understanding mathematics in this 

time period, an account focused on Keyser allows for an alternative viewpoint. 

In January 1924, Keyser addressed the Bureau of Personnel Administration in New York as 

part of a symposium on “Linking Science with Industry.” Keyser’s address was titled “Man and 

Men” and was meant to convey to an audience of businessmen a sense of duty in supporting 

American science. Although American scientists had contributed important results to the 

advancement of knowledge, Keyser explained, they and their organizations were in great need of 

funding. Instead of explaining that science and mathematics were important to the advancement 

of industry, however, Keyser argued that leaders in industry ought to support efforts like the 

American Mathematical Society’s endowment campaign because, unlike mathematics, industry 

was not self-justified. Industry was instead justified by allowing its communities to “live a good 

life,” which included the everlasting glories of art and pure science. Although Keyser’s 

conceptions of mathematics were sometimes out of the ordinary, his goals were generally well 

suited to the needs of his colleagues. 

In February, Veblen wrote to Keyser saying that he had read a copy of “Man and Men” and 

that Keyser had explained the obligations of industry “in a very telling way.”7 As President of the 

American Mathematical Society, Veblen helped to oversee the Society’s endowment campaign, 
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which had been designed to raise money but also to educate the public “concerning the basic 

character of mathematics in our present civilization and the importance of mathematical research 

in advancing that civilization.”8 While “advancing civilization” could be read as advancing science 

and industry, it could also be read by someone like Keyser as developing the cultural ideals of a 

civilized people. Although Veblen and Keyser differed in approach, they shared many of the same 

goals. They also shared many of the same interests. Both were among the American 

mathematicians who engaged with the study of postulates and mathematical logic in the early 

twentieth century (Chapter 2). Veblen would later help build a world-famous hub for mathematical 

logic at Princeton, while Keyser would become one of the most vocal spokesmen for foundational 

studies and their importance in the United States. Although different scholars’ engagement with 

the foundations of mathematics had informed a variety of attempts to redefine and popularize 

mathematics, Keyser specifically helped tie foundational studies to the growth of mathematics in 

the United States. In doing so, he was compelled to situate his ideas about mathematics in relation 

to prevailing ideas about relativism, pragmatism, industrialization, and democracy. 

The role of mathematics in a given time and place is always contingent upon the style and 

characterization of mathematics in conversation with broader social and cultural values. Joan 

Richards has demonstrated, for example, that approaches to mathematics in the nineteenth century 

were based upon both how it was defined and the “cultural matrices” that supported it.9 As this 

chapter will show, Keyser used postulates throughout his career to define mathematics and to assert 

its importance. He also used postulates to link modern America with science, science with 

mathematics, and mathematics with humanism. “Nothing is better entitled to rank as one of the 

 
8 Council Minutes January 1, 1926, Box 12, Folder 91, American Mathematical Society Records, The John Hay 

Library, Brown University. 
9 Richards, “Rigor and Clarity.” 
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great Humanities,” he claimed, “than Mathematics itself.”10 To Keyser, mathematics was both a 

defining feature and a guiding light of man, and he consistently proclaimed the importance of his 

field to both fellow mathematicians and “intellectual non-mathematicians.”11 In books, articles, 

and speeches, he conflated mathematical and postulational thinking, allowing the “applications” 

of mathematics to range from geometry and algebra to ethics and law. Amidst the social critique 

and turmoil of the 1930s as well as the redefinition and refurbishing of mathematics, Keyser helped 

to assemble networks of mathematicians who worked to humanize and popularize the interests of 

mathematical researchers. In doing so, he also helped to define the image of the modern 

mathematician and the values of American mathematics.  

 

Ohio and New York 

Cassius Jackson Keyser was born on May 15, 1862 in the village of Rawson in Hardin County, 

Ohio. The Probate Judge of Hardin County would later describe Keyser’s father, Jacob, as “one of 

our most successful farmers and best citizens.”12 After attending local schools, Keyser enrolled at 

Northwestern Ohio Normal School, where he earned his first Bachelor of Science degree, studied 

Classics, and met his soon-to-be wife, Ella Maud Crow. In 1884, Keyser was awarded a Teacher’s 

Certificate, which qualified him to teach in his home county. He worked as a teacher, principal, 

and superintendent in both Ohio and Missouri for the next few years. He also studied Law at the 

University of Michigan. In 1887, Ella gave birth to their daughter, Blanche. 

 
10 Keyser, Mathematics as a Culture Clue, 31. 
11 Cassius Jackson Keyser, "The Role of Mathematics in the Tragedy of our Modern Culture," Scripta Mathematica 

6, no. 2 (1939). 
12 Jas E. Lowry May 25, 1885, Columbia University Rare Book and Manuscript Collection, Cassius Jackson Keyser 

papers, Box 5. 
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In 1890, Keyser enrolled at the University of Missouri, where he served as editor-in-chief of 

the school newspaper, with Ella as editor of the Ladies’ Department. After studying Calculus and 

Geometry as well as Logic and Metaphysics at Missouri, Keyser earned his second Bachelor of 

Science degree in 1892. In June, he was awarded a Thayer Scholarship to study at Harvard the 

following year. He then taught for two years at the New York State Normal School in New Paltz. 

After earning a Master’s degree in Mathematics from Columbia University in 1896, Keyser 

spent the next five years working as a tutor and instructor in the Mathematics departments at 

Barnard and Columbia while pursuing a doctoral degree. In 1898, there was an opening in the 

Department of Mathematics at Keyser’s alma matter, the University of Missouri, and Keyser’s 

references for the position described him as “one of the very strong men of this country,” “one of 

the coming men of this country,” and “every inch a man,” reflecting common associations at the 

time between positive professional attributes and masculinity (Chapter 1).13 In the end, Keyser 

stayed at Columbia, where he earned his PhD in 1901 and continued working as an instructor. His 

dissertation, titled “The Plane Geometry of the Point in Point-Space of Four Dimensions,” 

established a theory of plane geometry alongside and in relation to a more widely known theory 

in line geometry. His results were later published in the American Journal of Mathematics. 

In April 1903, Keyser declined an offer to head the department of mathematics at the 

University of Missouri. He would stay at Columbia instead, “owing to almost perfect library 

facilities, the opportunity to meet mathematicians from ever quarter of the country etc., etc., etc., 

the opportunities here are as it appears to me greater for carrying on investigation and for 

successful participation in productive scholarship.”14 In January, Keyser had been informed that 

 
13 J. M. Greenwood June 8, 1898, L. E. Wolfe June 17, 1898, Columbia University Rare Book and Manuscript 

Collection, Cassius Jackson Keyser papers, Box 5. 
14 Cassius Keyser to R. H. Jesse April 20, 1903, Columbia University Rare Book and Manuscript Collection, 

Cassius Jackson Keyser papers, Box 5. 
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he would be recommended to the Trustees for an appointment as Adjunct Professor (at $2,000 a 

year), which was made into an official offer in March. The next year, he was made Adrain 

Professor of Mathematics (at $3,600 a year), in honor of Robert Adrain, who had served as 

Professor of Mathematics and Natural History from 1813 to 1820 and of Mathematics and 

Astronomy from 1820 to 1825. Keyser would later be appointed head of the department, though 

he would ask to step down due to health issues. 

In a 1915, at a joint meeting of the American Mathematical Society, the American 

Astronomical Society, and Section A of the American Association for the Advancement of 

Science, Keyser gave an address on “The Human Significance of Mathematics.” As Keyser 

explained, the meeting was being held in Berkeley, California because of the nearby Panama-

Pacific International Exposition. The goal of the exposition was “the representation of human 

things as human.” Instead of celebrating individuals for their achievements as individuals, they 

were to be celebrated as “representatives of humankind.”15 Mathematics and mathematicians were 

no exception. 

In his address, Keyser presented options for what a hypothetical speaker might say about 

mathematics, including its history, modern developments, applications, foundations, and bearings. 

A handful of Keyser’s colleagues, including his close friend, David Eugene Smith, had begun to 

promote mathematics through its history, which could be “profound, manifold and even romantic.” 

Although some might choose to focus on the applications of mathematics, Keyser explained, the 

difference between applied and pure mathematicians was “much like the difference between one 

who greets a newborn day because of its glory and one who regards it as a time for doing chores 

and values its light only as showing the way.”16 If choosing to focus on modern mathematics, the 

 
15 Keyser, “The Human Significance of Mathematics,” 664. 
16 Keyser, “The Human Significance of Mathematics,” 669. 
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speaker would need to explain abstract developments as the product of human life and work—

human, though grand and profound. Even if the products of modern mathematics might seem too 

grand and profound for some to understand, they still ought to take pride in the achievements of 

and their membership in the human race. “Was Euclid or Gauss or Poincaré less representative of 

man than the countless millions for whom mathematics has meant only the arithmetic of the market 

place or the rude geometry of the carpenter? Does the quality of humanity in human thoughts and 

deeds decrease as they ascend towards the peaks of achievement, and increase in proportion as 

they become vulgar, attaining an upper limit in the beasts?”17 According to Keyser, the very 

opposite was true. Leading mathematicians represent all of humanity in their work, and all of 

humanity owns part of their glory.  

Were he the speaker, Keyser explained, he would choose to demonstrate the human 

significance of mathematics by discussing its bearings. By bearings, he meant the connections 

between mathematics and other intellectual and spiritual activities, “the higher concerns of man as 

man.”18 All intellectual and spiritual activities, including natural science, theology, philosophy, 

jurisprudence, religion, and art, were joined together under the banner of human expression. 

“Mathematics thus belongs to the great family of spiritual enterprises of man,” which were united 

by their quest for stability, freedom, and meaning in an inherently chaotic world. To understand 

the motivations for scientific ideas like heredity, conservation of mass and energy, and mechanical 

models of the universe, “we have only to fancy such a race flung, without equipment of knowledge 

or strength, into the depths of a treacherous universe of matter and force where they are tossed, 

buffeted and torn by the tumultuous onward-rushing flood of the cosmic stream.” For its own part, 

mathematics had offered the “freedom of limitless room” in hyperspace, not to mention the 

 
17 Keyser, “The Human Significance of Mathematics,” 668. 
18 Keyser, “The Human Significance of Mathematics,” 672. 
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satisfaction for the “human craving for rectitude of thought, for ideal justice” through the 

development of logical rigor.19 Keyser assured his audience that he did not intend to exaggerate 

the spiritual bearings of mathematics, but he certainly hoped they would consider the field beyond 

its worldly merits. 

Although Keyser would find a variety of ways throughout his career to link mathematics and 

humanity, he eventually prioritized links that involved foundational questions and logic. In 

general, Keyser was one of the first American mathematicians to extol the importance of 

foundational studies in the practice of mathematics. He led seminars and wrote reviews about 

eminent texts like Russell’s and Whitehead’s Principia Mathematica, and he incorporated a 

discussion of axiom systems, often referred to as postulate systems, in his written work and 

addresses. After the war, Keyser would engage with broader concerns about American culture and 

humanity. On one hand, he worked to defend mathematics from critiques that its modern, 

axiomatic form had become a lifeless trick of mechanics, detached from both the physical world 

and the human spirit. On the other hand, he used postulate systems as a way to define mathematics 

and to actively promote its claims to human concern. Overall, Keyser’s understanding of and 

interest in postulate analysis informed his ideas about what mathematics was and how it could 

grow in the United States.  

 

Fate and Freedom 

In 1922, Keyser laid out his conception of mathematics based on its postulates and foundations 

in Mathematical Philosophy: A Study of Fate and Freedom; Lectures for Educated Laymen. 

Mathematical Philosophy comprised a series of 21 lectures about mathematics, some of its key 
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conceptions, and its “bearings on human Life” written in “the language current among educated 

men and women.” In the introduction, Keyser explained that he was writing as a mathematician 

for students of philosophy, and that, while mathematicians and philosophers may not always get 

along, there were many points of contact between their two disciplines, which should be celebrated 

as important human achievements. The book was not meant to contribute to the philosophy of 

mathematics, which Keyser understood as the construction of mathematics using symbolic logic, 

but rather to introduce students and readers to some of the pillars of mathematics, including 

postulate systems, and to discuss the relationship between those pillars and some important 

questions about humanity. The goal was to explore “logical fate” and “intellectual freedom.”20 

After establishing this goal, Keyser began his first chapter with a thorough discussion of 

postulate systems. He took his time explaining this pillar of mathematics, the wisdom of which 

“cannot be gained by any of the get-rich-quick methods characteristic of our industrial and 

neurasthenic age.” Each individual branch of mathematics, Keyser explained, was made up of 

propositions that were either taken for granted and left unproven, called postulates, or proven 

through deduction from the others. Postulate systems, he believed, should serve as a guiding 

objective for “every rational enterprise, whether of philosophy, of science, or of life in general.”21 

Later, Keyser discussed the different properties of postulate systems, including pregnance (the 

postulates can lead to theorems), compendence (the variables in the postulates are relevant to one 

another), compatibility (no postulate contradicts any other), and independence (no postulate can 

be derived from any other). Because studying the features of postulate systems had been an 

important endeavor in American mathematics, Keyser was able to refer his readers to the work of 

his colleagues, including Veblen, E. V. Huntington, R. L. Moore, H. M. Sheffer, and J. R. Kline. 

 
20 Keyser, Mathematical Philosophy, 2. 
21 Keyser, Mathematical Philosophy, 40. 
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In the next chapter, Keyser explained functions, propositional functions, and doctrinal 

functions. He described functions as statements about the dependence of one or more things on 

something else. Examples included the dependence of the area of a rectangle upon the lengths of 

its sides as well as the dependence of the “turbulence of labor upon the lust of capital.” The latter 

example spoke to the prevalence of the problems of labor, of which Keyser was undoubtedly 

aware, throughout the early twentieth century. Although he did not always make explicit political 

statements in his published writing, Keyser’s archive overall suggests a critical view of industrial 

capital and laissez-faire economics. Such concerns had taken on new force and form after the war. 

While some reveled in the wonders of modern consumerism, others lamented the hypocrisy and 

disarray of political reform movements. 

Keyser went on to describe propositional functions, which were similar to functions but with 

one or more undetermined variables to which different meanings could be assigned, such as sin x 

= cos y. A propositional function was neither true nor false but became true or false when specific 

constants were assigned to its variables. Keyser, who was an adamant opponent of Prohibition, 

also gave the example: “x is a noble citizen intemperately desiring to impose abstinence on y.”22 

Another example was Hilbert’s postulates for geometry. Although they seemed like propositions 

with specific content, they were actually propositional functions in disguise, and terms like 

“point,” “straight line,” and “plane,” were in fact undefined variables. As Keyser explained, 

instead of “any three points not in the same straight line determine a plane,” Hilbert could just as 

easily have written, “Any three loigs not in the same boig determine a ploig.”23 In doing so, there 

would have been no change in the relationship between the postulates (propositional functions that 

were neither true nor false) and the theorems deduced from them (also neither true nor false). 

 
22 Keyser, Mathematical Philosophy, 51–50. 
23 Keyser, Mathematical Philosophy, 56. 
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Although he agreed with this conception of logical relations, Hilbert generally valued the 

axiomatic method as a way to better understand existing theories in science and mathematics, not 

to randomly construct any systems whatsoever.24 Hilbert was not likely to have cared about “loigs” 

and “boigs.”  

According to Keyser, for whom form and content were ultimately distinct, what Hilbert called 

Euclidean Geometry was a doctrinal function, defined as a system of propositional functions. If 

the variables in the doctrinal function’s propositional functions were replaced by constants, then 

the propositional functions would be propositions, and the system of propositions would be a 

doctrine. If those constants happened to include undefined concepts like points, lines, and planes, 

then the doctrine would be Euclidean Geometry. Defining the variables as constants was 

considered an “interpretation” of the function, and, as Keyser pointed out, every doctrinal function 

admits of an infinite number of interpretations. Keyser was thus able to resolve, at least in his own 

work, contemporary disputes regarding absolute and relativist knowledge by defining mathematics 

as definite form applied to variable content—more or less a form of conditional certainty. As 

Einstein had written, “Insofar as the theorems of mathematics are related to reality they are not 

certain; and insofar as they are certain, they are not related to reality.”25 In general, the 

development of modern, axiomatic geometry and of modern mathematics in general had led many 

to reconsider the traditional association between mathematics and absolute truth.26 Keyser quoted 

Bertrand Russell saying that “Mathematics is the science in which one never knows what one is 

 
24 Corry, “David Hilbert,” 161. 
25 Quoted in Corry, “Axiomatics, Empiricism, and Anschauung,” 155. 
26 J. Ferreiros and J. J. Gray, eds., The Architecture of Modern Mathematics: Essays in History and Philosophy 

(Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2006), 7. 
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talking about nor whether what one says is true.”27 For Keyser, however, mathematics held onto 

its traditional ties to truth while opening new opportunities for expression and freedom.  

In the end, Keyser mobilized his explanations of doctrines and doctrinal functions as a way to 

define mathematics. Doctrinal functions, Keyser explained, with their emphasis on logical 

relations and form, were pure mathematics, while doctrines, which had both form and content, 

were applied mathematics. Thus, a doctrine like Euclidean Geometry was applied mathematics. 

According to Hilbert, geometry was a well-defined “natural science” that could become “pure 

mathematics” once it had been fully axiomatized.28 Axioms for other fields of science, like Moritz 

Pasch’s for mechanics, were based on a similar goal but were less far along. 

For his part, Keyser echoed conceptions of mathematics like Hilbert’s and then reshaped and 

extended them further. In defining mathematics by its postulates, Keyser engaged a broader debate 

between intuitionist and formalist—alternatively, constructivist and postulational—conceptions of 

mathematics.29 And while other American mathematicians, including Norbert Wiener, R. D. 

Carmichael, and Keyser’s own student, E. T. Bell, would write about mathematics as 

postulationalism, none would extend the idea to the extent or in the same, particularly humanist, 

directions as Keyser.30 In Keyser’s view, men in all disciplines ought to consider the 

mathematical—which is to say the postulational—method as a guiding ideal. Even if they did not 

become full-on doctrinal functions, Keyser insisted that all fields of thought relied on foundational 

principles and assumptions—i.e. postulates. When saying, “We hold these truths to be self-

 
27 Keyser, Mathematical Philosophy, 133. 
28 Corry, “Axiomatics, Empiricism, and Anschauung,” 158. 
29 According to Ferreiros and Gray, the latter pair more accurately represents the terms of the debate. Ferreiros and 

Gray, The Architecture of Modern Mathematics. 
30 Postulationalism was similar in many ways to what Corry calls the “axiomatic image” of the French Bourbaki 

collective. Corry, “The Origins of Eternal Truth in Modern Mathematics”; Norbert Wiener, I Am a Mathematician 
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evident,” the authors of the Declaration of Independence were saying “we lay down the following 

postulates.”31 Foundational assumptions could similarly be found at the basis of Darwin’s On the 

Origin of Species, Marxian socialism, and Einstein’s theories of relativity. Responsible criticism 

required searching for such assumptions. 

In the introduction to Mathematical Philosophy, Keyser had addressed the question of how 

much mathematics all people, “as human beings,” ought to learn. “Nowhere is the confusion of 

the time more evident,” he explained, “than in the somewhat noisy and sometimes acrimonious 

discussion that has been recently and still is going on throughout our country regarding the value 

of mathematics as a subject in secondary and collegiate education.”32 Many had been quick to join 

the discussion by pointing to the “omnipresence of quantity” in the world and thus the need to 

understand it mathematically. Instead of appealing to quantity, however, Keyser hoped that they 

would appeal to the human quality of mathematics. Humanistic education, he explained, was about 

shared pursuits and common humanity. Industrial education, on the other hand, was necessarily 

individualistic in its focus on a person’s distinct gifts, training, and occupation. In Keyser’s view, 

both forms were important. Man, after all, was both an individual and part of a collective. But the 

latter without the former was degrading and unacceptable.33 Near the end of the book, Keyser gave 

the example of the development of non-Euclidean geometries as one of the greatest expressions of 

the human spirit that remained widely misunderstood by the general public. A misinformed public, 

he declared, was a danger to democracy.  

In his discussion of non-Euclidean geometries, Keyser explained that the conceptions and 

implications of each system were all logically sound and “pragmatically true,” even though they 

 
31 Keyser, Mathematical Philosophy, 149. 
32 Keyser, Mathematical Philosophy, 13. 
33 Similar arguments about mathematics education were made in Germany around the turn of the twentieth century. 
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contradicted one another. He referenced theories of Pragmatism espoused by C. S. Peirce, William 

James, and John Dewey, which Keyser simplified to the idea that a doctrine is true “if it ‘works,’ 

in so far as it ‘works,’ so long as it ‘works.’”34 This idea, he explained, was not “without merits,” 

especially those that appeal to the baser instinct of humans as animals. In the animal world, “…all 

ways that ‘work’ equally well, all means that are equally ‘effective,’ are equally good. It is the 

pragmatic meaning of truth that makes treason a crime, if it fail, and a virtue, if it succeed…” 

According to Keyser, this meaning of truth was “especially congenial to an industrial age,—an 

experimental age,—an age of laboratories,—an adventurous age when men act more than they 

think.”35 Pragmatism worked well enough in the domain of science. But, what most people did not 

realize was the importance of a “nobler” form of truth found in the constant relations of logical 

thought. Keyser was generally critical of Pragmatism, even though his assertions of mathematics 

as a human endeavor often mirrored the role of human action in Pragmatic conceptions of truth. 

Keyser did cite an earlier article written by F. C. S. Schiller about the usefulness of Keyser’s 

doctrinal functions concept to Schiller’s own Pragmatic theories.36 

Mathematical Philosophy was largely well received. Its publishers, E. P. Dutton & Company, 

earned a small profit selling copies for $4.70, although they had not originally expected sales to 

exceed printing costs.37 “It rather flabbergasts me,” John MacRae of E. P. Dutton wrote to Keyser, 

“and tickles my vanity to see how many copies of your MATHEMATICAL PHILOSOPHY have 

been sold.”38 The book was advertised in The Nation, The New Republic, and The New York Times. 

 
34  Keyser, Mathematical Philosophy, 361. 
35  Keyser, Mathematical Philosophy, 362. 
36 F. C. S. Schiller, “Doctrinal Functions,” The Journal of Philosophy, Psychology and Scientific Methods 16, no. 2 

(1919): 44–46. 
37 John Macrae to Charles Kassel September 1923, Columbia University Rare Book and Manuscript Collection, 
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38 John Macrae to Cassius Keyser November 1923, Columbia University Rare Book and Manuscript Collection, 
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It was also included in “A Suggested List of Mathematical Books for Junior College Libraries” in 

The American Mathematical Monthly.39 Keyser was sent letters of praise from a handful of 

mathematicians, including from M. H. Jurdak at the American University of Beirut. “We have all 

your publications in our university library,” Jurdak would later write. “I have introduced your 

‘Mathematical Philosophy’ to be given as a term [half - a year] course of 3 hours per week.”40 

Keyser also heard from Frederick F. Sharpless, who was the secretary of the American Institute of 

Mining and Metallurgical Engineering. Sharpless thought that the Science and Engineering chapter 

in Mathematical Philosophy ought to be read by every engineer in America.41 

A handful of responses to Keyser’s book referenced his coining of the term “doctrinal 

function.” Keyser had first used the term in an article he wrote in 1913, but Mathematical 

Philosophy had allowed him the space to explain the idea more systematically.42 In a review of 

Mathematical Philosophy in the Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, J. W. Young 

wrote that, in coining the term, “Professor Keyser has done more than merely give an appropriate 

label. The concept which it describes was doubtless latent in the minds of many before its 

introduction. But by giving it a name he has precipitated the concept in precise form—and the 

concept is a valuable one.”43 E. T. Bell would later tell Keyser that E. H. Moore at Chicago thought 

that he had come up with the idea himself, which, as Bell explained, “is implicit in his lectures on 

 
39 “Undergraduate Mathematics Clubs,” The American Mathematical Monthly 32, no. 2 (1925): 91–94; “A 

Suggested List of Mathematical Books for Junior College Libraries,” The American Mathematical Monthly 32, no. 9 
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41 Frederick Sharpless to Cassius Keyser June 26, 1922, Columbia University Rare Book and Manuscript Collection, 
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42 Keyser, “Concerning Multiple Interpretations of Postulate Systems and the ‘Existence’ of Hyperspace.” 
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General Analysis, but it is not explicitly stated.”44 Keyser would continue to write about doctrinal 

functions, claiming the term for himself, as the groundwork for his definition of mathematics.  

J. W. Young also wrote in his review that he had not been convinced by Keyser’s use of 

doctrinal functions and postulates to define “pure mathematics.” Instead of using such a “well-

established” term, why not call the class of doctrinal functions “abstract mathematics” or “formal 

mathematics”? Young was also unconvinced by the role of freedom in Keyser’s book. “Is it true 

that the die is cast when the postulates have been chosen? What of the wealth of definitions that 

are possible under a given set of postulates? What of the infinite variety of combinations of the 

primitive elements which the creative imagination can construct? Royce has called it the ‘eternal 

fairyland of mathematical construction.’”45 Young noted that foundational studies in mathematics 

had helped highlight its cultural affinity to fine art and other creations of the imagination. The case 

for relativism in modern mathematics could indeed be viewed favorably through values like 

freedom and imagination, and Young seemed to think that Keyser could have made this point more 

clearly. 

Much of what was written in response to Mathematical Philosophy involved coming to 

Keyser’s defense after Norbert Wiener published a somewhat negative review of the book in the 

Saturday Literary Review of the New York Evening Post. The same section of the Post had 

previously advertised the book, including a quote from Gino Loria under the heading 

“Appreciation by an eminent Italian of the work of an American mathematician.” In his review, 

Wiener wrote that Keyser had clearly read a lot of logic and postulate theory, but that, as presented 

in Mathematical Philosophy, “most of their sharp and precise ideas get their corners knocked off. 

 
44 From E. T. and J. L. Bell to Cassius Keyser December 21, 1927, Columbia University Rare Book and Manuscript 
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The words are there, but they are covered by so many quotations, metaphors, erudition, examples, 

that only those who know them well can ever hope to disinter them.” Keyser’s “tone of wide 

humanity and broad philanthropy is ill chosen to portray cold and austere mathematical beauty.”46 

Wiener had also been unimpressed by Alfred Korzybski’s ideas of “time-binding,” which Keyser 

had promoted enthusiastically. 

 

“Time-Binding” and Religion 

Although doctrinal functions and their applications were the main focus of Mathematical 

Philosophy, Keyser also discussed the human implications of mathematics through questions in 

religion and Korzybski’s concept of time-binding. In May 1921, Keyser gave a speech at the 

annual meeting of the Phi Beta Kappa Society at Columbia on “The Nature of Man.” The war, 

which had ended only two and a half years earlier, had killed and injured millions. The peace 

following the war was filled with open wounds and unsolved problems. The “system of human 

relationships throughout the world,” Keyser explained, “has been strained and torn asunder” 

leading to “…doctrines and proposals that we are wont to call radical, revolutionary, red. Is it true 

that our thinking has been too radical? The trouble is that, in the proper sense of that much abused 

term, our thinking has not been radical enough.”47 What was needed, Keyser believed, was a 

radical reassessment of what it meant to be human, and the place to start was Alfred Korzybski’s 

“Manhood of Humanity: The Science and Art of Human Engineering.” Keyser was particularly 

excited by Korzybski’s notion of “time-binding,” which claimed that humankind was uniquely 

defined by its relationship to time, wherein “each generation inherits the fruit of the creative toil 
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of bygone generations, augments the inheritance, and transmits it to the generations to come.”48 

Animals are defined by their movement and are space-binding, whereas plants are defined by their 

use of energy and are chemistry-binding. The human element of time-binding could be seen 

especially clearly in mathematics.   

According to Keyser, the study of man, i.e. the social sciences, ought to focus on the “natural 

laws” of humanity’s time-binding energies. Understanding such laws would allow for the 

advancement of civilization and “guide the development of humanity's manhood.” In many ways, 

Korzybski’s ideas aligned with other attempts to solve the social and political problems of the 

early twentieth century through varying conceptions of science. Indeed, many Americans would 

recognize similar calls for scientific planning, management, and efficiency through contemporary 

icons like Robert Moses and Robert Yerkes. 

Keyser wrote about humanity and the laws of time-binding throughout his career. At least one 

article he submitted on the topic to The New Republic, however, was not accepted for publication 

because the committee thought that he had read too much into the idea and that his references to 

Korzybski’s text did not provide “sufficient reason for anticipating revolutionary effect from the 

acceptance of the conception.” Nonetheless, Keyser would continue to discuss the idea elsewhere. 

Thanks to an introduction from E. H. Moore, Keyser and Korzybski came to know one another 

personally. Korzybski would eventually become known for developing his ideas about human 

engineering into the field of General Semantics, And while Keyser was not always on board with 

all of his ideas, the two men would continue to cite one another in their work. 

In addition to chapters on doctrinal functions and time-binding, Keyser’s Mathematical 

Philosophy also included chapters on theories of Infinitude in relation to ideas in theology. These 
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chapters contained references to Keyser’s previous books on Science and Religion and The New 

Infinite and the Old Theology. In Science and Religion, Keyser had discussed what he called the 

“rational,” the “subrational,” and the “superrational.” The subrational, or the “world of sense,” was 

limited and could not account for idealizations like the concept of a perfect sphere—a distinction 

that had been addressed in different ways by philosophers from Plato to Kant. Keyser then made 

an analogous distinction between the rational and the superrational, “belonging to an overworld.” 

The rational, for example, could not account for the idea of the class of all classes that are not 

members of themselves. In this case, a class would be a member of itself only if it were not a 

member of itself, a paradox famously attributed to Bertrand Russell. For Keyser, an absurdity like 

this was evidence of the limits of reason, which opened the space for religious emotions.49 Religion 

itself was a complex of emotions that could not be known logically or conceptually.  

Theology, on the other hand, was not emotion, but doctrine. In The New Infinite and the Old 

Theology, Keyser explained that theology had not yet seen the “modern light,” and that modern 

mathematics was “especially qualified… to assist in the restoration.”50 Professional Theology, he 

explained, needed to become Rational Theology, which meant using the insights of rational 

thought, i.e. mathematics, to address questions about divinity. “Theology’s supreme ideals,” 

Keyser explained, “conform to patterns woven of scientific ideas.”51 An example was the potential 

relationship between modern mathematical theories of Infinity and the theological concept of 

Infinity. At the end of the nineteenth century, mathematicians had established that there were both 

multiple sizes and multiple types of Infinity that occupied different levels. Some infinities were 

larger than others. Some were countable, and others were uncountable. Keyser gave minimally 
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technical examples of each and then explained that the Infinite of theology was the ultimate ideal 

of the mathematical Infinite. Although the theological Infinite could not be understood 

mathematically, the mathematical ranking of infinities had allowed for conceptions of an even 

greater Infinite beyond the mathematical. In a similar vein, the idea that some infinities are 

contained within but also as infinite as others could help to further understand conceptions of the 

Holy Trinity, in which each part is both contained within but also as great as the whole. Keyser 

imagined what modern mathematics might say to theology: 

“I too, in the course of my long career have expended, I do not say have wasted, much time 

and energy in attempting to combine the non-combinable, in attempting, that is, to erect a 

solid and unitary doctrine respecting some object of my thought up on a basis of postulates 

that were indeed individually sound and eligible, but that, taken collectively as a system, 

were subsequently found to involve logical incompatibility and so not to allow any 

superstructure not doomed to quick decay by the present within it of fatal contradictions. 

Fortunately, I have not besought or trusted any hyperlogical providence to preserve such 

architecture against eternal criticism or the destructive agency of its own defects, but have 

had the grace to tear it down myself and prepare to build anew.”52 

Theology, Keyser claimed, “must ascertain what her postulates are—what assumptions she 

actually makes.”53 Perhaps mirroring his imaginary dialog between mathematics and theology, 

Keyser would write back and forth with scholars of theology, including Presbyterian and Protestant 

leaders, throughout his career. 

Keyser’s wife, Ella, died in 1926. He retired from Columbia the next year. As Adrain Professor 

Emeritus, Keyser was a widower with a stipend of $4,000 per year and even more time to write 
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and speak about postulates, mathematics, science, and humanism. Over the next two decades, 

Keyser corresponded with and received fan mail from colleagues and former students but also 

from scholars, teachers, undergraduates, and high school students whom he had never met. Much 

of his writing offered both direct and indirect commentary on the hardships, hostilities, and 

anxieties of the 1930s. Amidst the chaos, he helped to build networks of mathematicians in New 

York City and beyond that worked to humanize and popularize the interests of mathematical 

researchers. 

 

Mathematics and Science 

In 1929, Keyser wrote a book called The Pastures of Wonder. A description of it later appeared 

in The Management Review’s “Survey of Books for Executives,” which read, “If you believe that 

the kind of lives we lead depends upon the kind of thinking we do, then you will not want a more 

competent and gentle shepherd than Dr. Keyser to guide your intellectual grazing and fattening in 

the fields of science and mathematics. If, on the other hand, you believe that a successful engineer 

needs but a reference to a mechanical pocket book to solve his problems, like a housewife 

consulting the recipes of her cookbook, you had better save the price of ‘Pastures of Wonder,’ for 

you will need the cash to pay for the mistakes you are bound to make.”54 Like similar critiques of 

industrial labor, The Management Review’s description constructed a binary between those who 

think and those who follow instructions, insulting the latter by comparison to a supposedly 

unthinking housewife. Although The Pastures of Wonder was indeed about thinking, it had little 

to say directly about the thinker-housewife binary. Nonetheless, given the level of abstraction and 
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emphasis on humanism in the book, praise from managers and engineers may have seemed 

particularly noteworthy.  

The Pastures of Wonder comprised two parts, “The Realm of Mathematics,” and “The Realm 

of Science.” The first part Keyser described as a “report” of the “discovery” of the meaning of 

mathematics, which, Keyser declared, had been “found only a few years ago.”55 The second part 

was a proposal for how science ought to be defined. “Wonder is the great question-asker. Answers 

are propositions.” Mathematics and science were like propositional “pastures.”56 

Many of the ideas that Keyser wrote about in the section describing the discovery of 

mathematics had appeared before in his work. He began with propositions and explained how they 

were bound together—via inference, implication, and deduction—into systems of propositions. 

While terms in propositions may be described, they remained undefined. A description of a point 

in geometry, for example, might be “that which has no part.”57 Because mathematics involved 

asserting implication between propositions, regardless of content, it was essentially form without 

meaning and could thus be applied to anything. Given the mathematical proposition “If X is a Y 

and all Y’s are Z’s, then X is a Z,” each letter could be replaced, in turn, by “Jesus”, “child of a 

virgin”, and “mythical being.”58 Keyser provided this and other examples in theology, ethics, 

biology, mysticism, and jurisprudence. There were two basic types of propositions, he explained, 

Categorical and Hypothetical, which occur in either the Actual world or the world of the Possible, 

respectively. The latter constituted the realm of mathematics, the former the realm of science. In 

this sense, fields like geometry and arithmetic were scientific rather than mathematical. 
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As Americans sought order in chaos through their newfound confidence in science, the term 

itself had come to mean both everything and nothing. “Mathematical Science and Christian 

Science,” as Keyser explained, do not refer to the same thing.59 And with so many definitions 

floating around, the term was open and exposed to misappropriation and abuse. Because of the 

value associated with science, it was “prostitut[ed] to the uses of downright ignorance and vulgar 

cunning.”60 Scientists knew instinctively what comprised their field, but the rest of the world did 

not. Keyser thus proposed a definition of involving categorical propositions as both a goal and a 

body of achievements. In The Pastures of Wonder, Keyser changed his mind from an earlier 

contention that mathematics could serve as an ideal for science. Science and Mathematics were 

too different for this to be the case, yet they were alike in the sense that both sought—though never 

achieved—absolute certainty. 

Sidney Finkelstein wrote in The Brooklyn Eagle that the subject matter of The Pastures of 

Wonder was “a necessary part of the modern cultured man’s background and this book is the 

clearest exposition of it that I know of.”61 Like Keyser’s other work, the book was read by 

undergraduate mathematics clubs and assigned in their courses. Some saw the stories told in it 

about the recent redefinitions of mathematics as a form of cultural progress. A reviewer in the 

American Mercury, however, wrote that the book seemed to accomplish nothing more than “the 

pasting of new labels on old bottles.”62 Others were not so sure about Keyser’s proposed, 

potentially limiting, new label for science. Philosophers might have been okay with it, one reader 

explained, but scientists preferred to consider everything they did under the category of science. 
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In February 1930, Illinois mathematician James Byrnie Shaw published a review of The 

Pastures of Wonder in The American Mathematical Monthly. Shaw had written a positive review 

of a collection of Keyser’s earlier essays, and Keyser had referenced a book by Shaw in his 

Mathematical Philosophy. Despite earlier affinities between the two scholars, however, Shaw 

thought that, in The Pastures of Wonder, Keyser had taken too far the conflation of mathematics 

and logic. 

Again, Keyser’s allies came to his defense. Berkeley mathematician B. A. Bernstein wrote to 

Keyser saying how much he loved the book and, if he had the time, he would have written a 

response to Shaw’s “gross misrepresentation” of it.63 E. T. Bell described the review as unfair. 

“Shaw and you have a fundamental difference of opinion as to what mathematics is. As I see it in 

the light of all the work that has been done by the modern school in the past twenty years, Shaw is 

hopelessly prehistoric.”64 Keyser himself wrote to the Monthly expressing his disapproval of the 

review, and the journal later published a defense of Keyser’s book, “A Review of a Review,” by 

Wyoming mathematician N. J. Lennes.65 

In The Pastures of Wonder, Keyser had written that “The intrinsic qualities in sheer 

mathematics… have caused some to repute the science ‘divine.’ Mathematics is not divine, it is 

human. The intrinsic qualities of it do not betoken any ‘divinity’ in man; what they reveal is simply 

the intellectually best of that which in man is characteristically human.”66 This idea would 

ultimately come to the forefront of Keyser’s writing and networking. 
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Humanism and Science 

In 1931, Keyser’s definitions of science and mathematics joined his descriptions of humanism 

and pseudo-humanism in his book, Humanism and Science. Both science and mathematics, Keyser 

claimed, had aided the humanistic goal of world unity and encouraged feelings of Friendliness 

through knowledge sharing. He did not mention, however, the glaring counterexamples to this 

claim that had plagued the international scientific community since the start of World War I. 

Nationalist and militaristic pursuits notwithstanding, Keyser deemed science “non provincial, non-

sectarian, non-partisan, non-tribal, non-national, non-racial.”67 Science was to be credited with the 

knowledge of similarities that had been observed across cultures and with technologies that 

brought together far-flung regions of the world. Keyser noted, however, that some of his 

contemporaries had resolved to place science in opposition to humanism. Some pointed to 

deterministic theories in science that seemed to negate free will, while others mentioned despairing 

ideas about the size of the universe and the end of the world that rendered humans insignificant 

and soon-to-be extinct. Keyser refuted these condemnations mainly by referring to the work of 

other scholars. When discussing mathematics specifically, he reiterated his earlier ideas about the 

characteristic evolution of human knowledge across generations (“time-binding”) as well as the 

relevance of mathematics, via his concept of doctrinal function, to every possible human concern. 

In May 1930, Keyser reviewed a collection of essays, called Humanism in America, written by 

the avowed leaders of the New Humanist movement. Among early-twentieth-century intellectuals 

who lamented modern industry and culture, the New Humanists stood out from earlier and 

concurrent proponents of liberal and leftist humanisms with their particular brand of 

conservativism. In response to the increasing prevalence of individualism, pluralism, relativism, 
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and liberalism in American thought, New Humanists sought to affirm what was permanent and 

universal about the human experience. Romanticism, Darwinism, and Pragmatism, they believed, 

had each collapsed the boundaries between nature and man. Through dualistic conceptions of 

human experience, New Humanists sought to rescue the spiritual and the traditional from an 

industrializing nation obsessed with continual change.  

According to New Humanists, earlier forms of humanism had been tainted by the 

Enlightenment obsession with mathematical proof and reason. As David Hoeveler explains in his 

analysis of New Humanism, “either as abstract thinking or as uninspired good sense, reason, in the 

long run, did not satisfy. It was either too difficult or too boring. Man is ultimately driven to sink 

below or rise above the rational plane.”68 While reason could help lift the human experiences from 

the base level of natural sensations, it was not enough to rise to the level of the spiritual. In contrast 

to New Humanism, which was widely critiqued in the 1920s, other forms of contemporary 

humanism made various uses of Classical, Romantic, Pragmatic, and modern scientific ideals.69 

Keyser began his review of the New Humanists’ Humanism in America with an analysis of 

Irving Babbitt’s definition of humanism. “Regarding the strict doctrine of humanism,” Keyser 

wrote, “it is pertinent to inquire: What are the doctrine’s postulates—the basic propositions that it 

takes for granted?”70 Unfortunately, Keyser explained, Babbitt’s essay failed to scrutinize its own 

postulates. He also took issue with Cincinnati physicist Dean L. T. More’s essay on “The 

Pretensions of Science” that assigned science to the objective world and humanism to the 

subjective world. According to More, when scientists examine human thought and emotions, they 
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are overstepping their bounds. “I gain the impression,” Keyser wrote, “that our strict humanists 

regard Science as the most insidious and formidable of their many enemies.”71 According to 

Keyser, the strict definition of humanism was uncatholic, arrogant, dogmatic, and intolerant. After 

his review was published, Keyser’s ally (and fellow postulate theorist) B. A. Bernstein wrote 

Keyser a letter thanking him for writing it. “The conceit of the Humanists is colossal,” Bernstein 

wrote, “and is equaled only by their ignorance of the finest things man has created.”72 As a fellow 

mathematician, Bernstein may have had in mind some of the same objections to strict humanism 

that Keyser had articulated. 

The following year, Keyser published an article in The Hibbert Journal on “Humanism and 

Pseudo-humanism.” He began by describing the “extensive literature” that had been published 

recently in the United States, including Humanism and America. The meanings of the word 

“humanism,” Keyser explained, were almost as extensive as the literature of the “new humanistic 

movement” itself. Many writers in the United States, however, had written about what Keyser 

called “pseudo-humanism.” He then described Irving Babbitt’s humanism, sometimes referred to 

as “academic” humanism, as too narrow. Charles Potter’s was too religious, although not in the 

traditional meaning of the term, and also quite narrow. And what Leon Samson called “scientific 

humanism” was illogical, not to mention utopian, Marxian, and loquacious. Although he 

acknowledged that humanism was perhaps too broad to be defined, Keyser attempted to describe 

it anyway, starting with man’s quest to live a “good life.” After offering a brief history of 

humanism from Confucius and Socrates through the Renaissance, he explained that modern 

humanism was manifest “in the enterprise of Democracy; in the highly significant experiment of 
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Communism; in the universalisation of Education; in the astounding evolution of Industry; in the 

rapid ascent of Science; in the manifold striving towards World Unity and Co-operation in the 

effort to achieve by human faculties as good life on earth for all mankind.”73 

Evidently, Keyser felt the need to defend science and mathematics in the United States from 

narrow conceptions of humanism. Similar tensions had informed the development of pure 

mathematics in Germany, where neohumanist critiques of modern industry asserted the importance 

of classical disciplines. Toward the turn of the twentieth century, however, conceptions of 

humanism had broadened to include science as a reflection of the human spirit.74 Similarly, in the 

early-twentieth-century United States, the humanistic capacities of mathematics had become 

central to Keyser’s claims about its value more broadly. 

In many ways, the response to Keyser’s Humanism and Science mirrored that of his other 

books: some disagreed with his definitions and some disliked his flowery writing, but many were 

ready with praise. Maynard Shipley wrote in The New York Times that Humanism and Science was 

“Undoubtedly one of the really significant books of our perturbed time.” E. T. Bell wrote that “By 

including science and mathematics in the so-called new Humanism, Dr. Keyser has added both 

salt and meat to an otherwise unappetizing dish.”75 In a private note to Keyser, Bell elaborated: 

 “Humanism, or what they are now calling humanism, is to me an utter abomination. It 

seems to me to express the very summit of the reactionary movement that began with the 

signing of the Armistice. The New England crowd have seized this reactionary setback to 

exploit their indurated Puritanism… The spectacle of so called well educated men 

swallowing this stuff as if it were nourishing, is a sufficient answer to those who believe 
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that the great mass of the public can be trained to appreciate science. I do not mean that 

such works as yours are a shot in the void, but I do think that it is quite hopeless to attempt 

civilization of more than ten per cent of all human beings who can read and write.”76 

Bell’s reference to the education and civilization of Americans was central to both Keyser’s 

career and the politics of knowledge in the aftermath of World War I. Amid broken social and 

political systems, scholars debated whether it should be the responsibility of experts to redesign 

such systems for everyone else or whether they should educate and empower the people to be their 

own designers. Like Dewey and other contemporaries, Keyser understood the latter option to be 

essential to the promotion of democracy, and he always seemed hopeful about bringing the 

civilizing power of mathematics to the masses. Fortunately, he was not alone in his attempts to do 

so. 

At the beginning of Humanism and Science, Keyser thanked his new wife, Sarah Youngman 

Keyser, for her “invaluable help.” In January 1929, Keyser had received a letter from a former 

student asking him to have dinner with her. Her name was Sarah Youngman, and she, along with 

Gladys Weighell, who had gone on to become the President of the Mathematical Society at the 

University of Cardiff, had taken classes from Keyser a few years earlier. Sarah was living in 

Columbia graduate student housing, teaching at a local private school, and completing the 

residence requirements for a doctor’s degree. She wanted to return to college teaching and was 

hoping that Keyser would be one of her professional references.77 Keyser met Sarah for dinner the 

following Monday. They met at least once after that to discuss Spengler. In March, she told her 

family of their plans to marry. 
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While visiting her family, Sarah wrote to Keyser to assure him of her love for him and to 

assuage his doubts on the matter. She, like others who were close to him, affectionately called him 

“Mowgli,” most likely a reference to Rudyard Kipling's The Jungle Book. “When I have solved a 

problem in Mathematics correctly,” Sarah wrote, “I know it. It is that kind of know that I use when 

I say I know it is you that I love; not things about you, but you.”78 Later that year, Keyser would 

sponsor Sarah’s membership in the American Mathematical Society. For the next 18 years, Sarah 

would help cultivate networks of mathematicians in New York City while continuing to teach and 

write about mathematics. 

 

The Scripta Mathematica and the Galois Institute 

In 1936, Rose Roll of Washington Irving High School wrote to Keyser about the lack of 

support for mathematics education. “Again, but a few weeks ago in a discussion group at an 

educational conference when mathematics was being indecently criticized, I finally ventured to 

indicate the nature and power of the doctrinal function and the critics were silenced and apparently 

impressed with the majesty of the idea. Could you not talk to the nation over the radio? Could you 

not think of some manner of making the meaning of mathematics obvious to the world at the fair 

of 1939? Why can it not be made real and familiar to the man of the street?”79 

Keyser did speak about mathematics over the radio, on WMAL, WEAF, and WNYC. On May 

6, 1939, nationwide listeners tuned in to WNYC would have heard both him and Sarah discuss 

“The Role of Mathematics in the Tragedy of Our Modern Culture.” The address was scripted for 

Sarah to ask a series of questions to which her husband provided answers. The tragedy, as Keyser 
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explained it, was the fact that very few people had the appropriate means to access and appreciate 

two of the most important cultural achievements of modern civilization: mathematics and 

mathematical physics. The tragedy could be mitigated, however, if “intellectual non-

mathematicians” had a way of becoming “intelligent about mathematics” without having to 

become mathematicians. What was needed were mathematicians who could write and speak about 

their subject in a way that enabled “intellectual laymen” to know more about it.80 

In 1932, Keyser’s attempts to emphasize the human aspect of mathematics found an outlet in 

the newly conceived Scripta Mathematica, which he described as the only mathematical journal 

aimed at mitigating the tragedy of modern culture. Founded and edited by Jekuthiel Ginsburg, 

professor of Mathematics at Yeshiva University, the Scripta claimed to be "the only mathematical 

magazine in the world edited by specialists for laymen." Subscribers included “many intellectual 

non-mathematicians, Justice Cardozo for example, the governor of New York State, the President 

of the Irish Free State, and numerous others including eminent doctors of medicine, surgeons, 

lawyers, philosophers, and men of affairs.”81 The Scripta was also sent to hundreds of colleges in 

the United States and elsewhere. Keyser was a founding associate editor of the Scripta, and he 

wrote often for and helped promote it, including over the radio. Sarah contributed by writing book 

reviews. 

When plans for the Scripta were announced, leaders of the Mathematical Association of 

America expressed support for the project and claimed that they would have established a similar 

sort of publication but for lack of funding. Founding and funding a new journal in the middle of 

the Depression was certainly no easy task. For his part, Keyser worked to secure outside funding 
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for the Scripta from organizations like the Carnegie Corporation. Carnegie declined, and 

supporters and founders of the journal continued to seek funding elsewhere. Both Keysers attended 

meetings about the Scripta’s finances. Keyser also worked to arrange cooperation between the 

Scripta and The Humanist Press Association. 

The President of Yeshiva College, Bernard Revel, offered praise for the Scripta. “It is truly 

symbolic of American liberalism and the spirit of true scholarship, that the best scientific minds 

of several lands have united to make possible the issuance and quality of ‘Scripta Mathematica’ 

published by a college under Jewish auspices. The cooperation of these scholars and friends of 

learning shows the broadly human nature of true concern for cultural advancement.” In 1942, 

Yeshiva University conferred upon Keyser an Honorary Degree of Doctor of Humane Letters. 

After being presented with the degree, Keyser praised the University and the Scripta. “For this 

quarterly journal is now known and honored throughout the world, not only as a symbol of the 

manifold excellence of the Institution which is its home, but as a potent agency for enabling 

intellectual laymen to become intelligent about mathematics without having to become 

mathematicians, and that is a very great and very precious service to modern culture.”82 

The Scripta was more than the sum of its volumes. The Society of Friends of Scripta 

Mathematica hosted an annual dinner and boasted Albert Einstein as the Chairman of its Honorary 

Advisory Board. Talks were arranged throughout the year as part of the Scripta Mathematica 

Forum Lectures. In 1934, The Scripta Mathematica Library began publishing short books about 

mathematics, including Poetry of Mathematics and Other Essays by David Eugene Smith, 

Mathematics and the Question of Cosmic Mind by Cassius Jackson Keyser, and Fabre and 

Mathematics and Other Essays by Lao Simons. In his review of the Library’s first volume, E. T. 
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Bell wrote that “anyone but an indurated bigot must admit that mathematics has not yet made out 

a compelling case for democratic support.” Smith and the Scripta Mathematica were “pioneers in 

a vigorous movement to preserve American mathematics in the middle 30’s from the savage 

assaults of a mob of influential haters of mathematics.”83 Bell’s only critique was the price. Scripta 

publications, he insisted, should be printed and sold more cheaply. The reach of the message would 

be greater were the cost to readers only five or ten cents. 

The fifth and final volume published by the Scripta Library cost $1.25 and included a collection 

of lectures from the Galois Institute of Mathematics. Dr. Lillian Lieber had helped form the Galois 

Institute at Long Island University in 1934. As the Institute’s director, Lieber arranged for research 

mathematicians, “especially selected for their ability to make mathematical ideas SIMPLE AND 

INTERESTING,” to give talks to students from different schools and universities in New York 

City.84 Lieber also wrote, along with her artist husband, a series of books meant to introduce the 

excitement of modern mathematics to wide audiences. In 1942, the Liebers published The 

Education of T. C. MITS: What Modern Mathematics Means to You. T. C. MITS stood for The 

Celebrated Man In The Street. The 1944 edition quoted praise from Cassius Keyser and Albert 

Einstein. 

The Liebers and the Keysers became close friends. When Keyser spoke at the Galois Institute, 

the two couples would have dinner or take a drive. The Liebers sent the Keysers copies of their 

new books, and it was the Liebers who suggested that the Keysers give a joint talk about 

mathematics on the radio. Letters between them were signed “Love from both to both.”85 
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The Liebers would later serve on the Executive Committee, along with Jekuthiel Ginsburg, of 

the Friends of Cassius Jackson Keyser, “Organized to publish his Works, not only to honor him 

personally, but to give new emphasis at this time to the ‘human worth of rigorous thinking.’” 

Columbia President Butler was the Honorary Chairman, and sponsors included E. T. Bell and Emil 

Post, both former students of Keyser’s, as well as B. A. Bernstein, E. V. Huntington, Alfred 

Korzybski, and Mrs. D. E. Smith. In 1947, the first volume of The Collected Words of Cassius 

Jackson Keyser, published by Scripta Mathematica for the Friends of Cassius Jackson Keyser, was 

to be presented to Keyser on the occasion of his 85th birthday. He died the week before. 

 

FIGURE 4: Scripta Mathematica 5, no. 2 (1938) 
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Conclusion 

In October 1946, Keyser received a letter from an undergraduate student at Wellesley College 

named Sue Doherty. “‘The Philosophy of Mathematics’ was for me, as I believe it must be for 

anyone who reads it, one of the most important and exciting events in my life.” While she was 

“profoundly ignorant of both philosophy and mathematics,” reading Keyser’s book gave her “a 

conception of the power and beauty of pure mathematics, and a strong inspiration to go further in 

exploring it.” She had been disappointed, however, by the lack of philosophy of science courses 

at Wellesley.86 

Keyser responded to Sue with a story about John Quincy Adams. “An old friend of his who 

had not encountered him for some time unexpectedly met him and said, ‘Well, well, how is my 

good old friend John Quincy Adams?’ Adams replied, ’John Quincy Adams is well but the house 

he has been occupying is in disrepair and I fear he will have to move.’” Keyser wrote that his own 

house was in disrepair. He had, in fact, been ill and in the hospital at various times over the course 

of the preceding decade. At 84, he was thinking of “having to move.” But Sue’s letter, he wrote, 

made him feel hopeful. “Your feeling of the need for understanding the philosophy of your studies 

gives my generation new hope for peace in the world.” He told Sue that his wife had brought her 

letter to work to show her colleagues and students the kind of thinking that can be done by students 

in college.87 

Keyser’s exchange with Sue spoke to the dreams and efforts of his long career. By engaging 

with contemporary investigations of the foundations of mathematics, Keyser had worked to instill 

modern mathematics with new meaning. Keyser’s conception of mathematics was based on his 

 
86 Sue Doherty to Cassius Keyser October 10, 1946, Columbia University Rare Book and Manuscript Collection, 

Cassius Jackson Keyser papers, Box 4. 
87 Cassius Keyser to Sue Doherty October 27, 1946, Columbia University Rare Book and Manuscript Collection, 

Cassius Jackson Keyser papers, Box 4. 
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understanding of its basic assumptions, or postulates, which, when defined and combined, formed 

what he called a doctrine. Doctrines and postulates were manifest well beyond the boundaries of 

what was generally considered mathematics: 

“In proportion as one is well bred in the ways of postulational thinking one becomes vividly 

aware of the fact that within or under every species of discourse, except such as has been 

thorough-goingly postulationalized, there lurk obscure or even completely hidden 

assumptions or postulates… Such hidden determinants of life, conduct, and thought ought 

to be dragged forth from their hiding places into the light.”88 

Keyser found postulational—and therefore mathematical—thinking everywhere. Still, 

although the number of professional mathematicians in the United States was growing, many 

perceived at least a dearth of support, if not outright animosity, toward mathematics. And while 

some mathematicians sought support in the spoils of industry, Keyser hitched his wagon to 

contemporary theories of humanism. Amidst change and confusion, depression and war, Keyser 

offered his fellow Americans an ideal version of mathematical thinking. 

 
88 Keyser, Mathematics as a Culture Clue, 135. 
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Conclusion 

 

 

During World War I, American mathematicians had been frustrated by the small number of 

opportunities to employ their skills in the war effort. During World War II, however, they were 

instead frustrated by their lack of involvement and esteem in what appeared to be a much more 

mathematical war. In 1939, the American Mathematical Society and the Mathematical Association 

of America established a joint War Preparedness Committee, yet the actual military involvement 

of both societies would remain limited. In 1943, the federal Office of Scientific Research and 

Development established the Applied Mathematics Panel, which controversially functioned 

separately from the existing mathematical research community. Professional mathematicians had 

spent the formative years of their community both showcasing and fretting about their near-total 

focus on rigorous abstractions. So, it is perhaps not surprising that they were largely deemed unfit 

for military work. Still, mathematicians like Marshall Stone were angered by civilian defense 

programs that were concerned with mathematically laden fields like cryptography, computing, and 

nuclear weaponry, and yet failed to make use of much of the country’s mathematical talent. 

After the war, the prevalence of mathematics in operations research, economics, physics, 

biology, computing, and other military-industrial endeavors would earn American mathematicians 

a considerable amount of economic and cultural capital. The mathematics community itself, 

however, had essentially split in two. On one hand, industrial and military mathematics flourished 

in a world defined by free market capitalism and technocracy. On the other hand, academic 

mathematicians continued to build their own worlds defined by symbolic abstractions and internal 

consistency. While tensions between pure and applied research had been central to American 

mathematics since the turn of the twentieth century, they took on a different form after 1945. Since 
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its emergence in the late nineteenth century, the young and growing mathematics community was 

focused almost exclusively on modern, abstract research, while applied mathematics was left to 

the fringes and scattered elsewhere. After World War II, American mathematics would instead 

become two separate communities, one dedicated to pure and the other to applied research. With 

a number of refugee and immigrant scholars joining their ranks, both would become home to some 

of the world’s leading researchers. Overall, the status of American mathematics and the dynamics 

between mathematics and American society changed significantly from the first half of the 

twentieth century to the second. 

Although many historians have focused their attention on the development of American 

mathematics in the second half of the twentieth century, scholars like Karen Parshall have shown 

that there was an active mathematics community in the United States earlier in the century as well, 

and that building a young community involved a crucial set of key figures and institutions. When 

exploring the major findings and contributions of American mathematicians before 1945, 

historians have noted a peculiar lack of dedicated research in applied mathematics. Consequently, 

this dissertation began with a puzzle: how did a mathematics community dedicated to abstract 

research take root and grow in the early-twentieth-century United States? Like other American 

scientists, Progressive Era mathematicians needed to carve out a role for theoretical research in a 

nation defined by democratic practicality. But, instead of researching theories related to electricity 

or mechanics, American mathematicians chose to focus their attention on abstract mathematical 

systems. Scholars in Europe had responded in different ways to the development of similar systems 

through the nineteenth century; yet, regardless of their relationship to modern abstractions, 

mathematics communities in places like France and Germany remained tied to broader traditions 

of theoretical research. Mathematicians in the United States, on the other hand, had to fashion a 
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place of their own around the turn of the twentieth century, and they ultimately chose to do so in 

the style of modern research.  

Overall, a relatively small amount of scholarship has considered the early-twentieth-century 

growth of American mathematics. What has been written about the period is often geared toward 

prominent institutions and researchers as well as their lack of interest in applied mathematics. Yet, 

the very fact that American mathematicians were able to grow their community by focusing on 

abstract mathematical systems suggests a relationship between mathematics and American culture 

that goes beyond its material uses. Thus, this dissertation has considered the cultural history of 

American mathematics in conversation with its technical development. Longstanding traditions of 

“Yankee ingenuity” and practicality in the United States certainly posed a challenge to the pursuit 

of theoretical research that was detached from physical reality. Yet, the successes of abstract 

American mathematics suggest, in addition to cultural challenges, a variety of cultural resources 

and implications. To examine such dynamics, this dissertation has taken a broader approach to the 

concept of mathematical “applications” than one that is defined solely through science or industry. 

The results of abstract research in the United States, especially those related to the foundations of 

mathematics, were not only useful within mathematics itself, but they were also particularly 

relevant to questions in fields like philosophy, religion, and governance. Specifically, this 

dissertation has shown how early-twentieth-century American mathematics tied into broader 

cultural questions involving Pragmatism, humanism, progress, and democracy. 

In addition to “applications” and abstractions, this dissertation has also examined the 

relationship between mathematics and American culture through gender and professionalization. 

As Progressive Era mathematicians dedicated their time and energy to esoteric mathematical 

systems, many asserted ties to American traditions of masculinity through self-making and farm 
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work. As well, the process of professionalization itself was an assertion of white masculinity. 

While growing their young community, American researchers worked to define mathematics as 

an increasingly exclusive and hierarchical discipline. By separating their own work from that of 

teachers, amateurs, writers, and practitioners, research mathematicians effectively inscribed 

modern abstractions with male-coded rigor and prestige. Thus, in order to examine the entwinned 

dynamics of gender, professionalization, and abstraction, this dissertation has approached the 

category “mathematician” as a process of negotiation. 

Overall, American mathematicians and their institutions benefitted from a broader cultural turn 

toward science and expertise throughout Progressive Era. As the American Mathematical Society 

grew around the turn of the century, it narrowed its focus to the support abstract research, including 

in fields like postulate theory. At the same time, the American Mathematical Monthly worked to 

engage a wider audience and to celebrate a variety of mathematicians. In 1915, the Society decided 

officially to limit its membership to research mathematicians, and the Mathematical Association 

of America was formed to encompass the rest. This split was notably gendered, given that many 

women mathematicians had already been confined to positions as teachers. By the outbreak of 

World War I, the focus of American mathematics had consolidated around professional abstract 

research. 

Although a variety of American mathematicians, both men and women, were engaged in the 

war effort as teachers and computers, many others lamented their community’s prioritization of 

abstract research. In the aftermath of the war, tensions between pure and applied priorities 

continued as American mathematicians sought to grow and raise funds for their relatively well-

developed community. In doing so, they considered the relationship between mathematics and 

other sciences, hoping to benefit from new alliances between American science, industry, and 
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government. Mathematicians like Cassius Keyser, on the other hand, focused more broadly on the 

relationship between mathematics and humanity, hoping to communicate the value of 

mathematical abstractions through fields like philosophy and religion. 

In the second edition of The Development of Mathematics that was published in 1945, E. T. 

Bell explained contemporary conceptions of mathematics as an “arbitrary creation” of its 

researchers. “In precisely the same way that a novelist invents characters, dialogues, and situations 

of which he is both author and master, the mathematician devises at will the postulates upon which 

he bases his mathematical systems.”1 As a former student of Keyser’s, Bell echoed many of his 

ideas about how to humanize and promote mathematics. He also offered commentary on the 

epistemological status of mathematics in the early twentieth century: “For it seems improbable 

that our credulous race is likely ever to get very far away from brutehood until it has the sense and 

the courage to discard its baseless superstitions, of which the absolute truth of mathematics was 

one.”2 Although he celebrated and engaged with foundational studies and axiom systems, Bell 

warned about “the decadent vice of playing with barren postulates.”3 Such statements, in all their 

flowery language, conveyed what was at stake for American mathematicians during the growth of 

their young community. In general, the commentary of mathematicians like Bell and Keyser offers 

a different lens through which to view the history of American mathematics than one that is 

rendered solely through its results or through its relationship with other sciences.4 

In 1959, C. P. Snow described a split between two cultures.5 On one side were scientists who 

knew nothing about literature, and on the other side were humanists who could not explain the 

 
1 Eric Temple Bell, The Development of Mathematics, 2d ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill book company, inc., 1945), 

330. 
2 Bell, The Development of Mathematics, 330–31. 
3 Quoted in Hollings, “A Tale of Mathematical Myth-Making,” 73. 
4 A fair amount has been written about Bell’s popularization efforts, his career as a fiction writer (under the pen 

name John Taine), and his tendency to romanticize and voice inaccurate anecdotes about previous mathematicians. 
5 Snow, The Two Cultures and the Scientific Revolution. 
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basic laws of physics. In effect, Snow laid the groundwork for a debate that pitted one side against 

the other. Historians have since problematized this dualism, allowing an approach to the history of 

science that considers the production of knowledge as one among many products of culture. 

Nonetheless, although mathematics maintains important ties to both the sciences and the 

humanities, the history of mathematics has tended to focus on the science side of the supposed 

split and away from the cultural. Historical characters like Keyser and research fields like postulate 

theory, on the other hand, encourage a history of mathematics that is in conversation with its 

cultural bearings. What did abstraction mean to early-twentieth-century Americans? What kinds 

of people were associated with abstract thinking? In what ways was mathematics considered 

valuable beyond its relevance to war and industry? By asking these types of questions, this 

dissertation has examined the growth of mathematics in the United States as a series of both 

scientific and cultural negotiations. 

In the 2020 United States presidential election, one of the major candidates for the Democratic 

nomination, Andrew Yang, substituted the traditional American flag pin on his lapel for one that 

simply said “MATH.” Yang is a lawyer/entrepreneur who wanted voters to imagine stark 

differences between a data-driven Yang presidency and the sitting president’s tendency to 

disregard inopportune numbers and science. Yet, the substitution of pins was also striking for other 

reasons, including the assertion that to do or to value “MATH” was to be “American,” that 

“MATH” could solve America’s problems, and that the person who should marshal “MATH” was 

an Asian-American man. Yang was one of the first East Asian-Americans to run for president, and 

he often acknowledged the stereotypes associating aptitude in science and mathematics with Asian 

bodies. In addition to important questions about work, race, technology, and capitalism, the Yang 

candidacy spoke to the multivalent implications of mathematics in the recent history of the United 
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States, from the “Unabomber” to Good Will Hunting to the veneration of Big Data. But, with every 

political or cultural reference to mathematics comes the need to better understand the relationship 

between mathematics and American society. Why is mathematics considered valuable? What 

kinds of cultures, bodies, and ways of being in the world are associated with mathematical 

thinking? Who gets to decide? Such questions are part of an important and ongoing conversation 

about the power and purpose of mathematics in the futures we envision. This dissertation is 

intended as a contribution to that conversation. 
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